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Abstract

Adaptive transmit architectures are envisioned as dominating the radar research of the next century, and are key components of the Fully Adaptive Radar (FAR) paradigm. The fundamental FAR goal involves full exploitation of the joint, synergetic adaptivity of the radar’s transmitter and receiver. While phased array receive processing techniques jointly adapt over spatial and temporal Degrees-of-Freedom (DOF), little work has been done to exploit the same DOF available during the radar’s transmit illumination cycle. This research introduces Adaptive Illumination Patterns (AIP) as a means for exploiting the previously untapped transmit DOF made available by modern Active Electronically Steered Arrays (AESAs).

A fundamental challenge to effective airborne radar surveillance lies in suppressing signal dependent interference, i.e., clutter responses which are inherently created and shaped by the illumination pattern. This research investigates ways to mitigate clutter interference effects by adapting the illumination pattern on transmit. Two types of illumination pattern adaptivity were explored. Space time “beamforming” on transmit has been demonstrated by allowing the antenna illumination pattern (spatial filter) to vary on a pulse-by-pulse (temporal) basis, a technique described as Space Time Illumination Patterns (STIP). Using clairvoyant knowledge, STIP demonstrates the ability to remove sidelobe clutter at user specified Doppler frequencies, resulting in optimum receiver performance using a non-adaptive receive processor. A customized partially adaptive STAP receive processor is shown to add robustness to the process while requiring only a fraction of the training data required under standard illumination conditions. Spatial-only adaptivity was also explored using a planar transmit array in a close-in sensing application. In this case, the ability to reduce training data heterogeneity was demonstrated in dense target environments, thereby greatly improving the minimum discernable velocity achieved through STAP processing.
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Adaptive Illumination Patterns
for Radar Applications

I. Introduction

Since its inception, Radio Detection And Ranging (RADAR) continues to play a prominent role in remote sensing applications given its unique ability to effectively detect objects day or night, at long ranges, and in adverse weather conditions (haze, fog, rain, snow, etc.) [90]. Airborne radar systems mobilize these critical capabilities to wherever the battlefield exists, providing critical situational awareness to the warfighter. Unfortunately, the task of detecting ground targets from a moving airborne platform is intrinsically difficult. The composite ground reflections are typically stronger than the ground target reflections and thus targets of interest are easily obscured by the surrounding terrain.

1.1 Adaptive Radar Fundamentals

For stationary ground targets, detection and/or identification is often accomplished using Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) techniques which involve synthesizing images from a collection of sequential radar returns. Stationary ground targets are not the main focus of this research and thus they are not examined beyond this point. If the target is moving, the radar can rely on Doppler filtering to separate the small moving target return from the larger clutter return. This radar function is typically classified as providing a Ground Moving Target Indication (GMTI) which is (generically) encompassed within the scope of this research. The GMTI problem is not easily solved. A typical GMTI scenario is depicted in Fig. 1.1. Airborne platform motion effectively spreads ground reflections collected through antenna sidelobes (represented by the yellow ovals in Fig. 1.1) across a wide band of Doppler frequencies, often rendering simple Doppler detection schemes ineffective. Figure 1.2 provides a notional example of this problem in the azimuth-Doppler domain, depicting the clutter re-
Figure 1.1: Graphic illustration of the airborne GMTI detection problem.

Figure 1.2: Graphic illustration of the targets and minimum variance clutter spectrum projected into the azimuth-Doppler space. The platform motion spreads the sidelobe clutter across Doppler, impeding target detection via Doppler filtering.
turns as a “wall” of interference which cuts across both space (azimuth) and time (Doppler) and masks the target signals. Adaptive radar [18] was largely invented to help address this problem. This research capitalizes on technological advancements to improve adaptive radar performance by adapting, diversifying, and generally exploiting a largely under-utilized resource: the transmit antenna pattern.

1.2 Interference Suppression: Methods and Challenges

The problem of mitigating airborne signal induced interference (clutter) has been extensively studied within the radar community. Most modern and classical interference mitigation techniques can usually be categorized as either Space Time Adaptive Processing (STAP) [43, 62, 63, 71, 81] or some form of Displaced Phase Center Antennas (DPCA) technique [43, 62, 94]. While there are some adaptive radar processing concepts and architectures suggested in the literature which don’t categorize neatly into either STAP or DPCA, an overview of the dominate techniques provides the necessary background upon which the contributions made in this research can be understood.

A thorough treatment of the most popular adaptive radar techniques can be found in [43, 62, 63], the details of which are not repeated here. Rather, a short summary of remaining challenges for current state-of-the-art adaptive interference suppression is instructive to provide a better understanding of research contributions. Furthermore, it is important to point out the distinction between signal-dependent interference, such as clutter returns due to radar transmission, and signal-independent interference, such as the interference caused by external radiation sources. The distinction between signal-dependent and signal-independent interference is important in the context of this research given the focus here is on modifying the transmit pattern illumination. Thus, the results presented herein only address, categorically, the problem of mitigating signal-dependent interference. However, this should not be viewed as a weakness given the techniques developed in no way hinder the ability of existing jammer mitigation methods. These methods, such as traditional STAP,
are easily augmented to incorporate the proposed architecture to provide overall improved radar performance. Thus, a fundamental understanding of traditional STAP is useful, to fully understand the synergistic relationships to be explained herein.

1.2.1 Space Time Adaptive Processing (STAP). Theoretical STAP-based GMTI radar performance is ultimately thwarted by the inability to have clairvoyant (perfect \textit{a priori}) knowledge of the interference statistics. Given clairvoyance is not possible in practical applications, interference statistics are typically (historically) estimated from sampled radar data. The seminal paper by Reed, Mallet and Brennan (RMB) [86] in 1974 introduced a robust Sample Matrix Inversion (SMI) technique for estimating the interference covariance matrix from radar data collected from adjacent range bins. The data contained in the adjacent range bins is commonly referred to as Training Data (TD). The work in [86] also provides an important and commonly cited “RMB Rule” for SMI that relates, as a function of the STAP Degrees-of-Freedom (DOF), the average STAP performance to the number of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) target-free clutter samples (taken from adjacent range bins) used in forming the interference estimate. More often than not, the key assumption upon which SMI STAP is based (i.e., i.i.d. training data) is also the most questioned assumption in practice.

For example, consider Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s (DARPA) Mountain Top Radar [97], which can support the collection of 16 pulses through 14 receive antenna channels. In this case, STAP requires the estimation of a $224 \times 224$ covariance matrix and the RMB Rule estimates 448 range gates of training data are required to get within 3.0 dB of optimum performance. Since the instantaneous RF bandwidth of the Mountain Top Radar is only 200 kHz, the required 448 range gates span 672 km. This example highlights the fundamental challenge of full-DOF STAP processing, i.e., the need to obtain a sufficient \textit{quantity of quality} training data. These two factors dictate how reliably the interference statistics can be estimated.
Getting good estimates of the interference statistics is crucial for STAP performance. With the exception of probability of detection and probability of false alarm, Minimum Discernable Velocity (MDV) is perhaps the most important performance parameter in a GMTI radar. Generally speaking, for STAP-GMTI radars the larger the Doppler frequency difference between the target and mainbeam clutter the easier it is to detect the target. Further, a lower MDV (target detection near the mainbeam clutter) results from lowering the bandwidth of the mainbeam clutter, which can be achieved through “higher” temporal and spatial DOF at the cost of increasing training data quantity (according to the RMB Rule [86]). Thus, from a practical perspective achieving a low MDV requires training data to be i.i.d. over a large range extent. Unfortunately, operating environments of interest are rarely i.i.d. (homogeneous) [70]. The reality of heterogeneous clutter returns makes STAP-based GMTI inherently difficult. Further, as the training data becomes less and less i.i.d., the resulting performance degradation (usually a result of over- or under-nulling the clutter) typically appears first near the mainbeam clutter Doppler frequency which directly impacts the radar’s MDV. Thus, mitigating heterogeneous clutter effects is one key to effectively lowering the MDV.

1.2.2 Training Data Deficiencies. For good reason, the vast majority of practical STAP research has focused on how to do more with less, i.e., how to derive the best performance possible from limited quantities of mediocre-quality training data. For example, to deal with the lack of TD quantity, much research has focused on partially adaptive STAP methods which reduce the TD required by reducing the adaptive DOF [43,62,63]. While this can sometimes improve overall TD homogeneity by reducing training range extent (e.g., in scenarios with range/elevation varying statistics), just reducing the training data extent does not directly address the issue of training data quality (homogeneity). Some researchers have reported improved STAP performance by using Non-Homogeneity Detectors (NHD) [63] to identify and remove highly heterogeneous samples from a TD set, improving overall TD homogeneity but
at the cost of reducing TD quantity. Unfortunately, such techniques tend to obey the law of diminishing returns when applied to highly heterogeneous clutter environments, which comprise most operating environments of interest [12, 93].

The causes and effects of many types of clutter heterogeneity have been reported in [63, 70, 71]. Experimentation with measured radar data has repeatedly confirmed the negative impact of heterogeneous clutter on STAP performance [12, 70] and much of the active STAP research can be linked to addressing the heterogeneous clutter problem. Remote sensing requirements drive the need to consider GMTI operation in multi-static, dense urban, and target-rich environments using antenna arrays which may be side-looking with a significant crab angle, forward-looking, space-based, conformal, sparse, non-uniform, and possibly damaged. Each of these array conditions induces a type of non-homogeneity into the training data along the range (training) dimension, whether it be amplitude, spectral, temporal, and/or a combination of all three [62, 63, 71, 81].

With today’s challenging GMTI scenarios demanding increased radar resolution in range, Doppler, and azimuth (and better detection performance notwithstanding), the training data quantity and range extent increase as well and the problems of availability, heterogeneity, and non-stationary temporal-spatial clutter relationships are compounded. Dealing with these problems has framed, either directly or indirectly, the vast majority of adaptive radar research since its inception.

Though many remarkable STAP processors and techniques have been invented that ameliorate over the shortcomings of real world TD, it goes almost without saying that virtually any STAP technique incorporating training data as part of its algorithm benefits from increased training data quantity and/or quality. The use of intelligent transmit adaptivity and/or diversity, specifically the pattern adaptivity explored here, has demonstrated the ability to improve the quality of received training data (prior to any receive processing). By improving TD quality, any NHD process will remove less TD, resulting in a greater quantity of TD available as well. By restoring a degree
of homogeneity to the clutter, adaptive illumination patterns should bring about improved performance for many adaptive receiver processing algorithms.

### 1.3 Recent Adaptive Radar Research Thrusts

Many techniques have been developed to address the reality of limited and/or heterogeneous training data [63]. More recently, some success has been achieved using partially and fully adaptive methods which make extensive use of available knowledge sources. As mentioned previously, nearly all problems associated with STAP can be readily muted through clairvoyancy. Therefore, it is natural to expect that augmenting STAP with additional knowledge will result in improved performance. Fundamentally, this represents a Bayesian approach to radar processing whereby available a priori knowledge is used to reduce statistical uncertainty in quantities to be estimated. Extending the use of a priori knowledge into the radar transmitter has also been recently given much emphasis in the literature, with some at the DARPA claiming adaptive transmit architectures will dominate the radar research of the next century [44].

#### 1.3.1 Knowledge-Aided STAP

Knowledge-Aided STAP has become a widely researched area in the radar community [2–4, 6–8, 12, 13, 15, 21, 31, 37, 41, 43, 48, 59, 64, 68, 69, 73–75, 89, 101]. Researchers have widely exploited the general structure of clutter (parametric methods), previously collected radar data (previous Coherent Pulse Intervals (CPI) and SAR imagery), as well as terrain and other geological databases (terrain elevation, reflectivity, etc). The DARPA funded Knowledge Aided Sensor Signal Processing and Expert Reasoning (KASSPER) program is one example of this type of research which has driven researchers toward employing a-priori information into radar signal processing methods to achieve better performance in very challenging clutter environments.

While the KASSPER program is representative of recent efforts to advance the state-of-the-art in knowledge-aided “adaptive” processing, a gap remains between
desired performance and what the current state-of-the-art provides. The KASSPER challenge dataset demonstrated that even with perfect statistical clairvoyancy (i.e., known covariance matrices), some targets remained undetected and false detections were prevalent even with optimum processing [37]. It is clear that signal independent interference (e.g., jamming), extreme heterogeneous clutter environments, and dense target fields remain a formidable challenge for the best receiver processing interference mitigation techniques. This has prompted some researchers to shift their focus toward modifying conventional transmitter processing to improve system performance [48].

This shift from a receiver centric processing paradigm to a synergistic adaptive transmitter and receiver paradigm is largely made possible by the development of knowledge-aided, knowledge-based methods. Aside from the required leaps in transmitter technology (specifically arbitrary waveform generation and Active Electronic Scanned Array (AESA) antennas) the obvious stumbling block to adaptive transmit is knowing what to adapt to. Knowledge-based and knowledge-aided receive processing techniques have pioneered the fusion of external, a priori knowledge into receiver processing, an arena formerly exclusively dependent on received data. Given the lack of received data prior to transmit, it is natural to investigate the exploitation of a priori knowledge on transmit.

1.3.2 Fully Adaptive Radar (FAR). Since the inception of adaptive radar processing [18], research predominantly followed a transmit–receive–adapt approach to interference mitigation. This widely-accepted receiver centric processing paradigm is intuitive, given the historical reliance on using received data to estimate interference statistics necessary for adaptive radar processing, such as done in STAP techniques. Knowledge-based and knowledge-aided receive processing techniques successfully pioneered the fusion of external, a priori knowledge into receiver processing. Given the lack of received data prior to transmit, it is natural to investigate the exploitation of a priori knowledge on transmit. However, relatively few adaptive radar techniques
have been proposed that attempt to optimize the transmitted energy characteristics (temporal, spectral, spatial or combination thereof) to improve system performance.

Systems that adapt transmit energy characteristics based on known environmental conditions may reduce the burden placed on receiver processing, thereby unlocking previously unreachable levels of performance by exploiting “priors” in a Bayesian paradigm during the creation of radar data. The combination of improved a priori knowledge data bases and recent improvements in arbitrary waveform synthesizers, low-noise linear amplifiers, and extremely agile Active Electronically Scanned Arrays (AESAs), is unlocking the door to an expanded paradigm involving an adapt–transmit–receive–adapt methodology.

Relatively few publications exist in the radar community which offer true adaptive on transmit approaches for enhancing radar system performance. A preliminary literature search indicates previous research in this area focused on the impact of pulse shaping [33–35, 48, 49, 76, 78, 79], waveform selection [91], and/or polarization matching [32] on target detection and/or identification. Adaptive pulse shaping is historically synonymous with “matched-illumination” as found in literature dating back to 1986 [32]. These works exploit a priori knowledge to generate an adaptive (sometimes optimal, sometimes multi-channel) transmit waveform/receive filter pair for detecting or identifying targets—a paradigm aptly described as “Fully Adaptive Radar” (FAR). It has been recently suggested that FAR will perhaps become the primary research focus of the 21st Century [44].

Adaptive transmit architectures are not unique to radar applications and are under investigation in related engineering disciplines. One example includes digital communication networks where much work has been done on using Multiple-In, Multiple-Out (MIMO) techniques which provide transmit adaptivity to boost channel capacity and signal-to-noise ratio in cellular networks [11, 28, 36, 65, 66, 80]. The proposed MIMO techniques take advantage of a priori channel information to improve system performance through spatially adapting transmit patterns within each
cell. Although the design problems and goals of a network centric communication system are somewhat different than that of a radar system, the cross-pollination of new communication “systems” or modulation techniques (such as spread spectrum architectures, orthogonal coding schemes, and stepped-frequency waveforms) into radar has often given birth to new radar system capabilities having increased performance.

There has been some work on MIMO based implementations for radar applications. In [5, 30], the authors propose work based on simultaneous broadcasts of orthogonal signals on different antenna elements where one signal is used to spatially mask the other signal in pattern sidelobe regions. The proposed system would deny a bistatic reference signal to an uncooperative sensor with the masking signal which could possibly double as a communications signal.

Another adaptive transmit example is found in the area of adaptive optics which is being used for the Airborne Laser (ABL) program. In this case, the deformable mirror shares a conceptual similarity to adaptive transmit patterns in that the transmit aperture (i.e., deformable mirror) adapts (changes the phase front) to the interference (atmospheric turbulence) prior to pulse transmission to increase performance (kill laser spot size/intensity) [92].

The aforementioned adaptive transmit techniques are based on optimizing the transmit pulse shape, polarization, or some other aspect of the transmit signal. Some methods take the target impulse response into account, as well as signal dependent interference, making them adaptive to the target and (in some cases) clutter. Having surveyed various applications of transmit adaptivity across multiple disciplines, the use of transmit pattern diversity as part of the fully adaptive radar paradigm stands out as a potentially rich and largely unexplored area of research.

### 1.4 New Idea: Adaptive Illumination Patterns

Modern waveform generator technology has enabled the development of a broad host of diverse and in some cases highly adaptive radar signal modulation and pulse
shaping techniques. The ability to precisely generate and modulate transmitted signals has given rise to countless advances in radar performance while providing the impetus for much advanced research. In a similar manner, the maturity of modern AESA technology could hold the key for unlocking a previously unexplored concept in the era of fixed pattern, mechanically steered antennas.

With modern AESA technology, techniques involving rapid radar mode switching, transmit beam shaping, pattern dithering, and multi-beam search are becoming common place. Such capabilities are made possible through the creation of very agile and flexible antenna patterns. Although these patterns are currently flexible, configurable, and frequently updated in response to platform motion, relatively little research has been done on how to synthesize transmit (“illumination”) antenna patterns that are adaptive to specific operating environments or across the joint space-time domain for the purpose of improving radar performance.

Thus, the fundamental transmit diversity concept introduced in this research involves using Adaptive Illumination Patterns (AIP) to tailor scene illumination such that signal induced interference (i.e., clutter) is pre-structured for easier suppression on receive. Since the resulting illumination patterns are intended to be adaptive on transmit, AIP is viewed as an extension of the FAR paradigm, where the common goal is to pursue increased radar performance through knowledge-aided adaptive transmit.

As proposed, the AIP techniques include time-varying illumination patterns, where the capability for updating the transmit pattern on a CPI-to-CPI basis, or even more frequently on a pulse-to-pulse (interpulse basis), is assumed. Stimson [94] indicates that to stabilize the transmit beam in response to aircraft dynamics, an AESA must be able to update patterns at rates up to 2 kHz. Thus, it appears the technology exists to switch transmit antenna patterns on a pulse-to-pulse (interpulse) basis, at least at lower Pulse Repetition Frequencies (PRFs). Presuming this capability exists, and motivated by the power of STAP (i.e., joint space-time) processing, it is reasonable to investigate if some measure of system performance can be enhanced.
by adaptively changing transmit pattern characteristics on a CPI-to-CPI or interpulse basis.

While this research uncovered no evidence that AIP will improve on the optimum (clairvoyant) receive STAP processor performance obtained under standard illumination conditions, this research suggests many detrimental real-world effects may be better addressed using a synergistic combination of AIP and STAP. In addition, implementing adaptive illumination via real transmit antenna patterns may induce new phenomenological effects into received data which could be further exploited to improve overall performance in a FAR architecture.

This research is divided into two major thrusts, which are distinctive in terms of their pattern update interval as well as their purpose. Illumination patterns designed to change on a pulse-by-pulse basis characterize the research area of Space Time Illumination Patterns (STIP), while those patterns which are adaptive but temporally constant for at least a CPI fall under the area termed Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns (SAIP).

1.4.1 Space Time Illumination Patterns. The success of STAP at achieving interference suppression by jointly working across temporal and spatial domains motivates the investigation into the temporal variation of transmit/illumination antenna patterns. The temporal, interpulse pattern variation described here goes beyond the simple beampointing corrections described earlier, which are done in response to fast, dynamic changes in the sensor platform orientation. STIP involves the purposeful design of an entire time-varying weight set to achieve a joint space-time effect, not unlike the joint space-time advantage that STAP enjoys over factored space and/or Doppler processing. The use of pulse-varying AIP for this purpose is referred to throughout this document as Space-Time Illumination Patterns (STIP).

Viewing phased array antenna weights as digital filters applied to sampled radar returns, it is reasonable to consider what might be achieved through interpulse application of adaptive and/or diverse complex antenna weights applied during pulse
transmission. For example, it is later demonstrated that the use of changing antenna weights creates a spatially dependent Doppler response. This can have a key impact on the received clutter characteristics since the clutter also experiences a spatially dependent Doppler response. Additionally, these antenna weights could be generated adaptive to the environment using a-priori channel information, e.g., clutter characteristics estimated during the previous CPI [75], to generate transmit antenna weights for the current CPI pulse train.

Alternatively, knowledge-aided clutter modeling could be used to estimate the interference environment a priori, an area being heavily researched by the DARPA KASSPER program [45]. Techniques which augment the estimated covariance (computed from radar returns) with a knowledge-aided estimate have also been developed and called both “pre-whitening” [13] and “colored loading” [58]. In any case, having an estimate of the interference prior to transmission allows STIP to utilize transmit DOF provided by real space-time illumination patterns followed by traditional STAP (utilizing receive DOF) on receive.

Although limited in scope, possibly the first (and perhaps the only) published exploration of time-varying transmit antenna patterns in an adaptive radar context is found in a spaced-based radar research of Schindler and Steyskal [88]. In this work, the authors propose the use of pulse-dependent transmit patterns and variable interpulse spacing to help achieve a DPCA condition in a sparse array with random sensor placement [88].

Ultimately, the contribution of STIP to overall adaptive radar performance comes in its ability to shape the clutter such that partially adaptive STAP processors achieve greater performance and/or require less training data quantity to achieve a specified level of performance.

1.4.2 Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns. The ability to accurately detect and track moving ground targets in densely populated urban, or otherwise heterogeneous environments, from an airborne platform presents both an important and
challenging surveillance problem. This task, particularly in bad weather conditions, is typically assigned to a GMTI radar for which the MDV is a key performance parameter. In recent years, researchers have turned to Knowledge-Aided Space Time Adaptive Processing (KA-STAP) \cite{6, 21, 41, 68, 73, 75, 89} and Fully Adaptive Radar (FAR) \cite{48} paradigms to invoke the power of \textit{a priori} knowledge in achieving more robust performance and lower MDV.

As mentioned earlier, mitigating heterogeneous clutter effects is the key to effectively lowering MDV. While there are many causes of clutter heterogeneity (see \cite{63, 70}), AIP is demonstrated here by attacking the problem of Targets in the Training Data (TTD), which is an active area of research \cite{7, 12, 63, 68, 72, 82, 85, 101}. Some Knowledge-aided approaches for battling TTD propose removing potentially corrupted TD samples based on \textit{a priori} knowledge of road locations, platform position and orientation \cite{7, 12, 68, 101}. In addition to NHD, other common techniques such as diagonal loading the estimated covariance matrix and using non-adaptive processors (e.g., DPCA) have also been suggested to combat TTD \cite{72}.

While these techniques have demonstrated substantial performance improvements, they are not without some drawbacks. Effective NHD is difficult in very dense target environments \cite{12, 72}, and even if the corrupted TD can be successfully identified, its removal reduces the available TD for estimating interference statistics. Like NHD, knowledge-aided removal of TD based on known road locations (thus \textit{assumed} target presence) also has the net effect of reducing TD, sometimes unnecessarily. Diagonal loading is reported to be effective in some cases \cite{72} but not all \cite{12}, and DPCA requires stringent hardware tolerances and zero crab angle to be effective \cite{72}.

This research proposes a new approach for minimizing the negative impacts of TTD. Using \textit{a priori} road location information, modern AESA array technology, and geometries consistent with close-in sensing applications, the transmit antenna pattern is adaptively altered to illuminate the scene such that \textit{illumination pattern nulls} are placed along road locations running through the training data. By not
illuminating the vehicular targets with transmit energy, the contaminating reflected
target energy is effectively reduced, thereby converting target corrupted training data
into a more homogeneous clutter condition. The use of AIP for this purpose is referred
to throughout this document as Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns (SAIP).

SAIP is independent and perfectly complementary to the existing NHD tech-
niques previously mentioned. It is expected that the synergistic use of SAIP and
existing NHD-like techniques will result in improved adaptive radar performance in
target-rich environments and other heterogeneous environments also. The specific
contribution of STIP to overall adaptive radar performance is its ability to “convert”
to some degree) heterogeneous clutter into a more homogeneous state, resulting in a
net increase in clutter quality and quantity, the latter being realized upon the common
application of NHD to heterogeneous clutter data.

1.4.3 Approach and Methodology. While the Multi-Channel Airborne Radar
Measurements (MCARM) and KASSPER data sets have aptly provi
ded a common reference for benchmarking interference suppression algo-
rithms using fixed transmit
patterns, they are inherently insufficient for comparing interference suppression per-
formance of techniques utilizing AIP, to include STIP and SAIP as considered here.
Why are they insufficient? For all AIP techniques, the reflected and received en-
ergy (from targets, interference, etc.) is intrinsically dependent on the illumination
pattern.

Existing datasets (such as those from the MCARM and KASSPER programs)
have already been illuminated, i.e., sampled, by a fixed illumination pattern. The
radar illumination pattern determines the returned data, much like a camera flash
in a pitch-dark room determines what is captured on film. While image processing
techniques (analogous to radar receive filtering) can be applied and evaluated on the
recorded image (analogous to radar data), one cannot evaluate new camera flashes
(analogous to radar illumination patterns) without re-taking the same picture. Thus,
a complete end-to-end target and interference (clutter) model incorporating the effects
of arbitrary illumination patterns is required for conducting AIP FAR research. One of the major contributions of this work is providing this modeling, simulation and analysis capability.

To investigate AIP techniques, radar system modeling must be extended back into the transmitter such that the transmit/illumination pattern variation can be incorporated on an interpulse basis. An illumination pattern that changes throughout the CPI will affect the magnitude and phase of signal-dependent reflections and models thereof, including both the clutter model and target return models. However, signal-independent returns and models thereof, e.g. jammer models, are unaffected by the application of AIP. The analytic development of required modifications and extended model capabilities have been accomplished and are included in Chapter II.

1.5 Contributions and Document Overview

This research characterizes performance improvements which are obtained by incorporating transmit diversity through illumination pattern adaptivity into the cadre of existing radar signal processing techniques. For demonstration purposes, STAP receiver processing is used to characterize the benefits of employing AIP. AIP is applied to address two of STAP’s biggest challenges: 1) poor training data quality, and 2) limited training data quantity. These limitations are addressed either through using SAIP to mitigate dense target environments in which the training data is contaminated with a large number of targets, or by using STIP to reduce the required training data quantity in the classic side-looking linear array STAP scenario (both of which are applicable to GMTI applications). Figure 1.3 provides the organizational research structure which is divided into three basic areas: 1) Extensions to existing radar models that incorporate Adaptive Illumination Patterns-Transmit Interpulse Pattern Diversity (AIP-TIPD), 2) Development and application of Space Time Illumination Patterns (STIP), and 3) Development and application of knowledge aided Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns (SAIP). Research contributions are summarized as follows:
Adaptive Illumination Patterns (AIP)

Figure 1.3: Organization of research structure and technical contribution areas, including 1) incorporation of Adaptive Illumination Pattern-Transmit Interpulse Pattern Diversity (AIP-TIPD) extensions into pre-existing radar models, 2) development and application of STIP to pre-shape (re-distribute) clutter power such that STAP processing performs better with less Training Data, and 3) development and application of knowledge aided SAIP to minimize heterogeneous clutter effects in target saturated environments.

- Incorporates arbitrary spatial transmit weights for a planar Array (3D STAP).
- Incorporates arbitrary pulse-varying set of transmit weights using a planar Array.
- Proved that the clairvoyant clutter covariance matrix incorporating TIPD is valid for any arbitrary statistical distribution and/or deterministic clutter reflectivity.
- Incorporated analytic modeling of subarrays in the clutter covariance model which reduces computational load, memory requirements, and decreases modeling and simulation time.
- Modified clutter snapshot model for range bin-by-range bin generation of clutter incorporating TIPD planar array (elevation dependent) illumination patterns.

2. Space Time Illumination Patterns (STIP): Introduced and developed the concept of STIP to accomplish space-time beamforming for simplified receiver processing [27]

- Extended linear array radar model of [61, 99] to incorporate Transmit Interpulse Pattern Diversity (TIPD) functionality.
- Demonstrated performance matching that of an optimum filter using optimum TIPD weights with simplified Doppler receive filtering. Processing burden shifted from receiver to transmitter.
- Developed understanding of the nature of joint space-time beamforming, detailing the differences between illumination and filtering.
3. Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns (SAIP): Introduced and developed the concept of SAIP to improve STAP performance in dense target environments [25].

- Uses knowledge-aided technique to synthesize transmit patterns (adapt scene illumination) based on known road locations. Removal of mobile scatterer responses from road locations effectively “cleans up” training data.
- Demonstrated performance improvement for planar array using SAIP with STAP receiver processing for close-in sensing applications.

The remainder of this document is organized as follows:

In Chapter II, the clutter and target models of [52, 61, 99] are extended to incorporate the ability to model arbitrary, plus-dependent, antenna pattern effects on target and clutter returns for linear and planar arrays. A proof extending the validity of the covariance matrix to arbitrary deterministic and/or random clutter scattering models and an analytic development of sub-array modeling is included as well.

Chapter III provides a brief STAP overview with specific focus on the STAP processors used for this research. Since STAP is used here to demonstrate the potential of AIP, the STAP processors chosen here are those that are well-known and widely used as benchmarks, rather than the most recent state-of-the-art STAP algorithm available. The specific STAP processors chosen include the non-adaptive Signal Match (SM) filter, fully adaptive Matched Filter (MF), the fully adaptive Adaptive Matched Filter (AMF), and the partially adaptive Factored Space Time (FST) processor.

Chapter IV provides the first application of AIP considered, specifically, STIP. This chapter relates the differences between illumination and filtering, as performed by the real transmit and synthesized receive patterns, respectively. The utility of knowledge-aided TIPD is demonstrated to enable STAP-like performance with simple receive processing. The topic of transmit pattern synthesis is addressed and preliminary synthesis methods introduced. Output signal to interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) results are provided using STAP based processing in conjunction with an optimal implementation of STIP on transmit, demonstrating the performance-enhancing
potential of STIP to improve STAP performance. Conventional fully adaptive MF and non-adaptive SM processor results are presented for comparison.

Chapter V provides the second application of AIP considered, specifically, the use of knowledge-aided SAIP to reduce contaminating returns from targets in the training data, which improves STAP performance. It also details some specific issues related to adaptive close-in sensing where elevation diversity occurs across the range gates of interest. SINR Loss results are provided using the Adaptive Matched Filter to demonstrate improved Minimum Discernable Velocity performance in the presence of dense target environments.

Chapter VI summarizes the research contributions and offers closing thoughts.
II. Adaptive Illumination Patterns for Planar Array Radar

To investigate Adaptive Illumination Pattern (AIP) techniques, radar system modeling must be extended back into the transmitter such that the transmit/illumination pattern effects are effectively incorporated into simulated received data. Whereas adaptive receiver processing schemes can be readily applied and tested using many of the existing radar data sets, research involving illumination pattern adaptivity is most efficiently evaluated via modeling and simulation. This is true given that the radar data received is directly impacted by the illumination patterns, which themselves may be (in some way) adapted to the interference and/or target characteristics. Thus, high-fidelity modeling of the entire transmit-receive process is required for investigating AIP techniques. That being the case, having a standard validated model is vital to performing cooperative and comparative AIP FAR research.

Conducting Scene-Adaptive Illumination Pattern (SAIP) research requires incorporating a spatially adaptive but temporally fixed (over at least one coherent processing interval) illumination pattern into existing radar models. However, to properly investigate the application of Space Time Illumination Patterns (STIP), pattern variation must be implemented on an interpulse (pulse-to-pulse) basis. An illumination pattern that changes throughout the CPI will induce both magnitude and phase fluctuations in the signal-dependent reflections and models thereof, including both the clutter model and target return models. Thus, it is necessary to include the illumination pattern amplitude and phase responses when re-deriving the end-to-end radar model. The new model developed herein is based on radar models originally developed in [61, 99] and subsequently extended to planar arrays by [52]. The planar array extension of [52] is used here to model a rectangular grid of antenna elements (P rows by N columns) using the same coordinate system and relative uniform spacings established in [52], illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

The planar array development presented herein extends and validates the linear array AIP modeling described in [27] which provided an initial proof-of-concept approach for implementing Transmit Interpulse Pattern Diversity (TIPD), the fun-
Figure 2.1: Phased array coordinate system and geometry

damental capability necessary to explore the impacts of STIP and SAIP. Note that the models developed herein are not dependent on the particular method used for generating the transmit/illumination patterns—a process which is anticipated to be as varied and critical to FAR performance as the weight estimation approaches are for STAP receive processing. For notational purposes and consistency, scalar quantities are shown as normal text (not bold), vectors are lowercase bold text, and matrices are uppercase bold text.
2.1 **Target Response Model**

Investigating the impact of Transmit Interpulse Pattern Diversity (TIPD) on radar performance requires revising the target response model derivation (based on Ward’s development [99]) to incorporate time-varying transmit antenna pattern magnitude and phase factors. For clarity, the target is modeled as a point scatterer and the convention used in Ward’s derivation is followed to ensure changes resulting from the incorporation of TIPD are readily apparent.

2.1.1 **Radar Signal Model.** Starting at the transmitter, consider a pulsed sinusoidal signal consisting of \( M \) total pulses given by

\[
s(t) = a_s u(t) e^{j(\omega_0 t + \gamma)},
\]

(2.1)

where \( a_s \) is the peak (voltage) amplitude, \( \omega_0 \) is the carrier frequency, \( \gamma \) is an arbitrary starting phase, and \( u(t) \) is given by

\[
u(t) = \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} u_p(t - mT_r).
\]

(2.2)

Parameter \( T_r \) in (2.2) is the Pulse Repetition Interval (PRI) and \( u_p(\cdot) \) is a constant envelope function defined as

\[
u_p(t) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{T_p}} \text{Rect} \left( \frac{t - \frac{T_p}{2}}{T_p} \right),
\]

(2.3)

where \( T_p \) is the pulse width and the Rect function is defined as

\[
\text{Rect} [t] = \begin{cases} 
1 & -\frac{1}{2} < t < \frac{1}{2} \\
0 & \text{o.w.}
\end{cases}
\]

(2.4)
such that $u_p(t)$ has unit energy, i.e.,

$$
\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |u_p(t)|^2 dt = \int_{0}^{T_p} |u_p(t)|^2 dt = 1. \tag{2.5}
$$

2.1.2 Transmit Antenna Model. Pulsed signal $s(t)$ is radiated through a phased array antenna, inducing (via the antenna transmit pattern) a spatial dependence on the composite signal’s phase and amplitude. With the addition of TIPD, the transmit pattern is allowed to change on a pulse-to-pulse basis. The spatially dependent far field array response for the $m$th pulse ($F_m(\theta, \phi)$) is given by [99]

$$
F_m(\theta, \phi) = W_m(\theta, \phi) f(\theta, \phi), \tag{2.6}
$$

where $\theta$ is the elevation angle, $\phi$ is the azimuth angle, $W_m(\theta, \phi)$ represents the complex array factor used to transmit the $m$th pulse [27], and $f(\theta, \phi)$ represents the complex voltage pattern factor for each radiating element. As in previous developments [52,99], this work assumes identical $f(\theta, \phi)$ pattern factors for all elements and matched polarization conditions between incident electric fields and array elements. Incorporating the antenna pattern effects of (2.6) on $s(t)$ of (2.1) is done by defining a time dependent antenna factor

$$
F(\theta, \phi, t) = W(\theta, \phi, t)e^{j\zeta(\theta, \phi, t)}f(\theta, \phi), \tag{2.7}
$$

where the array factor magnitude $W(\theta, \phi, t)$ and array factor phase $\zeta(\theta, \phi, t)$ are defined as

$$
W(\theta, \phi, t) = \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} |W_m(\theta, \phi)| \cdot \text{Rect} \left[ \frac{t - \left( mT_r + \frac{T_p}{2} \right)}{T_p} \right],
$$

$$
\zeta(\theta, \phi, t) = \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} \angle [W_m(\theta, \phi)] \cdot \text{Rect} \left[ \frac{t - \left( mT_r + \frac{T_p}{2} \right)}{T_p} \right]. \tag{2.8}
$$
In (2.8), the $\angle[\cdot]$ operator returns the angle of the complex argument and the Rect[.] function defined in (2.4) facilitates application of the $m^{th}$ array pattern during the $m^{th}$ pulse transmission.

2.1.3 Transmitted Signal. Combining the antenna pattern effects of (2.7) with (2.1), the transmitted signal $s_{tx}$ can be expressed as

$$s_{tx}(\theta, \phi, t) = F(\theta, \phi, t)s(t) = a_sW(\theta, \phi, t)|f(\theta, \phi)|u(t)e^{j[\omega_0t + \zeta(\theta, \phi, t) + \angle[f(\theta, \phi)] + \gamma]}.$$ (2.9)

2.1.4 Reflected Signal. In keeping with previous derivations [52, 61, 99], the target is modeled as a far-field point scatterer having Radar Cross-Section (RCS) of $\sigma_{tgt}$ and a Doppler frequency of $\omega_{tgt}$. The target also induces a unique phase shift which is modeled here as a random variable $\psi_{tgt}$, uniformly distributed on $[0, 2\pi)$. Although random, it is common (in investigating adaptive radar processing techniques) to assume the target’s phase response remains constant throughout the CPI (interval containing $M$ consecutive pulses). The reflected signal from a target can thus be expressed as

$$s_{ref}(\theta, \phi, t) = A_{ref}W(\theta, \phi, t - \Delta t)u(t - \Delta t)$$

$$e^{j[\omega_0(t - \Delta t) + \zeta(\theta, \phi, t - \Delta t) + \omega_{tgt}t]}e^{j(\gamma + \psi_{tgt} + \angle[f(\theta, \phi)])},$$ (2.10)

where $\Delta t$ is the one way antenna-target propagation time given by

$$\Delta t = \frac{R_{tgt}}{c},$$ (2.11)

where $c$ is the speed of light and $R_{tgt}$ is the target’s range as relative to the reference array element ($n = 0, p = 0$). $A_{ref}$ represents the temporally fixed (within the CPI) portion of the reflected voltage given by

$$A_{ref} = a_{ref}(a_s, |f(\theta, \phi)|, \sigma_{tgt}, R_{tgt}),$$ (2.12)
where $a_{ref}$ in (2.12) is a function of transmit voltage $a_s$, element pattern magnitude $|f(\theta, \phi)|$, target RCS $\sigma_{tgt}$, and propagation distance $R_{tgt}$. As the reflected signal has not yet been received by an antenna, it cannot be expressed in volts but rather in voltage field intensity (V/m). For clarity, $a_{ref}$ indicates the parameters affecting $A_{ref}$. The analytical relationship of each of these (and other) parameters on the final voltage expression is provided later.

Equation (2.10) can be simplified by observing that $\omega_0 \Delta t$, $\angle [f(\theta, \phi)]$ and $\gamma$ in (2.10) are independent of $n, p$ (receive element) and time throughout the CPI. As a result, they can be combined with the target’s random phase response $\psi_{tgt}$ without loss of generality, to make a composite random phase response given by

$$\psi = -\omega_0 \Delta t + \angle [f(\theta, \phi)] + \gamma + \psi_{tgt}.$$  \hfill (2.13)

Incorporating (2.13) into (2.10) yields a simplified reflected signal response of

$$s_{ref}(\theta, \phi, t) = A_{ref} W(\theta, \phi, t - \Delta t) u(t - \Delta t) e^{j[(\omega_0 + \omega_{tgt})t + \angle (\theta, \phi, t - \Delta t)]} e^{j \psi}.$$  \hfill (2.14)

2.1.5 Received Signal. The target return is next expressed relative to each array element to capture the signal wavefront phase progression. This is done by inserting a time delay $\tau_{np}$ on the reflected signal, $s_{ref}(\theta, \phi, t - \tau_{np})$, which represents the total propagation time (delay) from the target to the $(n^{th}, p^{th})$ element, expressed as

$$\tau_{np} = \Delta t + \tau'_{np}.$$  \hfill (2.15)

where $\Delta t$ is defined in (2.11) and $\tau'_{np}$ represents the relative time-of-arrival difference between the $(n^{th}, p^{th})$ and reference $(n = 0, p = 0)$ array elements. After propagation back to the radar, the signal received by the $(n^{th}, p^{th})$ antenna element is given by

$$s_{np}(\theta, \phi, t) = aW(\theta, \phi, t - 2\Delta t - \tau'_{np}) u(t - 2\Delta t - \tau'_{np})$$
$$e^{j[(\omega_0 + \omega_{tgt})(t-\Delta t-\tau_{np}') + \angle (\theta, \phi, t-2\Delta t-\tau_{np}')]} e^{j(\psi + \angle [f(\theta, \phi)])}.$$  \hfill (2.16)
2.1.6 Received Voltage Model. Assuming far-field conditions and identical element patterns, \( \tilde{a} \) (which excludes the pulse-dependent array factor magnitude \( W \)) is approximately constant for all \((n,p)\) elements and \( m \) pulses over the CPI of interest. This term represents the received voltage amplitude measured by a single receive element assuming a single transmit element, accounting for all effects resulting from signal transmission, propagation, and reception. Taking into account free-space propagation under matched polarization conditions, and the fact that \( \sigma_{\text{tgt}} \) is a real-valued power ratio, Friis transmission principles [10] can be used to show

\[
\tilde{a} = \frac{a_s|f(\theta, \phi)|^2 \sqrt{\sigma_{\text{tgt}} \lambda_0}}{\sqrt{(4\pi)^3} \sqrt{L_s} R_{\text{tgt}}^2}. \tag{2.17}
\]

where \( \lambda_0 \) is the wavelength of the transmit frequency and \( \sqrt{L_s} \) accounts for various hardware losses/inefficiencies in the process. The target RCS \( \sigma_{\text{tgt}} \) is commonly modeled as deterministic [52, 99]. If random pulse-to-pulse RCS changes are desired, such as a Swerling case 2 or 4 model [90], the target RCS would be removed from the pulse-independent factor of (2.17) and introduced as a distinct factor in (2.16).

The expression in (2.16) can be simplified as follows. The relative phase shift term \( \tau'_{np} \) is commonly assumed to be negligible in the signal envelope function \( u(t) \) because for most airborne scenarios \( \tau'_{np} \ll T_p \) and thus \( \tau'_{np} \) has an insignificant contribution to the starting/stopping time of the pulse envelope [99]. Furthermore, as can be seen explicitly in (2.8), the time argument in \( \zeta(\theta, \phi, t) \) and \( W(\theta, \phi, t) \) of (2.16) also determines the envelope start/stop times as well. Thus, the \( \tau'_{np} \) term is also negligible in the argument of \( \zeta \) and \( W \). Finally, the phase term \( -(\omega_0 + \omega_{\text{tgt}}) \Delta t \) and the receive element’s phase response \( \angle[f(\theta, \phi)] \) are constant during the CPI and can be absorbed into the random phase term \( \psi \), as done previously in (2.13). Incorporating these observations, (2.16) simplifies to

\[
s_{np}(\theta, \phi, t) \approx \tilde{a} W(\theta, \phi, t - 2\Delta t) u(t - 2\Delta t) e^{j[(\omega_0 + \omega_{\text{tgt}})t]} e^{-j[(\omega_0 + \omega_{\text{tgt}})\tau'_{np}]} e^{j\zeta(\theta, \phi, t - 2\Delta t)} e^{j\psi}. \tag{2.18}
\]
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2.1.7 Spatial Frequency Modeling. To establish a framework for defining spatial frequency, the relative inter-element phase delay \( [(\omega_0 + \omega_{\text{tgt}})\tau_{np}'] \) of (2.18) is expressed as a function of element spacing and spatial incidence angles. As originally derived for linear arrays by [61,99] and subsequently extended to planar arrays by [52], the relative phase shift to the \((n^{th},p^{th})\) array element relative to the \((n = 0,p = 0)\) reference element is given as

\[
(\omega_0 + \omega_{\text{tgt}})\tau'_{np} = \frac{(\omega_0 + \omega_{\text{tgt}})}{c} (-nd_x \cos \theta \sin \phi - pd_z \sin \theta), \quad (2.19)
\]

where \(d_x\) and \(d_z\) are the inter-element spacings shown in Fig. 2.1. As done in [52,99], let the array’s horizontal \( (\vartheta_x(\theta,\phi)) \) and vertical \( (\vartheta_z(\theta)) \) spatial frequency terms be defined as

\[
\vartheta_x(\theta,\phi) = \frac{d_x \cos \theta \sin \phi}{\lambda_0} \quad (2.20)
\]

and

\[
\vartheta_z(\theta) = \frac{d_z \sin \theta}{\lambda_0}, \quad (2.21)
\]

respectively, where \(\lambda_0 = 2\pi c/\omega_0\). A common assumption in airborne radars is the maximum unaliased target Doppler \(\omega_{\text{tgt}}\) is orders of magnitude less than the transmit frequency \(\omega_0\) [99]. Thus, the impact of \(\omega_{\text{tgt}}\) in (2.19) is negligible and can be omitted without loss of generality [99]. Using (2.20), (2.21), and the assumption stated above the inter-element relative phase shift in (2.19) is approximated as

\[
(\omega_0 + \omega_{\text{tgt}})\tau'_{np} \approx -2\pi \left [ n\vartheta_x(\theta,\phi) + p\vartheta_z(\theta) \right ]. \quad (2.22)
\]

2.1.8 Received Signal at Baseband. After down-conversion to baseband (i.e., removal of the carrier, \(e^{j\omega_0}\)), the spatial frequency representation of (2.22) is used to rewrite the received signal of (2.18) as follows, where the tilde on \(s_{np}\) notates the
approximations in (2.22)

\[ \tilde{s}_{\text{np}}(\theta, \phi, t) = \tilde{a}W(\theta, \phi, t - 2\Delta t)u(t - 2\Delta t) \]
\[ e^{j\omega_\text{np}t}e^{j2\pi[n\theta_\text{e}(\theta, \phi)+p\theta_\text{a}(\theta)]}e^{j\zeta(\theta, \phi, t-2\Delta t)}e^{j\psi}. \] (2.23)

### 2.2 Matched Filtering

The target response in (2.23) is now matched filtered on a pulse-by-pulse basis. To explicitly reveal the pulses embedded in (2.23), (2.2), (2.4), and (2.8) are substituted into (2.23), yielding

\[
\tilde{s}_{\text{np}}(\theta, \phi, t) = \tilde{a}e^{j\omega_\text{np}t}e^{j2\pi[n\theta_\text{e}(\theta, \phi)+p\theta_\text{a}(\theta)]}e^{j\psi}
\]
\[
\sum_{m=0}^{M-1} \frac{1}{\sqrt{T_p}} \text{Rect} \left[ \frac{t - 2\Delta t - mT_r - \frac{T_p}{2}}{T_p} \right]
\]
\[
\sum_{i=0}^{M-1} |W_i(\theta, \phi)| \text{Rect} \left[ \frac{t - 2\Delta t - iT_r - \frac{T_p}{2}}{T_p} \right]
\]
\[
\times e^{j\left\{ \sum_{k=0}^{M-1} \angle[W_k(\theta, \phi)] \cdot \text{Rect} \left[ \frac{t - 2\Delta t - kT_r - \frac{T_p}{2}}{T_p} \right] \right\}}. \] (2.24)

Note that all the envelopes are perfectly synchronized, such that for each \( m \) value in (2.24), there is only one value for \( i \) or \( k \), namely \( i = k = m \), which generates a non-zero envelope inside the \( m^{th} \) Rect function. Therefore, (2.24) collapses to

\[
\tilde{s}_{\text{np}}(\theta, \phi, t) = \tilde{a}e^{j\omega_\text{np}t}e^{j2\pi[n\theta_\text{e}(\theta, \phi)+p\theta_\text{a}(\theta)]}e^{j\psi}
\]
\[
\sum_{m=0}^{M-1} u_p(t - 2\Delta t - mT_r)|W_m(\theta, \phi)|e^{j\angle[W_m(\theta, \phi)]}. \] (2.25)

The received pulse responses of (2.25) are match filtered via convolution with the desired impulse response \( h(t) \), i.e.,

\[
x_{\text{np}}(\theta, \phi, t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \tilde{s}_{\text{np}}(\theta, \phi, \tau)h(t - \tau)d\tau. \] (2.26)
The matched filter impulse response for the pulse envelope function of (2.3) is given by

\[ h(t) = u_p^*(-t), \]  

(2.27)

where * notates the complex conjugate operation. Substituting (2.25) and (2.27) into (2.26) yields

\[
x_{np}(\theta, \phi, t) = \tilde{a}e^{j2\pi[n\vartheta_2(\theta, \phi)+p\vartheta_2(\theta)]}e^{j\psi} \\
\times \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} |W_m(\theta, \phi)|e^{j\langle W_m(\theta, \phi) \rangle}u_p(\tau - 2\Delta t - mT_r)u_p^*(\tau - t)e^{j\omega_{gt}\tau}d\tau. \tag{2.28}
\]

Since the array factor is not a function of time, (2.28) is written as

\[
x_{np}(\theta, \phi, t) = \tilde{a}e^{j2\pi[n\vartheta_2(\theta, \phi)+p\vartheta_2(\theta)]}e^{j\psi} \\
\times \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} |W_m(\theta, \phi)|e^{j\langle W_m(\theta, \phi) \rangle} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} u_p(\tau - 2\Delta t - mT_r)u_p^*(\tau - t)e^{j\omega_{gt}\tau}d\tau. \tag{2.29}
\]

A change of variables is now introduced within the integral of (2.29). Letting \( \beta = \tau - 2\Delta t - mT_r \), then \( \tau = \beta + 2\Delta t + mT_r \), \( d\beta/d\tau = 1 \), and (2.29) becomes

\[
x_{np}(\theta, \phi, t) = \tilde{a}e^{j2\pi[n\vartheta_2(\theta, \phi)+p\vartheta_2(\theta)]}e^{j\psi} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} |W_m(\theta, \phi)|e^{j\langle W_m(\theta, \phi) \rangle} \\
\times \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} u_p(\beta)u_p^*(\beta + 2\Delta t + mT_r - t)e^{j\omega_{gt}\beta}e^{j\omega_{gt}(2\Delta t+mT_r)}d\beta. \tag{2.30}
\]

Note, this substitution resulted in a \( 2\omega_{gt}\Delta t \) phase term in (2.30). Since this quantity is assumed constant for all \( m, n, \) and \( p \), it can be moved outside the integral and absorbed into the random phase term \( \psi \). Further, \( 2\Delta t \) and \( mT_r \) are independent of
$\beta$ and can also be moved outside the integral, yielding

$$x_{np}(\theta, \phi, t) = \tilde{a} e^{i 2 \pi [n \theta_x(\theta, \phi) + p \theta_z(\theta)]} e^{i \phi} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} |W_m(\theta, \phi)| e^{i m \omega_{tgt} T_r}$$

$$\times \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} u_p(\beta) u_p^*(\beta + 2 \Delta t + m T_r - t) e^{i \omega_{tgt} \beta} d\beta. \quad (2.31)$$

Considering only the range gate containing the target, the arrival time of the $m$th pulse response is known and given by $t = 2 \Delta t + m T_r$. Evaluating (2.31) at this time (i.e., performing complex sampling the matched filter output at the PRF), the integral portion of (2.31) is approximated as [52]

$$\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} u_p(\beta) u_p^*(\beta) e^{i \omega_{tgt} \beta} d\beta = \int_{0}^{T_p} |u_p(\beta)|^2 e^{i \omega_{tgt} \beta} d\beta \approx 1, \quad (2.32)$$

where 1) it is commonly assumed $\omega_{tgt} T_p << 1$ such that $e^{i \omega_{tgt} \beta} \approx 1$ over the range of integration and 2) $u_p(t)$ was defined in (2.5) as having unit energy [99]. Thus, for a given range cell the sampled matched filter response for the $m$th pulse, i.e., the matched filter response at $t = 2 \Delta t + m T_r$, is represented as

$$x_{mnp}(\theta, \phi) = \tilde{a} |W_m(\theta, \phi)| e^{i 2 \pi [n \theta_x(\theta, \phi) + p \theta_z(\theta)]} e^{i m \omega_{tgt} e^{i \phi} [W_m(\theta, \phi)]} e^{i \psi}. \quad (2.33)$$

where $\omega_{tgt}$ is the normalized Doppler defined here as $\omega_{tgt} = \omega_{tgt} T_r$. For completeness, an expression for the final composite random phase term $\psi$ in (2.33) is provided. The composite $\psi$ phase term includes all factors which did not vary as a function of $m$, $n$, or $p$ throughout the development and is now explicitly given as:

$$\psi = \psi_{tgt} - 2(\omega_0 + \omega_{tgt}) \Delta t + \gamma + 2\omega_{tgt} \Delta t + 2 \angle [f(\theta, \phi)]$$

$$= \psi_{tgt} - 2\omega_0 \Delta t + \gamma + 2 \angle [f(\theta, \phi)]. \quad (2.34)$$
2.3 Amplitude Validation

By way of validating results to this point, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the $m^{th}$ received pulse (per element) is derived and compared with results in [52, 99]. The $m^{th}$ pulse’s match filtered amplitude response is derived using (2.17) and (2.33) and is given by

$$a_m = \tilde{a}|W_m(\theta, \phi)| = \frac{a_s|W_m(\theta, \phi)||f(\theta, \phi)||2\sqrt{\sigma_{tgt}\lambda_0}}{\sqrt{(4\pi)^3}L_sR_{tgt}^2}. \quad (2.35)$$

The received signal power in $a_m$ is found by squaring (2.35) and is given by

$$S_m = \frac{a_s^2|W_m(\theta, \phi)f(\theta, \phi)||2|f(\theta, \phi)||2\lambda_0^2\sigma_{tgt}}{(4\pi)^3L_sR_{tgt}^4}. \quad (2.36)$$

For a two-sided noise power spectral density of $N_o/2$ and radar system bandwidth of $B$, the effective radar system noise power at the matched filter input is given by $\sigma^2 = N_oB$. Using this noise power and signal power of (2.36), the SNR of the $m^{th}$ received pulse (per element) $\xi_m$ is given by

$$\xi_m = \frac{S_m}{\sigma^2} = \frac{P_tG_m(\theta, \phi)g(\theta, \phi)\lambda_0^2\sigma_{tgt}}{(4\pi)^3N_0BL_sR_{tgt}^4} \quad (2.37)$$

where

$$P_t = a_s^2$$

$$G_m(\theta, \phi) = |W_m(\theta, \phi)f(\theta, \phi)||^2$$

$$g(\theta, \phi) = |f(\theta, \phi)||^2. \quad (2.38)$$

The SNR expression in (2.37) is equivalent to the one given in [52, 99] yet accurately incorporates the effects of employing TIPD, i.e., the gain factor $G_m(\theta, \phi)$ is dependent on pulse number $m$ and changes from pulse-to-pulse. Finally, using (2.17) and (2.38), define a final complex target amplitude term $\alpha_{tgt}$ as

$$\alpha_{tgt} = \tilde{ae}^{i\psi} = \frac{a_sg(\theta, \phi)\lambda_0\sqrt{\sigma_{tgt}}}{\sqrt{(4\pi)^3}R_{tgt}^2}e^{i\psi}, \quad (2.39)$$
and use the complex notation for the array factor $W_m(\theta, \phi)$ to write the final matched filter response at the $(n^{th}, p^{th})$ array element from the $m^{th}$ pulse as

$$x_{mnp}(\theta, \phi) = \alpha_{tgt}W_m(\theta, \phi)e^{j2\pi[n\vartheta_x(\theta,\phi)+p\vartheta_z(\theta)]}e^{j2\pi m\omega_{tgt}}. \quad (2.40)$$

### 2.4 Data Formatting

At this point in the target model development, (2.40) differs slightly from previous planar array derivations [52] with differences including the pulse dependent array factor term $W_m(\theta, \phi)$ and the redefined received amplitude term $\alpha_{tgt}$ of (2.39). The data formatting process closely parallels the original work [52, 99], and collapses all element $(n, p)$ and pulse $(m)$ returns into a single vector. The only difference here involves redefining the temporal steering vector, denoted as $b(\omega_{tgt})$. In this context, a “steering vector” is a complex vector defining either the appropriate phase progression of either 1) a single received pulse across the array elements (either horizontal or vertical spatial steering vectors) or 2) a series of $M$ pulses on a single element resulting from relative target motion (Doppler steering vector). For each received pulse, the horizontal steering vector $a[\vartheta_x(\theta, \phi)]$, describing the phase progression across the $N$ horizontal elements is given by [52, 99]

$$a[\vartheta_x(\theta, \phi)] = [1 \quad e^{j2\pi\vartheta_x} \quad \ldots \quad e^{j2\pi(N-1)\vartheta_x}]^T \quad (2.41)$$

where the array’s horizontal spatial frequency $\vartheta_x(\theta, \phi)$ was given by (2.20). Likewise, the vertical steering vector $e[\vartheta_z(\theta)]$, describing the phase progression across the $P$ vertical elements is given by [52]

$$e[\vartheta_z(\theta)] = [1 \quad e^{j2\pi\vartheta_z} \quad \ldots \quad e^{j2\pi(P-1)\vartheta_z}]^T. \quad (2.42)$$
where the array’s vertical spatial frequency \( \vartheta_z(\theta) \) was given by (2.21). For a series of \( M \) received pulses, the \( M \times 1 \) Doppler steering vector \( b(\bar{\omega}_{tgt}) \) is defined as [52, 99]

\[
b(\bar{\omega}_{tgt}) = \begin{bmatrix} e^{j2\pi \bar{\omega}_{tgt}} & \ldots & e^{j2\pi(M-1)\bar{\omega}_{tgt}} \end{bmatrix}^T.
\]  

(2.43)

2.4.1 Incorporating TIPD. To incorporate TIPD effects into the existing developmental structure, let \( x_{vaf}(\theta, \phi) \) be an \( M \times 1 \) complex vectorized array factor (vaf) containing the complex transmit array factor for each pulse in the CPI. Thus, \( x_{vaf}(\theta, \phi) \) is

\[
x_{vaf}(\theta, \phi) = \begin{bmatrix} W_1(\theta, \phi) \\
W_2(\theta, \phi) \\
\vdots \\
W_M(\theta, \phi) \end{bmatrix}.
\]  

(2.44)

The \( m^{th} \) array factor \( W_m(\theta, \phi) \) can be expressed using the inner product of the phased array weights and a 2-D spatial steering vector comprised of elements from (2.41) and (2.42) [10]. For a given pulse \( m \) and target direction \((\theta, \phi)\), the complex array factor can be written as

\[
W_m(\theta, \phi) = \left\{ e^{[\vartheta_z(\theta)]} \otimes a \left[ \vartheta_x(\theta, \phi) \right]\right\}^H w_{TXm},
\]  

(2.45)

where \( w_{TXm} \) represents an \( N \times 1 \) phased array transmit weight vector for the \( m^{th} \) pulse and \( \otimes \) represents the Kronecker product as defined in [42]. Using the vectorized array factor, conventional formatting can be preserved by redefining the Doppler (temporal) steering vector as follows

\[
\tilde{b}(\theta, \phi, \bar{\omega}_{tgt}) = x_{vaf}(\theta, \phi) \otimes b(\bar{\omega}_{tgt})
\]  

(2.46)

where \( \otimes \) represents the Hadamard (element-wise) product.
2.5 TIPD Target Space Time Snapshot

Using the redefined Doppler steering vector \( \tilde{b}(\theta, \phi, \bar{\omega}_{\text{tgt}}) \) of (2.46) and the original horizontal and vertical spatial steering vectors defined in (2.41) and (2.42), respectively, the target space-time snapshot \( \chi_t \) when TIPD is employed is given by

\[
\chi_t = \alpha_{\text{tgt}} e^{[\vartheta_z(\theta)]} \otimes \tilde{b}(\theta, \phi, \bar{\omega}_{\text{tgt}}) \otimes a [\vartheta_x(\theta, \phi)],
\]

which is a single column vector containing radar target returns from all antenna elements and all pulses within a CPI. The space and/or time dependence of each steering vector is clearly shown in the form of \( \chi_t \) given by (2.47). Whereas in the original radar model the temporal steering vector \( b(\bar{\omega}_{\text{tgt}}) \) was only a function of normalized target Doppler \( \bar{\omega}_{\text{tgt}} \), the addition of TIPD induced an additional dependence on the ordered set of transmit antenna patterns \( x_{vaf}(\theta, \phi) \), creating a virtual, spatially dependent Doppler response. Thus, for a given target location \( (\theta, \phi) \), the target’s Doppler response can be controlled by modifying transmit antenna pattern characteristics. To be concise, the target space-time snapshot in (2.47) is written in an abbreviated form as

\[
\chi_t = \alpha_{\text{tgt}} \tilde{v}_{\text{tgt}}
\]

where \( \tilde{v}_{\text{tgt}} \) represents the TIPD target space-time steering vector, and the tilde is to remind the reader of the embedded array factor.

2.6 Modeling Antenna Subarrays

Dividing a phased array into multiple subarrays is done by coherently combining the outputs from specified subsets of the array’s total number of physical elements. This process effectively forms a new composite array having an overall lower number of “elements” (subarrays) who’s outputs are linear combinations of the physical antenna elements in a phased array. The practice of dividing an array into multiple subarrays is a well documented technique in STAP literature for reducing the spacial subspace
dimension, which is typically done to reduce the overall DOF and consequently the necessary training data quantity for STAP processing [63].

A commonly cited method for modeling subarrays in STAP radar models is documented in the sixth chapter of [63]). However, the method introduced there typically consists of DOF-reducing transforms designed for application to full (spatial) DOF pre-generated covariance matrices. For large array dimensions, this practice is undesirable since it requires the generation of a larger covariance matrix first, immediately followed by a rank-reducing transform.

The analytic modeling of subarrays in this research is done through simulating separate transmit and receive “element” patterns having different inter-element spacings. In this case, the transmit element pattern corresponds to a single, physical antenna element whereas the receive “element” pattern is redefined as resulting from a group of physical elements, or subarray. This new received element pattern is derived based on a combination of subarray weights and physical element patterns. As implemented, this technique has only been used to model non-overlapping subarrays (no subarray shares elements with other subarrays) and the array sizes and subarray groupings were constrained to provide uniformly sized subarrays with no array elements going unused. Finally, the inter-element spacing is lengthened to match the distance between the resultant subarray phase-centers.

This method of direct analytic subarray modeling avoids the necessity of first generating the full covariance matrix, prior to reducing it via a subarray transform. Further, a fully adaptive planar array illumination pattern can be simulated on transmit while the received radar data is simulated at the reduced spatial dimensionality of the subarrayed planar array. Using analytically modeled subarrays on receive also allows for the simulation of larger transmit arrays without substantially increasing computational load and memory requirements. The utility of these benefits is made clear by techniques employed in Chapter V.
To integrate the subarray process into the target model previously presented, the transmit and receive element patterns in the previous development are first separated. Note that only the transmit element pattern is used in the analytic development prior to (2.17), which marks the first appearance of the receive element pattern. Throughout the development, the transmit and receive element patterns are simply multiplied together. To separate them, redefine (2.17) as

\[ \tilde{a} = \frac{a_s |f_{tx}(\theta, \phi)||f_{rx}(\theta, \phi)|\sqrt{\sigma_{tgt} \lambda_0}}{\sqrt{(4\pi)^3 R_{tgt}^2}}. \]  

(2.49)

where \( f_{tx} \) denotes the element voltage pattern on transmit and \( f_{rx} \) denotes the element voltage pattern on receive. The element patterns appear next in the amplitude validation section where the matched filter amplitude response given in (2.35) is redefined using (2.49) in place of (2.17), resulting in

\[ a_m = \tilde{a} |W_m(\theta, \phi)| = \frac{a_s |W_m(\theta, \phi)||f_{tx}(\theta, \phi)||f_{rx}(\theta, \phi)|\sqrt{\sigma_{tgt} \lambda_0}}{\sqrt{(4\pi)^3 R_{tgt}^2}}. \]  

(2.50)

Given (2.50), the received signal power previously given by (2.36) is redefined as

\[ S_m = \frac{a_m^2 |W_m(\theta, \phi)f_{tx}(\theta, \phi)|^2 |f_{rx}(\theta, \phi)|^2 \lambda_0^2 \sigma_{tgt}}{(4\pi)^3 R_{tgt}^4}. \]  

(2.51)

The impact of using subarrays can now be incorporated into a redefined per element, per pulse SNR expression. Using the previous SNR expression of (2.37), the new SNR expression is given by

\[ \xi_m = \frac{S_m}{\sigma^2} = \frac{P_t G_m(\theta, \phi)g_{rx}(\theta, \phi)\lambda_0^2 \sigma_{tgt}}{(4\pi)^3 N_0 B N_{sub} P_{sub L_s R_{tgt}^4}}. \]  

(2.52)
where $N_{\text{sub}}$ and $P_{\text{sub}}$ represent the number of horizontal and vertical elements in the receive subarray (discussed next) and where

\[
P_t = a_s^2
\]

\[
G_m(\theta, \phi) = |W_m(\theta, \phi)f_{\text{tx}}(\theta, \phi)|^2
\]

\[
g_{\text{rx}}(\theta, \phi) = |f_{\text{rx}}(\theta, \phi)|^2.
\]

Note that the coherent signal gain due to summing multiple receive elements (which scales as a function of $[N_{\text{sub}}P_{\text{sub}}]^2$) is accounted for in the new element gain pattern magnitude $g_{\text{rx}}(\theta, \phi)$, and the non-coherent noise gain [67] due to the summation is incorporated through the new $N_{\text{sub}}P_{\text{sub}}$ terms in the denominator. Finally, the new complex target amplitude term incorporating subarray effects is based on (2.49) and (2.53) is given by

\[
\alpha_{\text{tgt}} = \tilde{a}e^{j\psi} = \frac{a_s|f_{\text{tx}}(\theta, \phi)||f_{\text{rx}}(\theta, \phi)|\lambda_0\sqrt{\sigma_{\text{tgt}}}}{\sqrt{(4\pi)^3R_{\text{tgt}}}e^{j\psi}},
\]

Note, when the transmit and receive element patterns are identical, substituting $f(\theta, \phi) = f_{\text{tx}}(\theta, \phi) = f_{\text{rx}}(\theta, \phi)$ in (2.49) through (2.54) results in the original expressions of (2.17), (2.35), (2.36), (2.38), and (2.39). With the transmit and receive “element” patterns now defined separately, the modeling of disjoint subarrays is accomplished by forming subarray groups and redefining the receive element count and spacing as

\[
N' = \frac{N}{N_{\text{sub}}}
\]

\[
P' = \frac{P}{P_{\text{sub}}}
\]

\[
d_x' = d_xN_{\text{sub}}
\]

\[
d_z' = d_zP_{\text{sub}}
\]
where \( N_{\text{sub}} \) is the number of element columns in one subarray, and \( P_{\text{sub}} \) is the number of element rows in one subarray. While \( N, P, d_x, \) and \( d_z \) are used for defining the transmit illumination pattern, i.e., the transmit array factor given in (2.45), \( N', P', d'_x, \) and \( d'_z \) are used to describe the array on receive. This new receive array geometry is incorporated throughout the development by exchanging the new “primed” terms in (2.55) with the original “non-primed” terms in (2.20), (2.21), (2.41), and (2.42).

Finally, the new receive element pattern is given by

\[
g_{\text{rx}}(\theta, \phi) = |W_{\text{sub}}(\theta, \phi)f_{\text{tx}}(\theta, \phi)|^2, \tag{2.59}\]

recalling that the same physical antenna elements are used for both transmit and receive. Since no subarraying is done on transmit, \( f_{\text{tx}}(\theta, \phi) \) represents the physical element pattern and \( W_{\text{sub}}(\theta, \phi) \) the array factor for the subarray, defined as

\[
W_{\text{sub}}(\theta, \phi) = w_{\text{sub}}^H \{ e_{\text{sub}}[\vartheta_z(\theta)] \otimes a_{\text{sub}}[\vartheta_x(\theta, \phi)] \}, \tag{2.60}\]

Note that (2.60) has the same form as (2.45) since each receive “element” (subarray) is effectively a mini phased array. In (2.60), \( w_{\text{sub}}^H \) represents the subarray weights, and \( e_{\text{sub}} \) and \( a_{\text{sub}} \) are the elevation and azimuth steering vectors for the subarray, given as

\[
a_{\text{sub}}[\vartheta_x(\theta, \phi)] = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & e^{j2\pi \vartheta_x} & \ldots & e^{j2\pi(N_{\text{sub}}-1)\vartheta_x} \end{bmatrix}^T, \tag{2.61}\]

and

\[
e_{\text{sub}}[\vartheta_z(\theta)] = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & e^{j2\pi \vartheta_z} & \ldots & e^{j2\pi(P_{\text{sub}}-1)\vartheta_z} \end{bmatrix}^T. \tag{2.62}\]

As is typical for subarrays, the subarray weights \( w_{\text{sub}}^H \) are calculated (using a simple beamforming constraint) to provide maximum gain in the transmit direction. It is noteworthy to mention that disjoint subarrays invariably cause grating lobe problems [62] and are seldom used in practice (one exception is elevation beamforming where an entire column of array elements is treated as one element and there are no grating lobes generated). The utility of subarray modeling is made apparent when
simulating Space Adaptive Illumination Patterns (SAIP) in close-in sensing environments, the details of which are provided in Chapter V.

2.7 Clutter Response Model

Using the target response model in the previous section, the original clutter model derivation of [52, 61, 99] is similarly modified to accommodate Transmit Interpulse Pattern Diversity (TIPD). The clutter model is based on the summation of point target returns, where each point target represents a slice or “patch” of terrain located in the target range gate. Like the target model, each clutter patch is modeled as a single point scatterer, temporally-stable throughout the CPI of interest (i.e., unchanging over $M$ pulses). The point-scatterer representation arises from the vector sum of many independent equivalent elementary scatterers in the patch [23]. Since the individual clutter patches are modeled as point-target returns, the clutter model is extended by simply supplanting the original target/clutter patch (i.e., point-scatterer) model with the TIPD target model (2.47) developed in the previous section. The original planar array clutter model derivation is provided in [52], the details of which are not repeated here, except those portions which are necessary to explain the model’s parameters and noted TIPD modifications.

2.7.1 TIPD Clutter Space Time Snapshot. Maintaining notation consistent with [52], the new clutter space-time snapshot, incorporating the effects of TIPD, is given by [27]

$$
\chi_c = \sum_{i=0}^{N_r-1} \sum_{k=0}^{N_c-1} \tilde{\alpha}_{ik} \ e [\vartheta_z(\theta_i)] \otimes \tilde{b}(\theta_i, \phi_k, \bar{\omega}_{ik}) \otimes a [\vartheta_x(\theta_i, \phi_k)],
$$

(2.63)

where $N_r$ indicates the total number of range rings being considered, $N_c$ is the number of clutter “patches” segmenting each ring, $\tilde{\alpha}_{ik}$ represents the received voltage magnitude and phase from the $i^{th}, k^{th}$ clutter patch, and the steering vectors $\mathbf{e}$, $\tilde{\mathbf{b}}$, and $\mathbf{a}$ fully account for the received phase and array factor transmit gain (embedded in the
\( \tilde{b} \) term) of each returning pulse at each array element. The complex random return from each clutter patch (after matched filtering) is represented by [99]

\[
\tilde{a}_{ik} = a_{ik} e^{j\psi_{ik}},
\]

(2.64)

where \( \psi_{ik} \) represents the random phase response and \( a_{ik} \) is the random clutter patch voltage response. The steering vectors previously defined in (2.41) and (2.42) now point to the \( k^{th} \) clutter patch on the \( i^{th} \) range ring. Figure 2.2 provides a pictorial representation of the clutter model geometry for reference.

![Airborne array geometry](image)

**Figure 2.2:** Airborne array geometry for the planar array clutter model.
The values for $\phi_k$ and $\theta_i$ are given by

$$\phi_k = \left\{ \frac{k2\pi}{N_c} : k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, N_c - 1 \right\}$$

(2.65)

and

$$\theta_i = -\sin^{-1} \left[ \frac{R_i^2 + h_a(h_a + 2a_e)}{2R_i(a_e + h_a)} \right],$$

(2.66)

where $h_a$ is the aircraft altitude Above Ground Level (AGL), and $a_e$ is the effective radius of the earth, using the 4/3 radius model. $R_i$ is the range to the $i^{th}$ range ring given by

$$R_i = \{ R_{tgt} + iR_u : i = 0, 1, \ldots, N_r - 1 \}.$$

(2.67)

The total number of real plus ambiguous range rings $N_r$ is given by

$$N_r = \left\lfloor \frac{R_h}{R_u} \right\rfloor,$$

(2.68)

where $\lfloor x \rfloor$ denotes largest integer not exceeding $x$ and $R_h$ is the range to the horizon and $R_u$ is the radar’s unambiguous range. These ranges are given by

$$R_h = \sqrt{h_a^2 + 2h_a a_e}$$

(2.69)

$$R_u = \frac{cT_r}{2},$$

(2.70)

where $T_r$ is the pulse repetition interval. The Doppler steering vector $\tilde{b}(\theta_i, \phi_k, \bar{\omega}_{ik})$ is as defined in (2.46), with the Doppler frequency of the $k^{th}$ clutter patch on the $i^{th}$ range ring defined as

$$\bar{\omega}_{ik} = \frac{2v_a \cos(\theta_i) \sin(\phi_k + \phi_{crab})}{\lambda_0 f_r}$$

(2.71)

where $v_a$ represents the aircraft velocity and $\phi_{crab}$ represents the aircraft crab angle [16]. As a side note, setting the crab angle to +90 degrees allows this clutter model to simulate a forward-looking array [20]. Applying AIP to forward looking arrays is an area for further research.
2.7.2 TIPD Clutter Covariance. While the clutter snapshot of (2.63) is useful for monte-carlo analysis and training data simulation, the clairvoyant (true) clutter covariance matrix for a given range-gate is necessary for calculating performance bounds and SINR analysis. This clutter covariance is defined as

\[ R_c = \mathcal{E}\{\chi_c\chi_c^H\}. \] (2.72)

and is thus dependent on the first and second order statistics of the random complex clutter patch returns \( \tilde{\alpha}_{ik} \). It is common to assume the real and imaginary components of (2.64) to be jointly Gaussian and independent, though the next section will explore ways to relax this assumption. Regardless of the distribution chosen, the random voltage clutter response is historically [99] subject to two statistical constraints. First, it is assumed to be zero mean, i.e.,

\[ \mathcal{E}\{\tilde{\alpha}_{ik}\} = 0, \] (2.73)

which guarantees that (2.72) is a covariance matrix rather than a correlation matrix. Secondly, it is assumed that the clutter patches are uncorrelated, i.e.,

\[ \mathcal{E}\{\tilde{\alpha}_{ik}\tilde{\alpha}_{mn}^*\} = \sigma^2 \xi_{ik} \delta_{i,m} \delta_{k,n}, \] (2.74)

where \( \xi_{ik} \) is the single element (transmit and receive), single pulse clutter-to-noise power ratio (CNR) and \( \delta_{i,m} \delta_{k,n} \) are two dirac delta functions which are zero unless \( i = m \) and \( k = n \), in which case they are both one. Without the array factor gain, \( \xi_{ik} \) represents the clutter-to-noise ratio assuming a single transmit and receive element. As a result of employing TIPD, the clutter-to-noise ratio (based on 2.37) is now defined as

\[ \xi_{ik} = \frac{P_t g_{tx}(\theta_i, \phi_k) g_{rx}(\theta_i, \phi_k) \lambda^2 \sigma_{ik}}{(4\pi)^3 N_0 BN_{sub} P_{sub} L_s R_{v_i}^4}, \] (2.75)

where \( P_t \) is transmit power, \( g_{tx}(\theta_i, \phi_k) \) is the transmit element power pattern, \( g_{rx}(\theta_i, \phi_k) \) is the receive element power pattern, \( \lambda_0 \) is the wavelength, \( \sigma_{ik} \) is the RCS of the \( k^{th} \)
clutter patch on the $i^{th}$ range ring, $N_0$ is thermal noise power, $B$ is system bandwidth, $N_{\text{sub}}$ is the number of horizontal elements in a receive subarray, $P_{\text{sub}}$ is the Number of vertical elements in a receive subarray, $L_s$ is the system loss factor, and $R_i$ is the range to the $i^{th}$ range ring.

The uncorrelated clutter patch constraint (2.74) greatly simplifies the final expression for $R_c$ by eliminating cross-terms arising from (2.72). If (2.73) and (2.74) are satisfied, then (2.72) can be expressed as

$$
R_c = \mathcal{E}\{\chi_c^\dagger \chi_c\} = \sigma^2 \sum_{i=0}^{N_c-1} \sum_{k=0}^{N_r-1} \xi_{ik} e^{[\vartheta_z(\theta_i)]} e^H[\vartheta_z(\theta_i)]
\otimes \mathbf{b}(\theta_i, \phi_k, \bar{\omega}_{ik}) \mathbf{b}^H(\theta_i, \phi_k, \bar{\omega}_{ik}) \otimes \mathbf{a}[\vartheta_x(\theta_i, \phi_k)] \mathbf{a}^H[\vartheta_x(\theta_i, \phi_k)]
$$

where CNR $\xi_{ik}$ is defined in (2.75). Thus, the only changes required to the original clutter model [52, 61, 99] to reliably account for TIPD effects include 1) redefining the Doppler steering vector as $\mathbf{b}(\theta_i, \phi_k, \bar{\omega}_{ik})$ based on (2.46) and 2) using the modified CNR of (2.75) in clutter covariance analysis, which transfers the array pattern scaling from the latter to the former. It can be shown that for standard (non-varying) transmit pattern cases and complex Gaussian voltage modeling that (2.76) yields results equivalent to the original models [52,99]. The following section examines the clutter return voltage model and proposes a new (w.r.t. [52,61,99]) generalization based on assumptions imposed on the clutter amplitude and phase distributions.

### 2.8 Simulation of Clutter Voltage Models

The challenge with statistically characterizing $\tilde{\alpha}_{ik}$ in (2.64) is embodied in specifying the joint probability density function of $N_c \times N_r$ (clutter patches times range rings) correlated complex random variables. In original model development of [99] and much of the subsequent STAP research, both the real and imaginary components of $\tilde{\alpha}_{ik}$ are modeled as independent, zero mean Gaussian random variables which are uncorrelated for all $(i,k)$ (patches). Under these assumed conditions, the amplitude
\(a_{ik}\) of \(\tilde{\alpha}_{ik}\) is Rayleigh distributed, the phase \(\psi_{ik}\) is uniform, both (2.73) and (2.74) are satisfied, and \(R_c\) completely determines the clutter’s joint probability density function as a multi-variate Gaussian distribution. However, challenging clutter environments are rarely modeled accurately by a multi-variate Gaussian voltage model, and STAP training data snapshots (taken from adjacent range cells) are rarely (if ever) homogeneous [93]. Entire volumes have been written on modeling airborne clutter statistics [14, 67, 98], with the widely varying clutter voltage models being highly dependent on the applicable clutter environment and surveillance geometry.

It is useful to consider the validity of the TIPD clutter model for other than standard Gaussian voltage models. The possible use of TIPD as a tool for knowledge-based STAP and adaptive transmit paradigms is predicated on exploiting a priori clutter information—especially non-Gaussian characteristics such as discrete interferers and targets in the training data. Some clutter models, such as those used in the KASSPER program [45], rely on Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DTED) and physics-based scattering models to calculate RCS on a patch-by-patch basis [12]. KA-STAP and adaptive transmit paradigms require the repeatable simulation of heterogeneous clutter, thus rendering purely homogeneous statistical clutter models nearly obsolete for adaptive transmit research. Therefore, it is desirable to establish the minimum constraints on the pdf of \(\tilde{\alpha}_{ik}\), less restrictive than i.i.d. multi-variate Gaussian, for which the clutter model of (2.76) remains valid.

The generation of a valid covariance matrix \(R_c\) as given by (2.76) requires that only the first and second-order statistics of \(\tilde{\alpha}_{ik}\) meet conditions specified in (2.73) and (2.74). It is not necessary for \(R_c\) to be a sufficient statistic for \(\tilde{\alpha}_{ik}\) in order for \(R_c\) to be a valid clairvoyant covariance matrix, as will often be the case for non-Gaussian clutter statistics. The next section explores the assumptions necessary for the conditions of (2.73) and (2.74) to be satisfied.

2.8.1 Incorporating Other Statistical and Deterministic Clutter Models. The extended STAP clutter model proposed here is not explicitly limited to a particular
voltage clutter response model. Many clutter voltage response models exist [23, 84]. The purpose here is to outline necessary conditions that the joint pdf of $\tilde{\alpha}_{ik}$ must meet to generate a valid clairvoyant clutter matrix as described by (2.76).

Certainly, any clutter voltage model which assumes statistical independence between clutter patch responses and a zero mean complex voltage satisfies the criteria, regardless of the distribution. However, adjacent clutter cells are not always statistically uncorrelated, resulting in the need to investigate radar performance in correlated clutter. In general, such an investigation requires abandoning the clutter covariance given by (2.76) because the cross-terms of the expectation operation in (2.72) no longer cancel. However, careful analysis of the complex clutter model suggests an alternate approach.

Amplitude characteristics of the clutter returns have been extensively studied [14, 67, 98, 99]. Such studies have found that clutter amplitude characteristics are dependent upon many factors and a plethora of statistical distribution models have emerged. Furthermore, such studies have commonly considered the phase response from a given clutter patch as being uniformly distributed regardless of environmental factors. As sensed by the radar, the composite phase response is derived from the superposition of many point-scatterers that are randomly distributed throughout the clutter patch [23]. While the amplitude response is dependent on the RCS, the phase response of an elemental scatterer is dependent on its distance from the radar. For example, at a transmit frequency of 1.24 GHz, a 180 degree phase shift is induced by only 12.0 cm of relative displacement along the antenna line-of-sight (LOS). Given the relatively short radar wavelength compared to the clutter patch size (often on the scale of 100 meters “deep”) and the independence of scatterer placement from cell-to-cell, the composite phase response is well approximated as uniform.

Taking the analysis one step further, there seems to be a natural statistical independence between the composite phase and amplitude random variables emph- within a clutter cell, regardless of their individual statistical distributions. The basis
for this natural independence is rooted in the assumption that the size of an elemental scatterer is statistically independent of its position. Even if a clutter cell is dominated by a single structure, such as building, estimating the phase response of a radar return centered at 1.24 GHz (24.0 cm wavelength) is equivalent to estimating its line-of-sight distance within an ambiguous span of 24.0 cm. Although physically the composite phase and amplitude are inextricably linked, statistically there is little to no information upon which to build a joint distribution between the composite amplitude and phase response of a simulated clutter cell. In other words, the phase cannot be statistically predicted from the amplitude or vice-versa.

Given an assumed statistical independence between the composite clutter patch amplitude and phase response, the desired mean and power statistics necessary to validate the clairvoyant covariance matrix given by (2.76) can be achieved using an arbitrary statistical distribution for clutter patch amplitude \( a_{ik} \), including those correlated across range cells, given the clutter patch phase is uniformly distributed and statistically independent from adjacent clutter patches and across clutter rings.

2.8.2 Validity Of Covariance Model For An Arbitrary Clutter Reflectivity Function. Proof:

Let \( \tilde{\alpha}_x = a_x e^{j\psi_x} \) be the complex clutter patch response of the \( x^{th} \) clutter patch, chosen from the set \( \mathbb{P} \) of all clutter patches in a given range gate. Let each clutter patch have a unique amplitude probability density function (pdf) such that the pdf of the \( x^{th} \) clutter patch random amplitude \( a_x \) is given by \( f_{a_x}(A_x) \) where \( A_x \) is the dummy variable for \( a_x \). Let the clutter patch phase Random Variable (RV) \( \psi \) be uniformly distributed on \([0 \ 2\pi)\) and independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) across \( \mathbb{P} \). Thus, for any two clutter patches \( x, y, \in \mathbb{P} \)

\[
f_{\psi_x}(\Psi_x) = f_{\psi_y}(\Psi_y) = \frac{1}{2\pi}, \quad 0 \leq \psi_x, \psi_y < 2\pi \tag{2.77}
\]

\[
f_{\psi_x, \psi_y}(\Psi_x, \Psi_y) = f_{\psi_x}(\Psi_x)f_{\psi_y}(\Psi_y) \tag{2.78}
\]
Further, let the *amplitude* and the *phase* be statistically independent both within and across all patches in $\mathbb{P}$, i.e.,

$$ f_{a_x,\psi_x}(A_x, \Psi_x) = f_{a_x}(A_x) f_{\psi_x}(\Psi_x) \quad (2.79) $$

$$ f_{a_x,\psi_y}(A_x, \Psi_y) = f_{a_x}(A_x) f_{\psi_y}(\Psi_y) \quad (2.80) $$

Then for any clutter patch $x \in \mathbb{P}$

$$ \mathcal{E}\{\tilde{\alpha}_x\} = \mathcal{E}\{a_x e^{j\psi_x}\} $$

$$ = \mathcal{E}\{a_x\} \mathcal{E}\{e^{j\psi_x}\} $$

$$ = \mathcal{E}\{a_x\} [\mathcal{E}\{\sin(\psi_x)\} + j\mathcal{E}\{\cos(\psi_x)\}] \quad (2.81) $$

Noting that

$$ \mathcal{E}\{\sin(\psi_x)\} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \sin(\zeta) f_{\psi_x}(\zeta) d\zeta = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{0}^{2\pi} \sin(\zeta) d\zeta = 0 $$

$$ \mathcal{E}\{\cos(\psi_x)\} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \cos(\zeta) f_{\psi_x}(\zeta) d\zeta = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{0}^{2\pi} \cos(\zeta) d\zeta = 0 \quad (2.82) $$

then,

$$ \mathcal{E}\{\tilde{\alpha}_x\} = \mathcal{E}\{a_x\} [\mathcal{E}\{\sin(\psi_x)\} + j\mathcal{E}\{\cos(\psi_x)\}] $$

$$ = 0 \quad (2.83) $$

which satisfies the first requirement of (2.73) for all $i, k$ without requiring any conditions on the amplitude distribution. Next, consider the power statistic for the $x^{th}$ clutter patch

$$ \mathcal{E}\{\tilde{\alpha}_x \tilde{\alpha}_x^*\} = \mathcal{E}\{a_x e^{j\psi_x} a_x e^{-j\psi_x}\} $$

$$ = \mathcal{E}\{a_x^2\} $$

$$ = \sigma^2 \xi_x \quad (2.84) $$
where $\xi_x$ is the desired clutter-to-noise power ratio for the $x^{th}$ clutter patch. Similarly, the cross-correlation between any two clutter patches $x \neq y, x, y \in \mathbb{P}$ is

$$
\mathcal{E}\{\tilde{\alpha}_x \tilde{\alpha}_y^{*}\} = \mathcal{E}\{a_x e^{j\psi_x} a_y e^{-j\psi_y}\} \\
= \mathcal{E}\{a_x a_y\} \mathcal{E}\{e^{j\psi_x} e^{-j\psi_y}\} \\
= \mathcal{E}\{a_x a_y\} \mathcal{E}\{e^{j\psi_x}\} \mathcal{E}\{e^{-j\psi_y}\} \\
= \mathcal{E}\{a_x a_y\} \cdot 0 \\
= 0 \quad \forall \ x \neq y
$$

(2.85)

where the 4\textsuperscript{th} line in (2.85) uses results from (2.81) through (2.83). Finally, results of (2.84) and (2.85) are combined using the two-dimensional Dirac delta function $\delta_{x,y}$ and written as

$$
\mathcal{E}\{\tilde{\alpha}_x \tilde{\alpha}_y^{*}\} = \sigma_x^2 \xi_x \delta_{x,y},
$$

(2.86)

which satisfies the second requirement of (2.74) for all $i, k$ without requiring any conditions on the amplitude distribution.

Q.E.D.

Given the assumptions used above remain valid, the proof shows that (2.76) generates a valid clairvoyant covariance matrix given any arbitrary joint pdf for clutter patch amplitudes. This includes distributions that may be correlated from patch-to-patch. The clutter model given by (2.76) can also account for deterministic-based modeling of the clutter patch amplitudes, an area previously studied in [95] and employed in the generation of the KASSPER data [45]. Considering perhaps the simplest deterministic amplitude case, i.e., a non-random amplitude response derived from (2.39) and given by

$$
a_{ik} = \frac{a_s g(\theta_i, \phi_k) \lambda_0 \sqrt{\sigma_{ik}}}{\sqrt{4\pi^3 R_i^2}}.
$$

(2.87)

This amplitude response, when combined with a uniformly distributed phase response for $\psi_{ik}$ in (2.64), yields a complex $\tilde{\alpha}_{ik}$ having the desired statistics which satisfy (2.73) and (2.74) such that the clairvoyant covariance matrix given by (2.76) is valid.
2.9 Training Data Modeling

Equations (2.63) and (2.76) are used to calculate the clutter snapshot and covariance matrix for a single range gate. To explore adaptive receiver algorithms, the covariance matrix must be estimated. The dominate technique for estimating the covariance matrix and applying it to generate adaptive filters is known as Sampled Matrix Inversion (SMI) [86]. The SMI technique provides the maximum likelihood estimator for a Gaussian distributed clutter covariance matrix using clutter snapshots taken from adjacent range bins. The method assumes that these clutter snapshots, referred to as Training Data (TD), are statistically independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)—i.e., they obey the same multi-variate Gaussian PDF. Thus, to calculate estimated covariance matrix each unambiguous range gate (or range “bin”) must be simulated to form the TD for STAP processing.

Most TD synthesis methods can be categorized into two fundamental types: those that generate i.i.d. TD and those that do not. Statistical i.i.d TD is generated from the same, known covariance matrix describing the target range cell of interest (without the target present). This type of TD satisfies the cardinal assumption of the early STAP framework [86] and is often used for Monte-Carlo simulation of fully and partially adaptive STAP processors (note, optimum processors don’t require training data). Large quantities of TD can be quickly generated by “coloring” white data where the coloration is based on the known, clairvoyant covariance matrix of a given range cell. However, this process fails to simulate many of the real-world problems that greatly inhibit STAP performance, such as non-stationary clutter conditions, heterogeneous clutter, and amplitude fluctuations due to propagation loss and non-uniform illumination.

Additionally, the use of planar arrays create 3-D snapshots that are inherently non-stationary in elevation. Given the planar array’s inherent ability to discern the elevation angle of the energy received, data snapshots taken at varying elevation angles “record” or store that energy at different spatial locations in the 3D vector space. In
other words, the 3D planar array data is inherently non-stationary in the elevation dimension. While for most applications this is not an issue given the high Range-to-Height (R/H) ratios encountered and minimal elevation diversity, it becomes an issue for close-in sensing applications which are considered as part of this research.

The alternative to i.i.d. clutter modeling is to model each range gate independently, i.e., on a snapshot-by-snapshot basis. This method removes many limitations imposed by synthesizing i.i.d. TD and is the approach used throughout this research. This method is capable of accounting for non-homogeneous and non-stationary effects in the range (elevation) dimension. Modeling each range gate allows for site-specific modeling which is necessary for simulating knowledge-based radar data. Simulating targets in the training data is an example of knowledge-based radar TD and is covered in Chapter V.

2.10 Modeling Subarrays in the Clutter Model

The analytic modeling of subarrays is most beneficial when simulating the clutter. The same subarray modeling technique which was outlined in Section 2.6 for the target subarray model, can be readily applied to the clutter snapshot of (2.63) and covariance matrix of (2.76). The principal reason for using analytic subarray modeling is to reduce computational load and memory requirements when simulating scenarios utilizing elevation beamforming.

Elevation beamforming (each column of the phased array forms a single subarray) is probably the most common subarray approach used in STAP systems. For example, 8 rows of elements were combined into 2 rows through elevation beamforming in the commonly cited MCARM program [63]. Elevation subarrays can also be formed in planar arrays to increase radiated power levels and to reduce the elevation beamwidth, while still generating an equivalent linear array for 2-D (azimuth-Doppler) STAP processing.
For close-in sensing applications using a planar array, there is significant elevation diversity over the scene of interest and an adaptive subarray technique is implemented on receive. Specifically, elevation beamforming is accomplished individually for each snapshot of data such that the subarray elevation beam has maximum gain in the direction of the clutter elevation angle. This invokes the common hardware assumption for STAP processing in which the output from each array element is individually sampled. This elevation/range-dependent beamforming is implemented using the analytic subarray method introduced previously and results in substantial savings in computational time and required memory.

### 2.11 Noise Model

The planar array noise model used in this work is identical to that of the original model development [52], where the noise sampled on each element and pulse is assumed independent, resulting in a noise covariance matrix given by

\[ R_n = \sigma^2 I_{MNP} \]  

(2.88)

Summing the noise and clutter covariance matrices produces the signal-dependent clairvoyant covariance matrix, \( R \) given by

\[ R = R_c + R_n \]  

(2.89)

Since jammers are by definition signal independent interference, their signals are not affected by AIP and thus they are not considered within the scope of this research. As previously discussed, while AIP cannot mitigate jamming effects it may “free up” resources for STAP-like receiver processors to more effectively mitigate jammers by simplifying clutter suppression.

The use of AIP also has no effect on the noise model. The only necessary modification of the model used in this research is to support the subarray modeling
mentioned previous sections. The subarray process increases the noise power as the non-coherent independent noise samples are summed at the subarray output. The noise power increases as a linear function of the number of samples summed over [67], yielding a new noise covariance matrix which exhibits stronger power but has lower dimensionality. The resultant subarray covariance matrix is given by

\[ R'_n = \sigma^2 N_{\text{sub}} P_{\text{sub}} I_{MN'P'} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.90)

where \( N_{\text{sub}} \) and \( P_{\text{sub}} \) are the subarray dimensions and \( N' \) and \( P' \) were previously defined as the new dimensions of the received array.

### 2.12 Summary

This chapter provides the analytic development for extending existing radar models to incorporate arbitrary pulse-dependent antenna patterns, a capability termed Transmit Interpulse Pattern Diversity (TIPD). This capability was incorporated into existing target, clutter, and noise models previously developed for conducting STAP research [52, 99]. The ability to analytically model disjoint (non-overlapping) receive subarrays was also developed and incorporated into the models. Incorporating subarrays allows the model to simulate planar transmit arrays and elevation beamformed linear arrays at the subarrayed dimensions, greatly reducing computational load and memory requirements of previous subarray modeling techniques. This section also proves validation of the provided clutter covariance model to accurately incorporate any statistical and/or deterministic clutter reflectivity models. The models developed herein unlock a previously unexplored capability which extends the knowledge base of fully adaptive radar research to include Adaptive Illumination Patterns (AIP). These patterns are used in subsequent documentation contained herein to investigate the impacts of Space Time Illumination Patterns (STIP) in Chapter IV and Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns (SAIP) in Chapter V.
While the current Space-Time Adaptive Processing (STAP) paradigm assumes a constant transmit pattern during the Coherent Processing Interval (CPI), the ability to perform space-time beamforming on transmit has been demonstrated by allowing the antenna transmit pattern to vary on an interpulse (pulse-to-pulse) basis. This capability is referred to as Transmit Interpulse Pattern Diversity (TIPD). Unfortunately, the nature of STIP precludes benchmarking the performance of transmit pattern synthesis algorithms using existing benchmark radar data sets such as those from the Multi-Channel Airborne Radar Measurement (MCARM) and Knowledge-Aided Sensor Signal Processing Expert Reasoning (KASSPER) programs. Investigating and quantifying Fully Adaptive Radar (FAR) paradigms which incorporate STIP is therefore most efficiently accomplished using modeling and simulation of end-to-end radar performance.

This work provides a detailed analytic development and extension to existing target and clutter radar models, including a new capability to incorporate STIP. Logical assumptions are introduced that (when invoked) extend validity of the clutter covariance matrix development to include any arbitrary voltage amplitude model, statistical or deterministic. These models are offered as a tool for conducting FAR research incorporating STIP through transmit-to-receive radar system simulation.
III. Overview of STAP Processors

Space Time Adaptive Processing (STAP) is a term used to describe an entire area of research aimed at improving radar performance through developing and applying adaptive filters to sampled radar data. Although the main contributions of this research are in the realm of Adaptive Illumination Patterns (AIP), one of the chief beneficiaries of AIP technology is inevitably the radar’s receive processor. In fact, any potential performance gains due to AIP implementation are inherently unrealized until the received data is processed. Therefore, the receiver processing method(s) which are employed in conjunction with AIP, to include STAP, influence the AIP design criteria. Such is the nature of Fully Adaptive Radar (FAR), where the transmitter and receiver are jointly designed to achieve maximum synergy. Therefore, an overview of common STAP techniques is necessary to understand both the design criteria for AIP as well as the reasons for noted performance improvements.

3.1 STAP Framework

Prior to addressing STAP filter synthesis, the general framework for applying filters to digitally sampled radar data is outlined. An adaptive (digital) filter consists of a $NMP \times 1$ vector of complex weights $w$ synthesized by some adaptive filtering method and constrained such that $w^H w > 0$ and the trivial zero solution is avoided. These weights operate on a $NMP \times 1$ sampled radar data snapshot $\chi$ containing a single complex radar data sample for each pulse ($M$ total pulses) received by each element (from a $N \times P$ phased array) arranged in the same Kronecker product structure evident in (2.47) and (2.63). Each sample in space-time snapshot $\chi$ represents the peak output of the transmit signal’s matched filter response for a specific element, pulse, and range gate.

The radar data snapshot is digitally filtered by $w$ via an inner product to produce a scalar observable. The observable is then incorporated into a “detection statistic” (usually by applying an adaptive scale factor), who’s construction depends on the statistical estimator used to test for target presence. The resultant detection statistic
is compared to a decision/detection threshold $\gamma$ (derived for a particular false alarm rate) to determine if a target is present ($H_1$ hypothesis) or not ($H_0$ hypothesis). For example, letting the detection statistic be the filter output, the binary hypothesis test can be written as

$$w^H x \overset{H_1}{\underset{H_0}{\gtrless}} \gamma,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where the binary hypotheses are defined as

$$H_1 : x = x_t + x_n + x_c$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

$$H_0 : x = x_n + x_c,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

and $x_n$ represents white noise samples and $x_t$ and $x_c$ are as defined in (2.47) and (2.63), respectively. The fundamental STAP filtering challenge involves synthesizing weight vector $w$ to optimize some specific criteria. For example, one simple criteria might be to minimize the interference plus white noise ($\min_w \{w^H [x_c + x_n]\}$) while maximizing the target gain ($\max_w \{w^H x_t\}$). This represents one way to define the optimization criteria for $w$ and there are certainly others. However, this criterion is sufficient for instructional purposes to explain the basic STAP framework. Selected methods for synthesizing $w$ comprise the main topic of this chapter.

Since STAP is being introduced to demonstrate AIP potential, the STAP processors considered herein were chosen because they are well-known and widely used to benchmark performance. As such, they are not necessarily the most recent state-of-the-art STAP algorithms that are available. The specific STAP processors chosen here for demonstration include 1) the non-adaptive Signal Match (SM) filter, 2) the fully adaptive (optimum) Matched Filter (MF), 3) the fully adaptive Adaptive Matched Filter (AMF), and 4) the partially adaptive Factored Space Time (FST) processor.

### 3.2 Non-Adaptive Signal Match (SM) Processor

To appropriately bound the expected performance, both a completely non-adaptive processor (i.e., space-time filter) and a fully adaptive optimum processor
are used in evaluating received data. This section presents the non-adaptive “Signal Match” (SM) processor [62]. The SM processor is a multi-dimensional “maximum gain” beamformer [43]). Simply, it is a 3D steering vector that is steered (“matched”) to the expected target location in each dimension. For a \( N \) column by \( P \) row planar array radiating \( M \) pulses, the SM processor for a target located at elevation, azimuth, and normalized Doppler values of \( \theta_{tgt} \), \( \phi_{tgt} \), \( \bar{\omega}_{tgt} \) is defined as

\[
w_{sm}(\theta_{tgt}, \phi_{tgt}, \bar{\omega}_{tgt}) = e[\vartheta_z(\theta_{tgt})] \otimes b(\bar{\omega}_{tgt}) \otimes a[\vartheta_x(\theta_{tgt}, \phi_{tgt})],
\]

(3.4)

where \( e[\vartheta_z(\theta_{tgt})] \), \( b(\bar{\omega}_{tgt}) \), and \( a[\vartheta_x(\theta_{tgt}, \phi_{tgt})] \) are the elevation, Doppler, and azimuthal steering vectors defined in (2.42), (2.43), and (2.41). For the SM processor, as well as the remainder of those presented in this chapter, linear arrays are simply modeled by setting \( P = 1 \) in all applicable equations/models. Under the \( P = 1 \) condition \( e = 1 \) and the planar results yield linear array models and weight vectors.

### 3.3 Fully Adaptive Processors

Fully adaptive processors are those which are adaptive over all \( NPM \) DOF, where \( N \), \( P \), and \( M \) are the number of element columns, rows, and pulses in a CPI. Conversely, partially adaptive processors reduce the adaptive DOF through the initial application of a non-adaptive transform to a lower dimensional vector space. This section examines two fully adaptive processors which are well known in the STAP community: 1) the optimal Matched Filter (MF) and 2) the Adaptive Matched Filter (AMF), which is a Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) modified rendition of the Sampled Matrix Inversion (SMI) technique developed in the early years of STAP [86].

#### 3.3.1 Optimal Matched Filter (MF) Processor

The terminology used to describe STAP’s optimum processor is diverse and potentially confusing. As a performance bound, the optimum processor is perhaps the most often mentioned and defined STAP processor in literature. As result, it has become known by many aliases: 1) Klemm calls it the optimum processor in his STAP book [62], 2) Ward calls it the
optimum space-time filter in his often referenced report on STAP [99], and 3) Guerci uses the term optimum beamformer in his STAP book [43]. It has also been shown to be the Wiener Filter [38,39,59,60,100], since it optimizes the linear discrete-time STAP problem formulation that reduces to a Wiener-Hopf equation. Other authors have simply called it the Matched Filter (MF) [20,26,27,52,53] which is the terminology adopted herein. Regardless of the terminology used, all are consistent in defining the optimal space-time weight vector (to within a scale factor $\alpha$) as

$$w = \alpha R^{-1}v, \quad \alpha \neq 0,$$

(3.5)

where $R$ is the clairvoyant space-time covariance matrix under the $H_0$ hypothesis, and $v$ is a 3D space-time steering vector (a.k.a., SM “processor”) steered to the (potential) target location in azimuth, elevation, and Doppler.

The terminology adopted here (matched filter) is perhaps among the more confusing given its well-known use in conventional communications, filtering, and radar literature. In these conventional contexts, the matched filter is defined as the filter which maximizes the output peak signal power-to-average noise power ratio when the input noise spectral density is uniform [90] and the signals are typically only a function of time. Nonetheless, the MF is often redefined in the STAP context to represent the optimal space-time filter given by (3.5) and the name fits well with the nomenclature of the widely known “Adaptive Matched Filter” (AMF) discussed in the next section.

As previously mentioned, the STAP filtering solution can be optimized under different criteria, with the same filter of (3.5) emerging as optimal under several criteria [19,62]. Given that the clutter statistics are zero-mean and jointly Gaussian, the solution given by (3.5) is optimal under the maximum likelihood criterion, as well as under the least mean-square-error criterion. Additionally, (3.5) maximizes the signal-to-noise power ratio and is the linearly constrained minimum noise variance (Wiener filter) solution as well. It is important to note that the optimality of the MF
processor is based on having clairvoyant knowledge of interference statistics, which by definition removes the MF from the list of “adaptive” algorithms.

3.3.2 Adaptive Matched Filter (AMF) Processor. While the MF provides an optimal bound for STAP filtering, it is not an adaptive algorithm in the sense that it doesn’t adapt to the environment. The Adaptive Matched Filter (AMF) [87] addresses this limitation. Samples of the interference environment consist of the $NMP \times 1$ space time radar data snapshots $\chi_k$ partitioned into $k = 1, 2, \ldots, K$ unambiguous range bins. The clutter and noise in each snapshot is assumed independent from range bin to range bin. The mathematical formulation of the AMF assumes that this data, referred to as Training Data (TD), is statistically independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.), and conforms to a multi-variate Gaussian distribution. Given these assumptions, the maximum likelihood estimate of the covariance matrix computed from the training data is given by [86]

$$\hat{R} = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} \chi_k \chi_k^H,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

where $\hat{R}$ is called the sample covariance matrix. Based on this estimate, Reed (in his 1974 seminal paper [86]) suggested synthesizing an adaptive processor given by

$$\hat{w} = \hat{R}^{-1} v,$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

which clearly has the form of the optimum MF given in (3.5), but uses the sample covariance matrix $\hat{R}$ in place of the clairvoyant covariance matrix $R$. This technique was termed Sample Matrix Inversion (SMI), and it exhibited considerably better convergence properties than the other iterative weight estimation techniques in use at the time [81, 86]. The convergence of the covariance estimate (and thus the quality of the adaptive processor) is directly related to the quantity of the training data support vectors used to estimate $\hat{R}$. The infamous Reed-Mallet-Brennan (RMB) rule predicts that for a system having $NMP$ degrees of freedom, achieving a mean performance which is $-3.0$ dB below optimum requires $(2NMP - 3)$ i.i.d. data “samples” having
the statistics specified by the clairvoyant covariance matrix $\mathbf{R}$. For range sampling radars, these samples come from the (assumed target-less) clutter-plus-noise range cell data snapshots.

Strictly speaking, the processor given in (3.7) is not the AMF, although it is directly proportional to it. The SMI decision statistic proposed by Reed is

$$
|w_{SMI}^H \chi|^2 = \left| v^H \hat{R}^{-1} \chi \right|^2.
$$

The final AMF decision statistic is a modified (scaled) version of (3.8) and given by [87]

$$
|w_{AMF}^H \chi|^2 = \left| \frac{v^H \hat{R}^{-1} \chi}{v^H \hat{R}^{-1} v} \right|^2.
$$

This AMF statistic was published by Robey [87] in 1992, and it adds the CFAR property to the SMI statistic. For the Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) metrics used in this research, the absolute magnitude of the weight vector given by (3.9) or (3.8) cancels out and the *SINR performance* of the SMI and AMF statistics are equivalent.

As mentioned in Chapter I, the i.i.d. assumption is rarely, if ever, satisfied in practice. Under non-i.i.d. conditions, the TD is commonly referred to as being heterogeneous TD or non-homogenous clutter. While no set of real-world TD is truly homogeneous, neither is all TD *equally* heterogeneous, statistically speaking. The degree of TD heterogeneity is dependent on the radar’s operating environment and varies widely, as does the type of phenomena which causes the heterogeneity. Some causes of heterogeneity can be addressed through adaptive illumination, and Chapter V demonstrates how AIP is used to create TD that is *more* homogeneous than that created by non-adaptive illumination patterns.
3.4 **Partially Adaptive Processors**

Due to the training data limitations previously mentioned, there has been much work done in the area of partially adaptive STAP processors [43, 62, 63, 99]. This work has taken place for mainly two very good reasons. First, to achieve suitable integration gain and aperture resolution, fully adaptive STAP has too much DOF to be implemented in practice. Partially adaptive processors have fewer adaptive DOF which translates to less required TD. Less TD quantity eases both the clutter heterogeneity problem (since TD tends to be more homogeneous over shorter range extents) and the problem of limited TD quantity. Second, high computational burdens associated with fully adaptive STAP are also eased through the use of partially adaptive methods, depending on the particular technique. This makes some algorithms fast enough to use them operationally in real-time.

As stated earlier, the use of STAP in this research is by way of demonstrating the impact of AIP as integrated into a FAR architecture. Given the quantity and diversity of partially adaptive STAP methods, it is beyond the scope of this research to examine even a representative cross-section of methods herein. This is especially true when considering that each partially adaptive method (or perhaps “class” of method) may require customized optimization criteria for AIP synthesis—one which could compensate for a particular method’s weaknesses, limitations, or non-adaptive dimensions. It is envisioned that the application of AIP to the field of partially adaptive STAP processors will result in additional performance gains for many partially adaptive processors. This research provides one such example using an early and relatively simple partially adaptive processor, namely, the Factored Space Time (FST) processor.

3.4.1 **Factored Space Time (FST) Processor.** As defined here, the Factored Space Time (FST) processor is similar to the common Factored Time Space (FTS) processor [40] from which its name is derived. The FTS processor is non-adaptive in Doppler (time) and provides spatial adaptivity. Conversely, the FST processor is
spatially non-adaptive and provides temporal adaptivity using an adaptive Doppler filter. While this configuration generally yields poor performance in conventional STAP processing, results in Chapter IV exhibit very noteworthy performance when used in conjunction with Space Time Illumination Patterns (STIP).

The FST processor is a member of the beam-space, pre-Doppler STAP family of partially adaptive processors [99]. This family of techniques first utilizes non-adaptive (digital) Fourier transforms to convert radar data from the element-space to the beam-space domain, expressing the radar data in terms of pulses and azimuth angle. The FST processor uses “factored” processing, i.e., the temporal and spatial processing is accomplished independently. First, the data is non-adaptively spatially beamformed to the location of the illumination pattern’s main beam, reducing the data to its temporal dimension (dictated by the number of pulses $M$). Then, an adaptive Doppler filter is used to filter the resultant data to generate a scalar filter output. FST processor performance is demonstrated in conjunction with STIP using a linear array in Chapter IV. The FST weights are computed using a similar procedure as used for FTS [40] and outlined in [62], and are given by

$$w_{fst} = T \left( T^H \hat{R} T \right)^{-1} T^H v,$$

where the non-linear transform $T$ is given by

$$T = I_M \otimes a \left[ \vartheta_x(\theta_t, \phi_t) \right],$$

and dimensions $MN \times M$.

Chapter IV demonstrates how STIP can be employed in conjunction with this FST processor and the non-adaptive SM processor to achieve good STAP performance with a fraction of the the TD quantity required to achieve the same performance under standard illumination conditions.
3.5 **STAP Performance Metrics**

This section presents a brief overview of the STAP performance metrics used in this research. Two variations of the Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) are detailed, namely Output SINR and SINR Loss.

3.5.1 **Output SINR.** Output SINR is defined as the expected value of the signal power divided by the expected value of the noise-plus-interference power and is written as

\[
\text{SINR}_{\text{out}} = \frac{\mathcal{E}\{||w^H\chi_t||^2\}}{\mathcal{E}\{||w^H(\chi_c + \chi_n)||^2\}}.
\]  

(3.12)

For an arbitrary deterministic weight vector \(w\), non-fluctuating (non-random) target, and using the target, clutter, and noise models of Chapter II, the frequently derived \([43, 62, 99]\) SINR result is given by

\[
\text{SINR}_{\text{out}} = \sigma^2 \xi_{\text{tgt}} |w^H\tilde{v}_{\text{tgt}}|^2 / w^HRw,
\]  

(3.13)

where \(\sigma^2\) is the per pulse, per element noise power and \(\xi_{\text{tgt}}\) is the per pulse, per element target signal-to-noise ratio. The maximum output SINR for the thermal noise limited (noise-only) case is given by

\[
\max \{\text{SINR}_{\text{out}}\} = \frac{\sigma^2 \xi_{\text{tgt}} |w^H\tilde{v}_{\text{tgt}}|^2}{w^Hw} = \frac{\sigma^2 \xi_{\text{tgt}} MNP w^Hw}{\sigma^2 w^HIw} = \xi_{\text{tgt}} MNP.
\]  

(3.14)

For notational simplicity and metric scaling convenience, \(\xi_{\text{tgt}}\) is typically assumed equal to 1, thus the maximum SINR\(_{\text{out}}\) under noise-only conditions is equal to the integration gain of \(MNP\).

3.5.2 **SINR Loss.** The SINR\(_{\text{Loss}}\) metric is often used for evaluating adaptive STAP processors and represents the SINR normalized by the maximum output SINR for optimum performance. Using the result from (3.14), SINR\(_{\text{Loss}}\) is defined as

\[
\text{SINR}_{\text{loss}} = \frac{\text{SINR}_{\text{out}}}{\max \{\text{SINR}_{\text{out}}\}} = \frac{\sigma^2 |w^H\tilde{v}_{\text{tgt}}|^2}{MNP w^Hw}.
\]  

(3.15)
3.6 Summary

This chapter provides background information on the STAP processors used in this research. The processors considered include 1) the non-adaptive Signal Match (SM), 2) the optimum Matched Filter (MF), 3) the full-rank Adaptive Matched Filter (AMF), and 4) the Factored Space Time (FST) processor. It is emphasized again that the role of the STAP processors in this research is to demonstrate the ability of Adaptive Illumination Patterns (AIP) to improve overall adaptive radar performance utilizing the Fully Adaptive Radar (FAR) paradigm. The processors discussed here were chosen because of their popularity as well-known benchmark STAP processors and in one case (i.e., FST) by nature of its low complexity and synergistic performance with AIP.
IV. Space Time Illumination Patterns (STIP)

This chapter defines and explores the use of Space-Time Illumination Patterns (STIP). The motivation and definition for STIP is first provided, followed by an examination of its phenomenological effects. Some approaches for pattern synthesis are addressed and the application of STIP to improve Space Time Adaptive Processing (STAP) performance is considered. STIP is a new concept which has only recently become feasible through the advent of emerging and next generation AESA technology. In very general terms, STIP brings to a transmitter what STAP brings to a receiver. However, there are some important differences between “space-time beamforming” as accomplished by STIP on transmit and space-time filtering as accomplished by STAP on receive.

The goal of this chapter is to first explore what STIP has to offer, and then to explore examples of how STIP and STAP may be collaboratively employed. The importance of a joint-design methodology when combining the two techniques (STIP and STAP) is highlighted. Initial application of STIP in this context suggests it is a viable technique for reducing the Training Data (TD) requirements and processor complexity of STAP on receive. For simplicity in understanding the new phenomenological effects induced by STIP, a linear array is considered throughout the chapter.

4.1 Motivation for STIP

The success of STAP at achieving interference suppression by *jointly* working across temporal and spatial domains motivates the investigation into the temporal variation afforded by transmit/illumination antenna patterns. STAP can be viewed as the synthesis and application of a time-varying (pulse dependent) set of spatial filters applied to received radar data. In this view, each spatial filter (defined by each subset of $N$ weights in a $NM \times 1$ linear array weight vector) is equitable to the array factor portion of a phased array receive pattern, applied to sampled radar data.
Figure 4.1: Minimum Variance (MV) spectrum of airborne clutter using a Standard Illumination Pattern (SIP). Plot shows clutter Doppler frequency varying as a function of azimuth.

4.1.1 A Deeper Look At Space-Time Processing. To further illustrate the time-varying, spatial filter view of STAP processing, consider a typical side-looking airborne radar (see Fig. 1.1) employing a linear $N = 8$ element phased array and transmitting $M = 4$ pulses. Furthermore, assume the aircraft velocity is such that the clutter Doppler frequency spans the unambiguous Doppler span of the system (i.e., $\beta \geq 1$ in Brennan’s clutter rank equation [99]). Small parameter values were chosen to simplify the results and analysis. This illustration employs a boresight ($0^\circ$ azimuth) mainbeam, a $\beta = 1$ condition, and zero crab angle. Using a standard illumination pattern (defined in more detail in Section 4.2.1), the minimum variance spectrum [62] of the resultant clutter is given in Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1 shows the “location” of the interference described by the interference covariance matrix $\mathbf{R}$ as a function of azimuth and Doppler. A STAP filter improves performance by nulling this energy across the joint azimuth-Doppler space.
while placing maximum gain in the (azimuth) direction of the mainbeam at a desired Doppler frequency. The net effect of a STAP filter can be visualized by examining its joint azimuth-Doppler (spatial-temporal) filter frequency response. The joint filter response of the optimum Matched Filter (MF) (see Chapt. II) “tuned” to a normalized Doppler frequency of 0.25 and synthesized in response to the interference environment depicted in Fig. 4.1 is shown in Fig. 4.2. Note that the s-shaped null appearing diagonally in Fig. 4.2 is precisely aligned with the clutter ridge shown in Fig. 4.1 and maximum mainbeam gain occurs at zero degrees azimuth and a normalized Doppler value of 0.25, as desired. The response shown in Fig. 4.2 is sometimes referred to as a STAP “antenna pattern” in the literature, as it illustrates a weight set’s (i.e., filter’s) “gain” (i.e., magnitude frequency response) as a function of azimuth (spatial frequency) and Doppler (temporal frequency). However, the result represented in

Figure 4.2: Azimuth-Doppler response of an optimum MF synthesized to null the interference shown in Fig. 4.1. In this case, the MF is “tuned” to a normalized Doppler frequency of 0.25.
Fig. 4.2 does not represent a “physical” antenna pattern since a single antenna pattern (by definition) is only spatial in nature. Rather, Fig. 4.2 illustrates the results of a 2D Digital Fourier Transform (DFT) operating on the complex optimum MF weight set, where the weights are arranged such that the 2D DFT operates across the separable temporal and spatial domains represented in the STAP weight set. The partitioning of this joint weight set into separate spatial patterns is instructive for understanding the view of STAP weights described herein, and is considered next.

4.1.2 STAP Weights, AESA Weights, and Array Factors. Any complex “weight” has the ability to affect two basic signal parameters; it can 1) scale the amplitude and/or 2) shift the phase. This is true for any signal, whether it be a received sampled radar return (as in receiver processing) or an analog signal being transmitted or received through a phased array element of an AESA. The amplitude scaling and phase shifting operations can be visualized using a phaser representation where each phaser describes the weight’s magnitude and phase. Space-time weight sets are illustrated here using phaser notation, arranged according to the pulse and antenna element to which the weights are applied. An example of the phaser representation used here is shown in Fig. 4.3. Figure 4.3 provides a phaser diagram illustrating a complex weight applied to Element 1 (x axis) during transmission of Pulse 1 (y axis). The phaser depicts a phase value of $45^\circ$ and maximum gain. The circle diameter denotes the maximum gain of the weight set. When representing a group of $M \times N$ weights, the circle radius is normalized to the largest amplitude gain contained in the weight set. Using this phaser notation, the optimum MF weights used to generate Fig. 4.2 are shown in Fig. 4.4, organized by the elements and pulses to which they apply. Using this representation, it is clear to see how a set of $NM$ STAP weights can be viewed as $M$ sets of $N \times 1$ spatial weights, where each $N \times 1$ weight set determines a spatial filter applied to a specific pulse. Furthermore, each spatial filter’s response is calculated using the same approach as is used for a 2D (azimuth/elevation) spatial array factor [10] of an $N$ element linear array.
Figure 4.3: Phaser representation of a complex weight used on Element 1 during transmission of Pulse 1. This phaser depicts a phase value of $45^\circ$ and maximum gain. The circle diameter denotes the maximum gain of the weight set.

Figure 4.4: Phaser representation of optimal MF STAP weights synthesized in response to a sidelooking $\beta = 1$ clutter scenario (clutter PSD illustrated in Fig. 4.1)
Figure 4.5: Linear array factor magnitude response as a function of azimuth ($\phi$) and elevation ($\theta$) given uniform weights. Gain is relative and expressed in dB.

Assuming half-wavelength ($\lambda/2$) element spacing, Fig. 4.5 illustrates the uniform weight (i.e., all weights equal one) array factor gain of an $N$ element array as a function of azimuth and elevation. Figure 4.6 shows the same array factor expressed in cartesian coordinates (i.e., 3D space) to aid with pattern visualization.

Using Fig. 4.5 as a reference, consider the four spatial filters contained in the optimum STAP weight vector depicted in Fig. 4.4. The spatial filter (i.e., “virtual” array factor) effectively applied to each pulse is depicted in Fig. 4.7. These are referred to as “virtual” array factors since they “exist” only in the signal processing realm, rather than being physically observable/measureable in the “real-world.”

Upon careful inspection of Fig. 4.7, it is apparent that the array factors/spatial filters “applied to” Pulse 1 and Pulse 4 are very similar. In fact, for these optimum processor weights they are actually identical. Likewise, the gain patterns for Pulse 2 and Pulse 3 are also identical in this case. However, it can be clearly seen from Fig. 4.4 that the weights generating these specific patterns are NOT identical. This simple observation underscores the importance that the phase response of each array factor
Array Factor Magnitude Response for Pulse 1

Array Factor Magnitude Response for Pulse 2

Array Factor Magnitude Response for Pulse 3

Array Factor Magnitude Response for Pulse 4

Figure 4.7: Each pulse’s spatial filter (virtual array factor) magnitude response derived from the optimum MF STAP weight vector depicted in Fig. 4.4. The linear array factors are plotted as a function of azimuth (\(\phi\)) and elevation (\(\theta\)).

must be examined as well. Thus, the phase response of each array factor is given in Fig. 4.8.

Visual inspection of the plots in Fig. 4.8 reveals the phase responses are indeed distinct and unique, unlike the magnitude patterns in Fig. 4.7. Although the “phase response” (i.e., phase pattern) of phased array antennas are often overlooked in antenna pattern discussions, a proper understanding of it is critically important to
Figure 4.8: Each pulse’s spatial filter (virtual array factor) phase response derived from the optimum MF STAP weight vector depicted in Fig. 4.4. The linear array factors are plotted as a function of azimuth ($\phi$) and elevation ($\theta$).

understanding STIP. Thus, some explanation of their meaning and characteristics is warranted.

The angle argument of the array factor for each pulse in Fig. 4.8 represents the composite signal phase resulting from the superposition of all the elemental signals. As indicated, this composite phase response varies as a function of azimuth and elevation angles. Phase is always defined relative to some fixed reference, and in this
case the phase reference is the array reference element (illustrated in Fig. 2.1). The composite signal phase is thus measured (assuming far-field conditions) on an arc of fixed distance from the reference element located at the end of the array.

For comparative purposes, the phase response of a uniform array weight set (all weights equal one) is shown in Fig. 4.9. By comparison with its magnitude response which was introduced in Fig. 4.5, the uniform weight phase response appears to “jump” across the magnitude nulls. This well-known characteristic of the composite phase response (phase pattern) of a phased array antenna is also visible in Fig. 4.8.

While the pulse-to-pulse differences in the “virtual” array factors of Fig. 4.7 seem relatively minor, the pulse-to-pulse differences in the virtual array factor’s phase patterns of Fig. 4.8 are quite noticeable. The phase, and magnitude to a somewhat lesser extent, relationships between each of the array factors constitute the fundamental basis upon which adaptive, spatially dependent Doppler filtering is accomplished.
Figure 4.10: Azimuth antenna pattern cuts at -23.5° elevation of array factor magnitude and phase responses shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, which were based on the optimum MF STAP weights depicted in Fig. 4.4.

From this point forward, the antenna magnitude and phase characteristics are represented at a single elevation angle which is sufficient for observing antenna magnitude and phase patterns applicable to the clutter and/or target in a particular range gate. For the optimum MF weight set explored here, an azimuth cut taken at −23.5° elevation is shown in Fig. 4.10.

By analyzing Fig. 4.10 it can be observed that there is phase “rotation” applied to a ground target in the mainbeam at an azimuth/elevation location of (0, −23.5) degrees. The amount of rotation indicated is roughly a 90° phase shift per pulse. By comparison, the phase progression applied to a clutter return at an azimuth/elevation location of (40, −23.5) degrees is much smaller (less than 60° total degrees). Studied carefully, this diagram once again exhibits the azimuth dependent adaptive Doppler processing characteristic of STAP.
Though it is not often mentioned in the literature, the transmit or illumination patterns of a phased array also have weight-dependent phase patterns, which can be physically measurable in the “real-world” (typically in an anechoic chamber). If the transmit weights change during the CPI, then the array phase patterns should be modeled as they will induce phase shifts on the reflected signals. Detecting the phase progression on successive pulses (within a CPI) is the basis for measuring and filtering Doppler. This establishes the need for modeling the array factor phase on transmit when it changes during a CPI (see Chapt. II).

4.1.3 Space-Time Filtering With Real Array Factors. Previous sections outlined a different perspective of STAP processing where STAP filtering is viewed as the synthesis and application of pulse dependent spatial filters applied to received radar data. Given this view, the ability to perform space-time filtering via the AESA receive antenna seems conceivable. Such a technique requires the $N \times M$ receive weight set to be known prior to receive processing. These weights are assumed to be available for the sake of this discussion—the weight synthesis problem is challenging, but independent of the implementation method described in this section. See Section 4.4.2 for one proposed weight synthesis method.

Applying “weights” to a radar signal can be done either digitally after signal is received, filtered, and sampled, and/or directly by scaling and shifting the analog signal using the AESA on receive. Each pulse received on each AESA element can be “weighted” by loading different array weights immediately after each transmitted pulse (see Chapter 37 of [94] for more information on AESA construction). While there would be some fundamental hardware limitations on AESA weight adaptability (limited dynamic range, phase quantization error, etc.), the final weighting of the radar data should be roughly the same. Once the weights are applied, the space-time “filtering” occurs by way of simply adding up all the samples.

While this process would be at best equivalent to STAP processing, (making it somewhat redundant), it suggests the possibility of instituting a similar space-time
weighting process on transmit. With this perspective in mind, and motivated by rapid advances in Active Electronic Scanned Arrays (AESAs), the use of pulse dependent illumination patterns is investigated using adaptive pulse-dependent illumination weights. Pattern sets which take advantage of the joint space-time adaptivity are termed Space-Time Illumination Patterns (STIP). A more precise definition of STIP is provided following the introduction of Standard Illumination Patterns (SIP) for comparative and elucidating purposes.

4.2 Defining STIP

Despite enormous advances in radar antenna technology over the years, only recently has AESA technology matured to the point where radar designers can now consider making intentional changes to fundamental characteristics of the radar’s antenna pattern. Such changes can be updated at rates approaching current low PRF limits and can be made accurately and reliably. New technologies will undoubtedly grow out of this new capability as AESA technology continues to advance. AESA antennas are sure to become (if they haven’t already) the standard antenna of choice for all future fighter aircraft and surveillance platforms.

The assertion of this research is that any adaptive transmit weight synthesis methods considered to date (with the one possible exception of [88]) have been constrained to at most $N + M$ DOF, which is the maximum available DOF using an adaptive but separable (or factored) transmit weight synthesis approach. A survey of STAP literature reveals that in a vast majority of cases the transmit weights are synthesized using only a single mainbeam (spatial) constraint and one temporal constraint (typically, $\bar{\omega}_{ix} = 0$). As best can be determined, the joint dimensionality of the transmit weights has not been previously explored. STIP was designed to exploit this previously untapped capability.

The STIP concept becomes more clear when considered alongside a robust definition of traditional illumination patterns. The next section defines “Standard” Illumination Patterns (SIP) which are used heavily in comparative analysis.
4.2.1 Standard Illumination Patterns (SIP). So called “Standard” Illumination Patterns (SIP) are defined here as array factors for linear phased arrays which are synthesized according to simple mainbeam constraints. A phased array antenna pattern is a product of both the array factor and the element pattern [10]. The element patterns are assumed isotropic unless otherwise noted and identical for all elements. Under this assumption (and only under this assumption), the terms array factor and array pattern may be used interchangeably. A classic example of a SIP weight set \( \mathbf{w}_s \) is one generated by a spatial steering vector “steered” to an azimuth and elevation of \( \phi_{tx} \) and \( \theta_{tx} \), given by

\[
\mathbf{w}_s = a[\vartheta_x(\theta_{tx}, \phi_{tx})].
\]  

(4.1)

With the exception of an amplitude taper to reduce sidelobe gain, the transmit weights given by (4.2) describe the linear array illumination pattern used for the vast majority of adaptive radar research (conformal arrays are obviously a special case not considered here). From a DOF perspective, these spatial transmit weights are specified using one of \( N \) available constraints. Amplitude tapers are not considered “constraints” since they do not reduce the available DOF [43]. These weights are typically fixed (non-varying) over the CPI of \( M \) pulses. Considering the weights used to transmit each pulse as separate weight sets, the entire set of \( MN \) Standard Transmit (STX) weights could be written as

\[
\mathbf{w}_{STX}(\phi_{tx}, \theta_{tx}, \bar{\omega}_{tx}) = b(\bar{\omega}_{tx}) \otimes a[\vartheta_x(\theta_{tx}, \phi_{tx})].
\]  

(4.2)

When written this way, those familiar with STAP processing may see (4.2) as a non-adaptive beamformer specified by one of \( NM \) available DOF. Using the phaser notation introduced earlier, a set of STX weights defined as \( \mathbf{w}_{STX}(\phi_{tx} = 0, \theta_{tx} = 0, \bar{\omega}_{tx} = 0) \) using (4.2) is shown in Fig. 4.11. The magnitude and phase response for the SIP weights of Fig. 4.11 is provided in Fig. 4.12. The weights depicted in Fig. 4.11 correspond to the array factor magnitude depicted earlier in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6.
4.2.2 Space-Time Illumination Patterns (STIP). Chapter II presented radar model extensions that incorporate Transmit Interpulse Pattern Diversity (TIPD), which added the capability to model an arbitrary antenna transmit/illumination pattern for each transmitted pulse. To better understand and differentiate between SIP, TIPD, and STIP, consider the problem of updating/resteering the main beam location of an AESA mounted on an aircraft undergoing highly dynamic maneuvers. As the aircraft dramatically changes its position and attitude, the radar’s mainbeam may need to be “resteered” during the Coherent Processing Interval (CPI) to maintain mainbeam illumination of a particular target. To do so requires the illumination pattern weights be changed/updated during the CPI. Stimson validates the AESA’s need and ability to accomplish beam restearing, at a “nominal” rate of 2 kHz [94].

Figure 4.11: Phaser representation of a SIP weight set of an 8 element linear array spanning a CPI of 4 pulses tuned to 0° azimuth, 0 Hz Doppler.

and the array factor phase response given by Fig. 4.9, which are both summarized in Fig. 4.12. These SIP weights were also used in Section 4.1.1 to generate the clutter MV spectrum given in Fig. 4.1.
Figure 4.12: Illumination pattern magnitude and phase azimuth cuts at $-23.5^\circ$ elevation generated from the uniform weights depicted in Fig. 4.11.

ability to model these changing weights during a CPI is provided by TIPD extensions outlined in Chapter II. However, the process of updating the mainbeam pointing angle falls under the definition of SIP, not STIP, since the weight synthesis method consisted of updating a single spatial constraint (mainbeam location).

STIP constitutes a type of adaptive illumination that utilizes transmit interpulse pattern diversity to radiate a tailored transmit/illumination pattern on each pulse, but there is more to STIP than simple pulse diversity. Just as STAP filters can be constructed to filter (or “null”) energy across the joint azimuth-Doppler space, STIP patterns make use of $NM$ DOF to cast “illumination nulls” in the azimuth-Doppler domain. However, STIP does not reduce or remove the clutter as STAP filtering does—it only dictates what “locations” in the joint space-time domain are not illuminated. As a result, the location of the clutter power in the azimuth-Doppler
domain is effectively *redistributed*. Alternately stated, the clutter Power Spectral Density (PSD) can be *reshaped* by using STIP during the transmit cycle.

Transmit patterns illuminate the scene (targets, ground, etc.) and dictate how pulse energy is spatially distributed. With a standard illumination pattern, a linear array of $N$ elements can be used to create $N - 1$ “real” spatial nulls in azimuth. Specifying an illumination null at a particular azimuth angle creates a transmit/illumination pattern having a physical pattern null which nulls returns regardless of their Doppler frequency.

By using STIP, an illumination null can be specified at a single point in the joint azimuth-Doppler space such that the pulse-to-pulse series of antenna patterns creates a Doppler-dependent spatial null. In essence, the azimuth location is no longer nulled completely on each pulse, but the illumination patterns are constructed such that returns from the nulled azimuth angle cancel when their Doppler frequency is equal to the desired null value.

Transmitting energy creates clutter and the illumination pattern determines the shape of the clutter’s Power Spectral Density (PSD) (distribution of clutter power). While amplitude tapers are effective at reducing sidelobe gain, they also reduce the peak gain while widening the mainbeam. The use of STIP greatly expands the realm of clutter spectral shaping into a previously unexploited domain—the joint space-time domain. It is demonstrated later in this chapter that by prudently shaping the clutter energy improved performance is realized using simplified receiver processing.

### 4.3 STIP vs. STAP: Understanding Differences

While STAP provides good motivation for STIP, it is important to make a distinction between space-time beamforming, or scene *illumination* which is dictated by real patterns on transmit (AIP), and space-time processing, or *filtering* which results from “virtual” patterns formed by the receiver processing (STAP).
While STAP results in adaptive Doppler filtering, AIP does not accomplish any sort of Doppler “filtering” on transmit. Doppler filtering only occurs when responses from successive pulses are summed—an operation native to receive processing. On receive, conventional STAP processing is effectively a form of “space-time filtering” in that spatial and temporal nulls are synthesized to filter out interference (received energy) through selective amplitude/phase weighting and summation (coherent integration). Therefore, STAP nulls remove interfering energy which is actually present while STIP spatial nulls are placed to reduce interfering energy from being received altogether.

Another difference between STIP and STAP has to do with the more permanent influence and range independence of the illumination pattern. One transmit pattern illuminates all range gates simultaneously once per pulse, whereas on receive, each range gate can be individually processed by a customized STAP filter multiple times. Assuming each of the antenna element outputs are sampled individually (as in a standard STAP framework), an “infinite” number of virtual phased array receive patterns can be “synthesized” by simply re-weighting the received data prior to recombining it. This is how STAP processes a single snapshot of data at multiple Doppler frequency bins. Once a tailored illumination pattern is used, the scene has been sampled and the received data is fixed. Implementing another illumination pattern cannot be done “on” or “to” the same data and changes require retransmission to create a new data set for processing.

Another fundamental difference between synthesizing STIP and STAP illumination/processing weights is how the channel effects are accounted for. With STAP processing, the receive data inherently contains the channel effects, e.g., the Doppler shift of the clutter as a result of platform motion. However, STIP pattern synthesis methods must account for the channel effects (e.g., the clutter Doppler shift due to platform velocity) such that the desired result is attained. This concept is further examined in Section 4.4.1.
Ultimately, the final FAR system may rely on the synergistic effects of both techniques. For example, STIP may be used to tailor the scene illumination such that signal dependent interference (clutter) is reduced, minimized, reshaped, etc., with subsequent STAP processing providing the defense against residual signal independent interference. The extent to which STIP and STAP synergism may be exploited is of great interest and remains a topic for future research.

The process of adaptive illumination/pattern synthesis is anticipated to be as varied and critical to FAR performance as the weight estimation approaches are for STAP receive processing. The weight synthesis techniques explored here are detailed in Section 4.4.

4.4 Illumination Pattern Synthesis

A standard illumination pattern is typically derived from a single constraint, i.e., the look direction in azimuth/elevation. Taken collectively, a series of $M$ illumination patterns comprising a CPI is also derived from a single constraint in space and frequency where the frequency constraint is zero Hertz. In reality, there are $NM$ degrees of freedom in the transmit cycle, just as there are $NM$ degrees of freedom in the receive (STAP) processing. The goal of STIP is to explore whether the $NM-1$ degrees of transmit DOF, which are currently not used, can be exploited to improve overall performance.

Using a method analogous to STAP weight generation, STIP pattern synthesis could be done by building a covariance matrix $Q$ which specifies a locus of $L$ locations in azimuth-Doppler space that are not to be illuminated. In other words, $Q$ contains the desired locations of the “illumination nulls” and is defined as

$$Q = \sum_{i=0}^{L} \alpha_i b(\tilde{\omega}_i) b^H(\tilde{\omega}_i) \otimes a[\vartheta_x(\theta_i, \phi_i)] a^H[\vartheta_x(\theta_i, \phi_i)] + \beta I_{NM}$$

(4.3)

where the $\alpha_i$ and $\beta$ parameters would be selected to establish relative constraint weighting and ensure invertibility. Using (4.3), the STIP weights (labeled here as
Adaptive Transmit (ATX) weights) could be synthesized using the optimum beam-former equation [43]

\[ \mathbf{w}_{ATX} = Q^{-1}\mathbf{w}_{STX}(\phi_{tx}, \theta_{tx}, \bar{\omega}_{tx}), \]  

(4.4)

where \( \mathbf{w}_{STX} \) establishes the mainbeam constraint and desired Doppler frequency to search for targets (see section 4.2.1).

The synthesis process as just outlined should be intuitively comforting to those working in STAP. It seems as though one must simply define/determine the “locations” where interference is to be avoided and subsequently synthesize an illumination pattern (filter) that prevents those locations from being illuminated.

In the synthesis procedure outlined in (4.4), the “illumination nulls” of a specific STIP weight set are synthesized assuming a specific Doppler filter is to be employed by the receiver (specifically, the value of \( \bar{\omega}_{TX} \) in (4.4). If the receive Doppler filter changes, the STIP weights will no longer cast the same illumination nulls since they were designed for a different Doppler filter. Alternately stated, the space-time illumination characteristics change as a function of the temporal (Doppler) receiver processing. These types of transmit-receive interdependencies are a product of the adaptive transmit/FAR architecture and underscore the importance of jointly designing the transmit and receive weights to work together.

The following subsections introduce three methods for synthesizing illumination weights, including 1) use of optimum STAP (MF) weights, 2) use of estimated STAP weights based on the previous CPI, and 3) a knowledge-aided approach using radar clutter models to estimate interference spectrum for illumination weight synthesis.

4.4.1 Pattern Synthesis: Optimum STAP MF Weights. The first STIP weight synthesis method considered uses the optimum STAP MF weights as a source for illumination weights to generate transmit patterns. The process is described for a linear array and graphically depicted in Fig. 4.13 [27].
First, a standard illumination pattern is used to generate a known clutter covariance matrix $R_c$ as detailed along the left-hand side of Fig. 4.13. This process is referred to as Standard Transmit, or STX. The STX procedure uses a single constraint, non-adaptive transmit weight set. The “TX Antenna Model” block calculates the transmit array factor $W(\theta_i, \phi_k)$ for any normalized ($w^H w = N$) set of antenna weights. The clutter model is then used to generate a known, ideal clutter covariance
matrix $\mathbf{R}_c$ which is added to noise covariance matrix $\mathbf{R}_n$ to form the ideal clutter-plus-noise covariance matrix $\mathbf{R}$.

As depicted along the right-hand-side of Fig. 4.13, the *Adaptive Transmit* process, or *ATX*, generates complex element weights from the covariance matrix $\mathbf{R}$ using the well-known optimum STAP MF. Given the construction of $\mathbf{v}$ via the Kronecker product, the $MN \times 1$ dimensional weight vector $\mathbf{w}$ can be parsed into M sets of $N \times 1$ spatial weight vectors and used as transmit array weights. Using this approach, the ATX method is inherently optimized for a given target Doppler frequency and azimuth location, specified by $\mathbf{v}$.

After STIP weight synthesis by the “Compute STIP Weights” block in Fig. 4.13, there is one additional step which is required to achieve desired results; the temporal order of the spatial weight set is reversed prior to computing the array factors. This is done by simply “time reversing” the weight sets without changing the transmit pulses. The result of this process is illustrated in Fig. 4.13 where the output of the “Compute STIP Weights” block shows reverse numbering from $M$ down to 1. The necessity and phenomenology of this time reversal is illustrated by example in Section 4.5.

In the process outlined above the “clairvoyant transmit weights” are synthesized using clairvoyant knowledge of the interference environment. In practice, one might consider a modified technique whereby the estimated covariance from the previous CPI of data is used in place of the clairvoyant covariance, thereby generating the adaptive illumination weights for each pulse transmitted in the “next” CPI of $M$ pulses. Such an idea is explored further in the following section.

### 4.4.2 Pattern Synthesis: Using Previous CPI Data

Some preliminary analysis appears in literature suggesting the use of previous CPI interference estimates to improve STAP performance [75]. In applications where the clutter scene is relatively stable from CPI to CPI, a usable estimate for the current interference environment can be readily obtained using data from the previous CPI. Such a technique could be used here to estimate the interference environment for generating illumination pat-
terns. This process could involve alternating between standard illumination and STIP transmission cycles such that the standard illumination cycle data is used to generate a conventional interference estimate (to which traditional STAP could applied) which is then be used to synthesize STIP weights using one of several techniques.

Using the STIP synthesis process presented in the previous section, all existing STAP weight vector synthesis techniques could be applied at this point to estimate STAP weights. Rather than provide a detailed report on the performance and qualities of the plethora of STAP techniques available (see [43, 62, 63, 99]), a few important properties relative to STAP weight generation are provided. First, preserving maximum mainbeam gain is essential. The mainbeam gain establishes the noise-only performance threshold and thus it is best if the mainbeam gain is maintained as high as possible.

Secondly, reducing sidelobe gain is also critical. This consideration is perhaps much more important in the generation of STIP weights than in STAP weights. Illumination patterns having higher sidelobe levels will create more interference power, whereas the impact of higher sidelobes in filtering received data is limited by the fixed energy received at the high sidelobe “location” in azimuth-elevation space as determined by the illumination pattern. Lastly, factored or partially adaptive STAP weight synthesis methods are not particularly useful in STIP weight generation given they don’t exploit the joint azimuth-Doppler potential that STIP is capable of exploiting. The importance of these considerations cannot be over-emphasized. Non-adaptive SIP patterns having low sidelobes and maximum mainbeam gain will often easily outperform adaptive STIP patterns characterized by high sidelobes and low mainbeam gain.

As mentioned earlier, when using estimated covariance techniques it would be important to choose/develop the estimation techniques for STIP and STAP jointly, such that maximum synergism can be achieved. Since the existing research [75] on the subject is based on industry standard datasets, the ability to properly simulate
clutter covariance “aging” would have to be developed for the radar models used here. These areas are thus not investigated here and are recommended for future research.

4.4.3 Pattern Synthesis: Knowledge-Aided Processing. Recent research in Knowledge-Aided Space-Time Adaptive Processing (KA-STAP) [6,13,21,31,41,68,73,75,89], adaptive pulse shaping [33–35,49,76–79], and Fully Adaptive Radar (FAR) [48] strongly suggests that the exploitation of relevant \textit{a priori} knowledge in a Bayesian framework offers an undeniable advantage to adaptive radar processing schemes that can effectively incorporate such knowledge.

DARPA’s Knowledge-Aided Sensor Signal Processing and Expert Reasoning (KASPER) program [47], now in its fifth year, has pushed the envelope in effectively incorporating existing knowledge into adaptive signal processing. The information presented in Section 4.4.2 on using prior CPI data to augment weight synthesis directly descends from the KASPER program [47,75]. Given the analogous relationship established here between STAP and STIP weight generation, there is every reason to believe that knowledge-aided techniques that have been considered for STAP could be very effectively applied to STIP weight generation. In fact, these techniques are perhaps much more important for STIP weight generation than for STAP—since in practice STIP weight generation processes must rely on the best estimate of the environment to be sampled, before it is sampled.

There are many knowledge-aided, model-based, and expert reasoning based strategies developed for STAP that appear immediately applicable to STIP weight generation. The investigation of each technology, as well as the combination of multiple technologies, is viewed as a fertile area for future research and one critical to the long-term success of STIP technology. To highlight the potential of knowledge-aided techniques for STIP generation, a simple example utilizing model based weight synthesis is considered.

Under static clutter environmental conditions, the Doppler shift of all ground reflections as a function of azimuth-elevation angle is easily calculated by projecting
the speed and direction of the airborne surveillance platform onto any “patch” of ground. Given the accuracy of modern day navigation systems in determining aircraft attitude (to include crab angle) and ground velocity, the “location” of the clutter in the azimuth-elevation-Doppler space is generally knowable. Incorporate wind and the resulting Internal Clutter Motion (ICM) effect results in a “wider” clutter ridge, though its general location remains unchanged.

It is conceptually easy to visualize the synthesis of spatial antenna nulls which are directed at a particular azimuth-elevation location, even on transmit—it’s merely a function of steering one of the N-1 available array nulls to a given angle. Space time illumination patterns simply extend this capability to cast a null at a particular joint Doppler frequency and azimuth angle. Thus, since the clutter “location” in azimuth-Doppler space is geometrically determinable, it is conceptually feasible to construct model based STIP weights that cast space-time nulls at the clutter. Recall that these nulls are only “realized” given a particular receive Doppler filter. Fundamentally, physics suggests that such nulling is possible but implementation requires detailed knowledge of the antenna array, as well as many other aspects of the radar environment.

One major obstacle to realizing the full potential of either spatial nulling or space-time nulling on transmit is having an accurately calibrated transmit array, accounting for such errors as channel mismatch and antenna array misalignment [43]. Although this type of calibration data has been mandated for some next generation systems [46], calibration data is generally unavailable on most conventional radars. Most STAP techniques are able to “work around” or minimize the impact of these errors given they adapt to the data as received—natural compensation occurs given the techniques react to the received data which inherently contains these errors. Thus, given the data incorporates the mismatch effects the adaptive filters inherently account for them.
It is concluded that the area of knowledge-aided processing is a valuable enabling technology for STIP pattern synthesis. By augmenting STAP’s historical reliance on measured radar data with external knowledge sources, knowledge-aided methods represent a key to practical STIP weight synthesis. The tremendous growth and successful contributions of knowledge-based/knowledge-aided processing directly support the future realization of practical STIP implementation.

4.5 Fully Adaptive Radar: Joint STIP-STAP Operation

This section explores results obtained by using joint STIP-STAP processing improve overall radar performance. Results from a system using standard (non-varying) illumination patterns are compared with one employing STIP. This comparison is carried out for a typical airborne Ground Moving Target Indication (GMTI) radar scenario. In this case, the optimum matched filter process, as outlined in Section 4.4.1, is used to synthesize STIP weights. Using this technique assumes the availability of a priori clairvoyant knowledge of the interference prior to transmission. Obviously, this “perfect” information is not available in practice but the technique is used here to highlight various phenomenological effects associated with incorporating STIP. Simulation parameters for the scenario considered are given in Table 4.1.

4.5.1 FAR: Baseline Results for Joint STIP-STAP Processing. Consider the $N = M = 10$ sidelooking airborne clutter scenario described by parameters in Table 4.1. Figure 4.14 shows the azimuth-Doppler response of the fixed, Standard Illumination Pattern (SIP) generated from uniform weights. Using the clutter model of Chapter II and parameters specified in Table 4.1, Fig. 4.15 shows the resultant clutter PSD which was generated with the SM spectrum estimator.

By visually comparing Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15 responses, the clutter Doppler shift due to platform motion is readily apparent. The sidelobes of the radiated antenna pattern are shifted in Doppler just as if the entire row of spatial sidelobes were rotated counter-clockwise about the mainbeam. This azimuth dependent Doppler shift is a
function of sensor platform velocity, crab angle, and clutter azimuth angle, and is given by (2.71). The optimum MF STAP weights for detecting a target at 0.25 normalized Doppler is computed for the interference covariance illustrated in Fig.4.15. The resultant azimuth-Doppler response using these weights is given in Fig. 4.16. The plots in Fig.4.14 through Fig. 4.16 represent the standard illumination case and receive processing weights used in the STAP process. Attention is now turned toward providing a capability to detect a target at 0.25 normalized Doppler using joint STIP-STAP processing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M$ (pulses in CPI)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$ (number of azimuth elements)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$ (Azimuth Transmit Direction)</td>
<td>$0^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$ (Target/Clutter Elevation)</td>
<td>$-4.1^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_o$ (carrier frequency)</td>
<td>1240 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_r$ (pulse repetition frequency)</td>
<td>1984 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$ (pulse width)</td>
<td>0.8 $\mu$s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_t$ (transmit power)</td>
<td>115 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$ (bandwidth)</td>
<td>800 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_n$ (receiver noise figure)</td>
<td>3 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_c$ (number of clutter patches)</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_a$ (aircraft altitude)</td>
<td>2073 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$ (clutter ridge slope)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$ (target range)</td>
<td>30 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_a$ (ambiguous range rings)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$ (clutter gamma)</td>
<td>-3 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array Transmit Gain</td>
<td>$(NM)^2 = 20$ dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element Pattern</td>
<td>isometric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element Gain</td>
<td>4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backlobe Attenuation</td>
<td>-90 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_x$ (inter-element spacing, $x$-axis)</td>
<td>$c/(2f_0)$ m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit Taper</td>
<td>Uniform (None)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_s$ (system losses)</td>
<td>3 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In discussing the synthesis of STIP weights, the pulse-dependent array factor view of STAP described in Section 4.1.1 is utilized to gain insight. Figures 4.17 and
Figure 4.17: Phaser Diagram of optimum MF weights for \( \bar{\omega} = 0.25 \) given the clutter scenario depicted in Fig. 4.15.

Figure 4.18: Array factor magnitude and phase responses for the optimum MF weights depicted in Fig 4.17.

4.18 provide the phaser diagram and array factor magnitude and phase response of the optimum MF transmit weights for this scenario. As outlined in Fig. 4.13, the optimum transmit weights are derived by first re-ordering (time reversing) the optimum STAP weights such that the spatial weights applied to the last received pulse are now applied to the first transmitted pulse and so on. This effectively flips the Doppler dimension of the azimuth-Doppler response in Fig. 4.16 about the zero Doppler axis. Next, for the sake of clarity in this illustration, a Doppler shift of 0.25 Doppler is applied to the weight set which removes the “global” azimuth independent Doppler progression of the weight set. This shifts the mainbeam response to a normalized Doppler of 0 Hz. The phaser diagram and array factor view of the resultant STIP weights is given in Figs. 4.19 and 4.20, respectively. By comparing Fig. 4.17 with Fig. 4.19, is interesting to note that only relatively small perturbations have been induced on the STIP weights relative to the uniform weights. The array factors calculated for these two weights also vary relatively slightly from one another, with a majority of the variation falling outside the main beam. Nonetheless, these seemingly small differences are directly responsible for the resultant azimuth-Doppler response.
Figure 4.19: Phaser Diagram of STIP weights, derived from optimum MF weights by inverting pulse order and removing $\tilde{\omega} = 0.25$ Doppler progression.

is shown in Fig. 4.21. As mentioned in Section 4.3, this figure represents the notional azimuth-Doppler “response” assuming a particular Doppler filter is used on receive. This distinction is necessary since Doppler filtering is inherently a receiver process and thus talking about the Doppler “response” of a set of transmit patterns is meaningless without assuming Doppler processing on receive.

It is interesting to note from Fig. 4.21 that the slope of the clutter null is inverted and the clutter null crosses zero azimuth at a 0.25 normalized Doppler—the exact location where the system has been “tuned” to detect a target. The clutter null inversion is a direct result of re-ordering the STAP weights on the pulses. Using the transmit weights depicted in Fig. 4.19, the TIPD clutter model of Chapter II is used to calculate the clutter and target responses. Figure 4.22 provides the corresponding clutter PSD. Figure 4.22 shows the same azimuth dependent Doppler shift in the clutter sidelobe energy noted previously in Fig. 4.15, although this time the inverted “S-shaped” clutter null visible in Fig. 4.21 is also shifted by the same phenomena. In effect, this causes the clutter null to be “straightened out,” such that it now casts
Figure 4.21: Azimuth-Doppler response of STIP transmit weights optimized for 0.25 normalized Doppler.

Figure 4.22: Clutter PSD resulting from STIP depicted in Fig. 4.19.

a clutter null at a single Doppler frequency (0.25 normalized Doppler) that is now persistent across all azimuth! This is a remarkable result, whereby the sidelobe-induced clutter interference has been removed/reduced at 0.25 normalized Doppler across all azimuth. In other words, the clutter spectrum which typically spans the joint azimuth-Doppler domain has been “factored” such that there is very little (if any) clutter energy present at 0.25 normalized Doppler, regardless of the azimuth angle. Thus, targets at a normalized Doppler value of 0.25 should be detectable without the need for joint processing on receive.

The optimum MF processor tuned to detect targets at 0.25 normalized Doppler is computed for the STIP generated clutter depicted in Fig. 4.22. The azimuth-Doppler response of this optimum STAP processor is given by Fig. 4.23. This “optimal” filter has nearly the same characteristics as a non-adaptive Doppler filter which indicates that very little (if any) joint space-time adaptivity is required to achieve noise-only performance under STIP illumination for a target at \( \bar{\omega} = 0.25 \). This example clearly shows how clutter shaping using STIP could result in very good receiver performance at a specified Doppler frequency using a simple non-adaptive Doppler filter on receive.
4.5.2 Clutter Covariance Eigenvalue Analysis. Although the clutter has been “advantageously” shaped for a non-adaptive receive processor, the clutter rank is increased by using STIP techniques. The eigenvalue decompositions of the clutter matrixes depicted in Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.22 are given in Fig. 4.24.

Brennan’s Rule [17, 99] predicts an interference rank of 19 which is clearly indicated in Fig. 4.24 for the standard SIP system. For the adaptive AIP system, the rank of the interference has increased to 26. This increase is not unexpected given that successive AIP pulses provide different illumination and thus violate one key assumption in the derivation of Brennan’s rule [99]. Bear in mind that conditions were enforced such that the SIP and AIP systems radiate identical average power over a CPI of $M$ pulses and that the total interference power in the target range gate (covariance matrix trace) under SIP and AIP conditions was approximately $-92.767$ dBW and $-92.751$ dBW, respectfully (nearly identical). The interference rank differential
between the two systems suggests that interfering power in the AIP system is spread over seven (26-19) additional dimensions. Detailed analysis revealed that although the power in the first 19 eigenvalues was very similar, the corresponding eigenvectors themselves were quite dissimilar. This finding was not surprising given the PSD’s resulting from the SIP and AIP patterns are markedly different.

4.5.3 *SINR Results.* While the use of STIP increased the resultant clutter rank from 19 to 26, it reduced the *adaptive* DOF required to filter the clutter on receive from 19 to 0 for the particular “transmit” Doppler chosen. The non-adaptive performance which is suggested by Fig. 4.22 is verified using output SINR results provided in Fig. 4.25.

Two STAP processors are considered here under both standard (SIP) and adaptive (AIP) illumination conditions. The STAP processors considered are the optimal Matched Filter (MF) and the non-adaptive Signal Match (SM) as defined in Chapter III. Each point plotted in Fig. 4.25 represents the peak response of a Doppler
filter matched to the Doppler value shown. Note that at precisely the value of 0.25 normalized Doppler, the SM processor response under AIP conditions spikes up and approaches optimal MF performance. This response is directly attributable to the lack of clutter power in that Doppler filter, brought about through clutter shaping. Note also that the optimum MF performance under AIP conditions is nearly identical to the optimum MF performance under SIP conditions. This indicates adaptive illumination does not reduce the performance potential of STAP at frequencies other than that for which STIP weights were optimized. However, as discussed in the next section there is a practical issue which will impact STIP performance.

4.5.4 Transmit Power Assumptions. As reported earlier, the STIP transmit patterns are derived via the process outlined in Fig. 4.13. This process normalizes the adaptive weights to be the same as the non-adaptive weights, i.e., $w^H w = MN$, 

Figure 4.25: Output SINR results for the optimum Matched Filter (MF) and non-adaptive Signal Match (SM) processors under Standard Illumination (SIP) and Adaptive Illumination (AIP) conditions.
which effectively sets the total radiated power of the AIP system to that of the SIP system over the CPI of $M$ pulses. While this normalization process facilitates a “fair” comparison based on total radiated power, it results in individual AIP weight values that are greater than one, which is the maximum weight magnitude of the SIP weight set. For example, the optimal weight set depicted in Fig. 4.19 has a peak weight magnitude of 1.24 (note, this represents signal \textit{amplitude} gain, not power gain).

In practice, this is akin to demanding a 53% increase in output power from a given T/R module in the AESA array. If one assumes the T/R modules are operated at their maximum transmit power level (typically true, so as not to artificially limit performance to less than the system’s capabilities) then this additional amplification is not available. Also, given the gain and phase relationships between all the synthesized weights must be maintained to achieve the desired result, a more practical comparison might be to normalize weight sets such that the maximum gain of any given weight is one. The sorted magnitude of the STIP weights depicted in Fig. 4.19 are plotted in Fig. 4.26 under both normalization conditions. This figure illustrates the distribution of element output transmit power necessary to achieve a constant total radiated power (over a CPI of $M$ pulses), as well as the output power of the elements under a limited maximum element transmit power assumption. Assuming a maximum transmit gain of one, the STIP simulation was rerun and achieved results that were consistent with the previous results. The new results were scaled and reflect the known drop in radiated power. The resulting SINR results are displayed in Fig. 4.27. By limiting the maximum weight magnitude to unity, the inner product of the transmit weights (proportional to the radiated power over the CPI) dropped from 100% to 65% (20 to 18.1 dB) reflecting a 35% power decrease. As a result, the optimum MF Output SINR performance under STIP conditions given the same constraint dropped from 20 to 17.7 dB (41% power decrease). While at first glance these performance decreases seem substantial, they are actually smaller than the performance hit due to most antenna tapers (windows) commonly used in practice to reduce sidelobe gains. According to [57], relative to a rectangular/uniform window having a baseline coherent gain
of one, a Hamming window drops the coherent gain to 0.54, a Blackman window drops the gain to 0.42, and a commonly used Blackman-Harris window drops the gain to 0.45. Thus, it is concluded that the losses incurred through the particular STIP weights analyzed here under a limited maximum element output power comparison are at least consistent with, if not somewhat better than, losses incurred through antenna sidelobe tapering. That being highlighted, the remainder of the results utilize STIP weights which are normalized to have equitable total transmit power over a CPI of $M$ pulses.

4.5.5 Factored Space Time (FST) Processing Under STIP. As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, the FAR concept works best when the transmit and receive processing are designed to work together. One example of the synergy is offered through the joint implementation of STIP (as described in the previous section)
with the use of a simple partially-adaptive factored STAP processor described here as Factored Space Time (FST), and described in Chapter III. Figure 4.28 provides output SINR results for the FST processor using the same radar scenario simulated in the previous section.

The Factored Space Time (FST) processor first filters non-adaptively in azimuth (i.e., implements standard spatial receive beamforming in the transmit direction), and then adaptively in Doppler. Since FST is only adaptive in Doppler, it is unable to achieve noise-only performance in clutter dominated environments under SIP conditions, as illustrated by the FST-SIP curve in Fig. 4.28. However, as shown by the FST-AIP curve, STAP enables FST to achieve noise-only performance at a particular Doppler frequency (0.25 in this case).

There are several advantages for using partially adaptive processors, and FST is no exception. By being non-adaptive in the spatial dimension, the reduced adaptive
Figure 4.28: Output SINR results for the optimum Matched Filter (MF), non-adaptive Signal Match (SM), and partially adaptive Factored Space Time (FST) processors under Standard Illumination (SIP) and Adaptive Illumination (AIP) conditions.

DOF of the FST receive processor dictates a factor of $N$ reduction in training data samples relative to a fully adaptive processor (via the RMB rule [86]), and even fewer training data samples if sub-CPI processing is used [62]. In general, lower training data requirements make STAP processing more implementable and robust in heterogeneous clutter environments. Subject to one STIP limitation as demonstrated here, i.e., the removal of clutter energy at a single Doppler frequency, the simplicity and robustness of FST processing make it attractive alternative for radar tracking when coupled with STIP on transmit.

*Should Knowledge-Aided (KA) STIP weight synthesis techniques be developed and shown to be viable*, the use of FST processing combined with KA-STIP offers the potential for achieving STAP processing capability without the expense of individual analog-to-digital converters on each array element. Given the historical success of non-data-adaptive Displaced Phase Center Antenna (DPCA) techniques, it seems
plausible to achieve an acceptable level of performance with antenna weights synthesized using onboard navigation data and the appropriate clutter models.

The FST processor does have one potential limitation. By employing a non-adaptive spatial filter up front, it makes itself very susceptible to spatially localized signal-independent interference, i.e., jamming. Without adaptive spatial nulling, the presence of broadband jammers would severely reduce the FST performance. However, the processor could employ an adaptive spatial transform rather than a non-adaptive one, crafted by sensing the signal independent interference separately from the signal dependent interference and adapting the spatial filter to null any (up to N-1) jammers in the scene. Signal independent interference samples are easily collected between CPIs, or in the short time period after pulse transmission but prior to the first ground return.

4.5.6 Multi-constraint weight vector synthesis. The STIP process explored thus far improves STAP performance at or near a single Doppler frequency. This is particularly well-suited for tracking applications where the location/speed of a target is known a priori. However, the synergistic advantages of using STIP and STAP (particularly FST processing) are not readily exploited for search modes, where the target’s Doppler frequency is not exactly known. Furthermore, even for tracking applications it is desirable to have a wider Doppler span over which the target can drift between updates to increase tracking robustness. This section illustrates a modification to the proposed process that extends the usefulness of this particular STIP technique to improve performance over a larger range of Doppler frequencies.

The concept involves artificial replication of the interference environment at multiple Doppler frequencies. This is accomplished by Doppler shifting the interference covariance matrix $\mathbf{R}$ and coherently adding the shifted version back to itself. Given a Doppler shifting vector defined as

$$\mathbf{v}_s = \mathbf{b}(\omega_{\text{shift}}) \otimes \mathbf{1}_{M \times 1} \quad (4.5)$$
where $b$ is a Doppler steering vector defined in (2.43), a new composite interference covariance matrix can be created by

$$R_{\text{art}} = R + v_s v_s^H \odot R$$

(4.6)

where $\odot$ represents a Hadamard (element wise) product. Using this technique, the “artificial” interference environment shown in Fig. 4.29 was created from the interference environment previously given in Fig. 4.1. As seen in Fig. 4.29, the clutter interference was replicated twice with each “copy” being first shifted $+/- 0.1$ in normalized Doppler. Using this new interference covariance matrix, the same process presented in Section 4.5.1 and outlined by the right-hand side of Fig. 4.13 was repeated with only a small change in the transmit Doppler value $\tilde{\omega}_{tx}$ from 0.25 to 0.3.

Figure 4.30 illustrates the new STIP weights which contain a few more near-zero weight magnitudes compared to the baseline STIP weights displayed in Fig. 4.19. The
Figure 4.30: Phaser Diagram of STIP weights derived from the synthesized interference scenario depicted in Fig. 4.29.

Figure 4.31: Spatial array factor magnitude and phase responses for the STIP weights depicted in Fig. 4.30.

The impact of more near-zero weights is the practical reduction in total output power over the CPI, as discussed in Section 4.5.4. The spatial array factors corresponding to the new STIP weights are displayed in Fig. 4.31. The loss of mainbeam radiated power is also visible here when compared to the previous array factors in Fig. 4.20.

The azimuth-Doppler response for the new weights is shown in Fig. 4.32 where the three nulls corresponding to one real and two synthesized clutter environments are clearly visible. As explained previously, the azimuth dependent Doppler shift due to aircraft velocity effectively “straightens” these nulls such that the resultant clutter spectrum, shown in Fig. 4.33, now exhibits three separate normalized Doppler frequencies (0.2, 0.3, & 0.4) which contain little or no clutter energy across all azimuth angles. This creates a larger region of Doppler over which the FST processor, in particular, achieves good SINR performance as shown in Fig. 4.34.

There is a cost associated with artificially modifying the clutter response. By specifying the higher-rank “artificial” interference scenario illustrated in Fig. 4.29, the resulting STIP weights have a wider range of amplitudes and include more near-zero weight values (see Fig. 4.30). Thus, there is a correspondingly lower overall
Figure 4.32: Azimuth-Doppler response of STIP weights depicted in Fig. 4.30 showing the introduction of two additional nulls.

Figure 4.33: Clutter PSD resulting from STIP weights in Fig. 4.30 whose azimuth-Doppler response is given in Fig. 4.32.

Figure 4.34: Output SINR results for an artificially synthesized interference spectrum, showing optimum MF, non-adaptive SM, and partially adaptive FST results under Standard (SIP) and Adaptive (AIP) illumination conditions.

output power under the limited maximum element output power assumption. The
output SINR performance under the limited maximum output power assumption is illustrated in Fig. 4.35.

![Figure 4.35: Output SINR results for the same scenario characterized in Fig. 4.34, but under a limited maximum element output power assumption](image)

Results in Fig. 4.35 show that the optimum performance bound under AIP conditions is approximately 3.9 dB lower than the optimum performance bound under SIP conditions. As previously noted in Section 4.5.4, this loss is due to a decrease in the total illumination power provided by STIP weights compared to SIP weights under a limited maximum element output power assumption. These losses are the same type of losses incurred through the application of tapers or windows to phased array transmit patterns, which are commonly applied to reduce sidelobe gains. It can be seen from comparing the weight magnitudes in Figs. 4.19 and 4.30 that this type of loss increases under the artificially synthesized interference case, and additional testing verified that additional applications of the “shift and add” artificial interference synthesis technique further reduces output power under the maximum element power assumption. Thus, when synthesizing an artificial interference environment, there is a tradeoff between the maximum transmit power and the width of the Doppler region.
over which clutter is suppressed by STIP on transmit. In this case, the performance of the partially adaptive FST and the non-adaptive SM receive processors under AIP illumination remains approximately 6 to 25 dB better than the performance of the same receive processors under SIP illumination conditions. However, the reader may recall that these gains remain inherently dependent on having clairvoyant knowledge of the interference spectrum prior to transmit. The performance of AIP is still ultimately dependent on the quality of the interference environment estimate, which remains an area of future research.
4.6 Summary

The power of STAP inherently lies in its ability to synthesize filters in the joint space-time domain, and can be viewed as the application of pulse dependent spatial array factors applied to sampled radar data. Using this view, Space Time Illumination Patterns (STIP) bring the power of STAP to the radar transmitter by exploiting previously untapped transmit DOF to create space-time illumination “nulls” on transmit.

Although Doppler filtering only occurs upon reception, STIP has demonstrated an ability to create joint space-time nulls that are effectively realized on receive using simple Doppler filtering. STIP pattern synthesis is expected to be as critical to performance as the covariance estimation process is to STAP. In the initial synthesis method proposed here, the STIP and STAP processes for synthesizing weights are closely related. The creation of effective STIP patterns relies on knowledge of the environment which presents an obvious challenge. However, the growing body of research in knowledge-aided and knowledge-based STAP techniques are providing results which are minimizing the challenge such that implementable STIP solutions may be possible in the near future.

A representative STIP application is introduced to permit comparison of systems using ‘standard’ illumination patterns (SIP) with systems employing adaptive STIP techniques. The STIP system considered used transmit patterns derived from optimum STAP weights. Such weights are generally not available in practice but were used here to highlight various phenomenological effects associated with incorporating STIP. Comparative analysis included a practical consideration whereby AIP and SIP results were compared assuming a limited maximum element output power constraint, rather than a total output power constraint over the CPI. Losses associated with AIP magnitude weight variation were found to be less than those experienced when common tapers and windowing functions are applied to reduce sidelobe gains.
Using the tailored transmit patterns, STIP effectively shaped the signal-dependent interference (clutter) such that a non-adaptive Doppler filter achieves noise-only performance. The differences between space-time beamforming of STIP and space-time filtering of STAP were explored, citing the potential synergy of jointly designing the techniques to achieve maximum synergy. Finally, one method for improving STIP enabled STAP performance across a wider band of Doppler frequencies was demonstrated. This method involved synthesizing an artificial interference spectrum to “widen” the Doppler region of noise-only performance by the non-adaptive and partially adaptive processors. However, there is a tradeoff between the width of the clutter-free Doppler frequency span and the amount of mainbeam gain provided by the adapted illumination patterns.
V. Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns (SAIP)

This chapter details one application of Adaptive Illumination Patterns (AIP) whereby *a priori* knowledge of the radar scene is used to design an adaptive illumination pattern that improves adaptive receiver processing performance, such as Space Time Adaptive Processing (STAP). This application uses a planar array to generate an illumination pattern that has both horizontal and vertical adaptivity. The pattern is updated at intervals equal to or greater than the radar Coherent Processing Interval (CPI), resulting in constant amplitude and phase characteristics throughout the coherent processing. A close-in sensing geometry is a key part of the concept explained here, as it provides *elevation diversity* across the radar’s area of operation. The AIP implementation described herein uses Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns (SAIP) to effectively mitigate a source of heterogeneous clutter, a well-known roadblock to effective STAP implementation in real-world applications.

5.1 Introduction

The ability to accurately detect and track moving ground targets in densely populated urban, or otherwise heterogeneous environments, from an airborne platform presents both an important and challenging surveillance problem. This task, particularly in bad weather conditions, is typically assigned to a Ground Moving Target Indication (GMTI) radar for which the Minimum Discernable Velocity (MDV) is a key performance parameter. In recent years, researchers have turned to Knowledge-Aided Space Time Adaptive Processing (KA-STAP) [6, 21, 41, 68, 73, 75, 89] and Fully Adaptive Radar (FAR) [48] paradigms to invoke the power of a priori knowledge in achieving more robust performance and lower MDV.

The use of knowledge-aided processing is often employed to combat problems associated with clutter heterogeneity. Space Time Adaptive Processing (STAP) is often first understood through a scholarly exploration of its solid mathematical framework from which “Reed’s rule” [86] was born. This important and commonly cited “rule-of-thumb” relates, as a linear function of the STAP processor’s Degrees-of-Freedom
(DOF), the amount of “training data” samples to average STAP performance, relative to an optimum performance bound. In GMTI STAP, the Training Data (TD) consists of returns from adjacent range rings. To achieve the average performance predicted by Reed’s rule for a given quantity of TD, the TD must be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) across range, a condition seldom present in practical applications.

The reality of heterogeneous clutter returns makes STAP-based GMTI inherently difficult. In an academic sense (i.e., assuming the existence of adequate training data), achieving a lower MDV requires “higher” temporal and spatial DOF, and consequently more training data (via Reed’s Rule [86]). Thus, practically speaking, low MDV requires TD to be i.i.d. over a large range extent. One need look no further than out an airplane window to realize meeting that condition is difficult, if not impossible, in most operating environments of interest. Thus, mitigating heterogeneous clutter effects is the key to effectively lowering MDV. While there are many causes of clutter heterogeneity (see [63, 70]), the use of AIP is invoked here to focus specifically on minimizing the impact of Targets in the Training Data (TTD), which is an active area of research [7, 12, 63, 68, 72, 82, 85, 101].

Perhaps the most common approach for dealing with TTD involves using a Non-Homogeneity Detector (NHD) to identify and remove heterogeneous TD samples, thereby improving covariance estimation (see Chapters 10 & 13 in [63] for summary of NHD methods). Some Knowledge-aided approaches for battling TTD propose removing potentially corrupted TD samples based on a priori knowledge of road locations, platform position and orientation [7, 12, 68, 101]. In addition to NHD, other common techniques such as diagonal loading the estimated covariance matrix and using non-adaptive processors (e.g., DPCA) have also been suggested to combat TTD [72].

While these techniques have demonstrated substantial performance improvements, they are not without some drawbacks. Effective NHD is difficult in very dense
target environments [12, 72], and even if the corrupted TD can be successfully identified, its removal reduces the available TD for estimating interference statistics. Like NHD, knowledge-aided removal of TD based on known road locations (thus assumed target presence) also has the net effect of reducing TD, sometimes unnecessarily. Diagonal loading is reported to be effective in some cases [72] but not all [12], and DPCA requires stringent hardware tolerances and zero crab angle to be effective [72].

This chapter proposes a new approach for minimizing the negative impacts of TTD. Using a priori road location information, modern AESA array technology, and geometries consistent with close-in sensing applications, the transmit antenna pattern is adaptively altered to illuminate the scene such that transmit pattern nulls coincide with road locations running through the training data. By not illuminating the vehicular targets with transmit energy, the contaminating reflected target energy is effectively reduced, thereby converting target corrupted training data into a more homogeneous, clutter-only condition. In a sense, this technique has the potential of “pruning” the radar returns of “heterogeneities” prior to their reception.

Note that the proposed technique is independent and perfectly complementary to the existing TTD minimization techniques previously mentioned. It is expected that the integrated use of Adaptive Illumination would only increase the effectiveness of existing NHD-like and knowledge-aided techniques, and the synergistic combination will result in improved performance in target-rich environments.

5.2 Site-Specific Adaptive Illumination

Nature dictates that radar systems can only detect that which is “illuminated” with radiated electromagnetic energy. The spatial allocation of radiated energy is determined by its transmit (illumination) pattern. Modern Active Electronically Steered Arrays (AESAs) have the inherent capability to adjust their illumination pattern in “real time”. The characteristic sidelobe structure of an AESA guarantees that those areas which lie in illumination pattern nulls are not as observable (subject to pattern null depth) by the radar despite the amount of receiver processing applied. While
tapering (windowing) an array pattern is a well developed technique for lowering the peak gain of antenna sidelobes, the location of transmit pattern nulls is generally not a design consideration—until now.

In some heterogenous environments, there are undoubtedly specific “objects” in the radar scene who’s reflections directly contribute to the heterogeneous nature of the clutter returns. These would include so-called clutter discretes as well as moving objects which by nature of their additional Doppler shift degrade clutter homogeneity. The AIP concept introduced here involves using the spatial DOF of an AESA on transmit to adaptively cast illumination pattern nulls at those areas likely to contribute heterogeneous returns across range gates. Specifically, this work focuses on placing transmit nulls along road locations in the scene, potentially restoring a degree of homogeneity to road/target infested training data. This technique is referred to throughout as Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns (SAIP).

To accomplish SAIP, the illumination patterns must be effectively adaptive in both azimuth and elevation. This requires a planar AESA transmit antenna. STAP is most often conducted using a linear array, or a planar array that is “converted” to an equivalent linear array by beamforming each column of elements in elevation. SAIP requires elevation adaptivity on transmit, but not on receive—thus, standard elevation beamforming and STAP processing is employable alongside SAIP without modification.

For elevation adaptivity of a planar array to be effective, surveillance must occur at low Range-to-Height (R/H) ratios where elevation diversity exists across the TD range extent. This represents a significant difference from typical STAP scenarios that are characterized by high R/H ratios. For example, the KASSPER challenge data set has a range extent of 15.0 km and an elevation diversity of only 1.4°. If the 15.0 km region started at 4.0 km rather than at 35.0 km, the elevation diversity across the TD would be 40 degrees. Such elevation diversity combined with sufficient vertical DOF allows adaptive transmit (spatial) nulls to be projected into the training data,
potentially attenuating heterogeneous reflections. This type of geometry is consistent with close-in sensing applications.

This type of adaptivity seems particularly well-suited for placing nulls along road locations given they resemble continuous “lines” of potential heterogeneity in azimuth-elevation space. However, depending on the road geometry and system parameters, a transmit null may not be the most appropriate anti-TTD tool. The “resolution” of a transmit null progressively degrades for objects at lower depression angles, and roads/targets confined to a small number of range gates may be more effectively removed via Knowledge-Aided removal of only a few range gates. However, this research clearly demonstrates the utility of SAIP when roads run across a significant number of range gates. As with any adaptive algorithm, the judicious selection of constraints is crucial to achieving the overall goal of improved system performance, and a good constraint selection strategy is necessary for SAIP to be effective.

5.3 Site Specific Target Modeling

A key assumption of this work is that the majority of moving targets in the training data is vehicular traffic traveling on known (a priori) road segments. To accurately simulate highway traffic, a site specific simulation similar to [12] is implemented. The scene chosen is geographically situated near Baltimore, MD., and the road locations were pulled from the Census Bureau’s 2004 Tiger/Line® database [1] using the Matlab® Mapping Toolbox. Two-way traffic was simulated on selected primary roads, distributed spatially according to a Poisson time-of-arrival model with an average spacing of 600 m. Simulated traffic was composed of 70% cars and 30% trucks, each having a Rayleigh distributed RCS with a mean value of 20 and 25 dBsm (taken from [90]) respectively. Target velocity was normally distributed with a mean of 65 mph and a variance of 10 mph.

It has been reported that the TTD having the most detrimental impact on MDV are those who’s spatial and Doppler frequencies are most similar to the slow-moving targets in the rangecell under test [72]. These troublesome TTD “train” the adaptive
filter to null potential targets in the rangecell of interest. The scenario examined here is based on an airborne radar located at 39.245° N latitude and 75.729° W longitude flying at a compass heading of 91° (due East) and depicted in Fig. 5.1. Simulated targets are superimposed on the array factor of the “standard” planar array illumination pattern projected onto the ground. This scenario was identified as a particularly challenging TTD situation since roads run through much of the training data at azimuth locations near the main beam. Such a scenario makes NHD especially difficult and would result in the removal of a large portion of training data. The notional radar’s parameters are listed in Table 5.1 and are loosely based on the MCARM program.

It is insightful to examine TTD locations in several domains to better understand the impacts of TTD on covariance estimation. Figure 5.2 shows the locations (relative amplitude weighting not illustrated) of the targets simulated and illustrated in Fig. 5.1 projected into the azimuth-Doppler domain. This figure helps to illustrate why TTD causes the estimated clutter “ridge” to appear wider than it really
is, which in turn causes the receive processor to form a wider-than-necessary clutter null, effectively (and unnecessarily) reducing the MDV.

For clarity, a few additional plots are provided which focus on the first 40 km of the radar range, over which the effects of SAIP can be clearly illustrated. Once again, these plots illustrate one realization of a random simulation for targets in the training data, where the target positions, velocities, and RCS values are randomized. Figure 5.3 offers a range-Doppler view of simulated targets, depicting TTD location (relative amplitude weighting not illustrated). Figure 5.4 shows a histogram of the number of targets per range cell seen in Fig. 5.3.

For each range bin containing a simulated target(s), a composite space-time snapshot of the target(s) is simulated and added to the modeled clutter space-time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M$ (pulses in CPI)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$ (element rows)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$ (element columns)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$ (Azimuth Transmit Direction)</td>
<td>1°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$ (Elevation Transmit Direction)</td>
<td>$-22.6^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_{\text{crab}}$ (Crab Angle)</td>
<td>0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_c$ (carrier frequency)</td>
<td>1240 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_r$ (pulse repetition frequency)</td>
<td>1984 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$ (compressed pulse width)</td>
<td>0.8 $\mu$s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{ave}}$ (average transmit power)</td>
<td>1.9 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$ (bandwidth)</td>
<td>800 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_n$ (receiver noise figure)</td>
<td>3 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_a$ (aircraft altitude)</td>
<td>3073 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$ (clutter ridge slope)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{tgt}}$ (target range)</td>
<td>8 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$ (clutter gamma)</td>
<td>-25 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$ (Element Pattern)</td>
<td>Cosine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element Gain</td>
<td>4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_x$ (inter-element spacing, $x$-axis)</td>
<td>$c/(2f_0)$ m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_z$ (inter-element spacing, $z$-axis)</td>
<td>$c/(2f_0)$ m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.2: Simulated targets in Fig. 5.1 projected into the azimuth-Doppler domain.

Figure 5.3: Targets from one realization of the TTD simulator (based on the road locations in Fig. 5.1) projected into the range/Doppler domain.
Figure 5.4: Histogram for number of simulated targets per range gate for target distribution shown in Fig. 5.3.

snapshot for the same range gate. It is important to note that the use of i.i.d. simulated clutter is not valid here, due to the impact of the antenna pattern across the training data. The effects of planar array antenna patterns combined with close-in sensing geometries are discussed next.

5.4 STAP Considerations for Planar Array Close-in Sensing

In combining a planar AESA with the high depression angles for geometries associated with close-in sensing applications, it is important to understand the effects of elevation sidelobes on the TD and STAP processing. As the mainbeam of a planar array is steered down to a high depression angle, the extent of the training data is no longer illuminated solely by the mainbeam but also by the elevation sidelobes. Since the gain of the first elevation sidelobe is at least 13 dB lower than the mainbeam, this causes amplitude heterogeneity of the training data located outside the mainbeam.
The effect is exasperated by high mainbeam depression angles, transmit pattern tapering, and additional elevation DOF, all of which have the effect of increasing amplitude heterogeneity across the full extent training data. However, this paper demonstrates that while using planar arrays with close-in sensing geometries causes non-uniform illumination, the TTD effects cause a relatively larger performance degradation. Tests conducted as part of this research revealed that the negative effects of clutter amplitude heterogeneity on covariance estimation are greatly ameliorated through the use of 3 dB of diagonal loading added to the estimated covariance matrix. Without diagonal loading, the AMF performance is substantially worse. Thus, with diagonal loading, careful management of system parameters, and the use of “smart” elevation beamforming on receive (more on this later), the gains from reducing TTD returns by using SAIP overcomes the small degradation caused by non-uniform illumination of the training data.

For reasons that are to explored next, this work employs elevation subarraying prior to 2-D (azimuth-Doppler) STAP processing. The received planar array data is first beamformed in elevation and then Adaptive Matched Filtering (AMF) is applied to the resultant “equivalent” linear array data. However, the application of elevation beamforming to all the training data at a fixed mainbeam elevation further exasperates the amplitude heterogeneity problem—such a fixed beam would cause a 26.0 dB received clutter power loss just through the first sidelobe (a combined loss of 13.0 dB on transmit and 13.0 dB on receive). To minimize the power loss due to elevation diversity, a fixed elevation “beam” (matching the transmit direction) is not employed on receive. Assuming the standard STAP hardware model in which each antenna element is individually sampled, it is possible to iteratively apply elevation beamforming to each range gate independently. Making use of this flexibility, elevation beamforming in accomplished in the following way. Platform position and orientation is used to calculate the elevation angle of each range ring. After receiving (and time gating) the data, each \( NMP \times 1 \) 3-D (horizontal (x), vertical (z), and Doppler space) range
The resulting gain realized through this process is critical to applying STAP in a close-in sensing environment. Relative to using a fixed elevation beampattern on transmit and receive, this technique effectively limits the elevation slidelobe losses to those of the illumination pattern. Though not implemented here, illumination pattern sidelobe losses may be further minimized by “spoiling” the transmit beam in elevation, or by adding additional elevation mainbeam constraints. For example, rather than having a single mainbeam, one could create multiple mainbeams in elevation, resulting in higher antenna pattern gain over the range/elevation extent of the training data. This is done by simply adding multiple elevation steering vectors together, where each elevation steering vector is “pointed” to a different elevation angle. However, adding more mainbeam constraints further limits the ability of the illumination pattern to cast a null at or near to the elevation constraint angle. Thus, these “extra” elevation beams must be chosen in light of the road segments to be nulled.

A reasonable question to ask is, “Why should elevation beamforming be done at all?” given the potential of 3-D STAP processing to further increase performance [52]. There are several very good reasons to do elevation beamforming in this context. First, in the GMTI application, there is no elevation diversity between the target and the clutter in a given range bin, thus elevation is not a useful discriminant for separating the target from the clutter. Second, subarraying in elevation reduces the clutter rank [26] and the total DOF of the system, which in turn lowers the quantity of training data required to achieve acceptable performance.

The third reason for subarraying the received data in elevation is because the combination of the close-in sensing geometry and the elevation adaptivity garnered by the planar array creates non-stationary clutter statistics that vary as a function of elevation. This non-stationarity is due to the changing “location” of the clutter energy in the 3-D horizontal (x), vertical (y), and Doppler space. Simply put, a 3-D
snapshot taken at an elevation angle of $-30^\circ$ has different clutter statistics (i.e., covariance matrix) than a 3-D snapshot taken at $-10^\circ$ elevation. However, elevation beamforming removes this non-stationary, restoring the range-independent relationship between the remaining two dimensions, Doppler and azimuth (for a side-looking array with zero crab angle).

Although there has been some research investigating the potential usefulness of planar arrays (or 3-D) STAP [50–56], the current body of STAP literature does not appear to address the training data issues associated with applying planar array STAP in a close-in sensing environment. As such, there are a few more operational considerations that are worth mentioning. First, one inherent limitation of planar array patterns lies in the limited elevation beamwidth and resulting range footprint of the main beam. This dictates that for a given CPI with a fixed pointing angle, a limited portion of the unambiguous range extent receives full illumination power, thus practically limiting the range extent over which one may search for targets (in a given CPI). The tradeoff is between the need to survey a larger portion of range gates in a single sweep and the need to null harmful TTD running across the azimuth angle of interest, but at a different elevation angle.

The implication is that multiple CPIs will be needed to survey an area that would be simultaneously illuminated with a linear array. However, the ability to improve MDV by notching out TTD may be worth the extended dwell time. By “scanning through” the range extent with multiple dwells, the TTD during one illumination cycle may be the target of interest during the next illumination cycle, and more reliable detection throughout the range extent should be possible by focusing on smaller range increments at any one time. This concept may be more graphically understood by revisiting Fig. 5.1 and noting 1) the size of the main beam and 2) the number of targets near $0^\circ$ azimuth over the unambiguous range.

Finally, a few words about trends is insightful. While adding additional “columns” to the antenna array generally lowers MDV by limiting the clutter bandwidth, adding
more “rows” will not necessarily improve performance. Too many rows will contribute heavily to TD amplitude attenuation and heterogeneity, while too few rows may not provide sufficient illumination adaptivity to null multiple roads. Simulations also indicated a strong relationship between the radar range resolution (determined by the radar bandwidth) and the TTD impacts. In general, a coarse range resolution de-emphasizes the impact of TTD, since the clutter area is much larger and thus tends to overpower or mask the target returns. Conversely, a high range resolution has the opposite effect and results in higher target-to-clutter ratios which adversely impact the covariance matrix estimates. Further, higher range resolution creates more training data, a larger percentage of which may be uncorrupted depending on target density. It is important to keep these considerations in mind when applying SAIP to mitigate TTD. A key factor for achieving good performance with SAIP is effective pattern synthesis, a topic to be covered next.

5.5 Adaptive Illumination Pattern Synthesis

The key to employing SAIP lies in synthesizing a transmit antenna pattern which projects nulls on selected roads in the scene. This is accomplished in a manner similar to building adaptive receive patterns to spatially null jammers. The first step is to build a “transmit” interference covariance matrix ($R_{tx}$) from weighted spatial steering vectors directed at closely spaced points on each road segment to be nulled in the scene. These spatial steering vectors and resulting covariance matrix $R_{tx}$ can be calculated just prior to transmit using platform position/orientation data and a database of road locations. The construction of $R_{tx}$ is given by (5.1)

$$
R_{tx} = \sum_{i=0}^{N_r} \xi_i v(\phi_i, \theta_i) v(\phi_i, \theta_i)^H,
$$

where $v(\phi_i, \theta_i)$ is a spatial steering vector pointed at the $i^{th}$ road “sample” defined as

$$
v(\phi_i, \theta_i) = e(\theta_i) \otimes a(\theta_i, \phi_i),
$$
where $e(\cdot)$ and $a(\cdot)$ are defined in (2.42) and (2.41) respectively, and $N_s$ is the total number of road samples (constraints), and $\xi_i$ is the scalar weighting of each sample. The scalar weighting is based on the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of a potential target having fixed RCS, and is given in (5.3)

$$\xi_i = \frac{P_t(NP)^2 g^2 \lambda M \sigma}{(4\pi)^3 P_n F_n L_s R_i^4},$$

(5.3)

where $P_t$ is the power per element, $\sigma$ is the mean value of the largest modeled target (25 dBsm), $\lambda$ is the wavelength, and the remainder of the terms are as defined in Table 5.1. This weighting function prevents over/under nulling by modeling interference proportional to potential target strength. The pulse integration gain is incorporated by $M$, and the array pattern is modeled as isotropic, having a gain of $(NP)^2 g^2$. The use of a non-isotropic pattern at this point in the weight synthesis process could result in potential interference sources not being considered, should that interference be located in a natural illumination null of the “standard” illumination pattern. Thus, an isotropic gain pattern is chosen such that all potential interference (i.e., targets on all roads) is equally considered when synthesizing adaptive patterns.

Choosing which road segments to include in the formation of $R_{tx}$ is critical to proper performance and remains an area for future optimization. For example, the analytical relationship between the locus of road samples (constraints) in az/el space and the resulting rank of the covariance matrix has not been related analytically. Such a derivation is difficult to synthesize, due to the widely varying shape of projected road segments, sampling density, and locations. There are, however, a few rules of thumb that are universally important. Constraints that are within (or even slightly outside) the null-to-null mainbeam width in either azimuth or elevation will reduce the mainbeam gain, which in turn reduces the target SNR as compared to the non-adaptive transmit pattern. Thus, road segments in the mainbeam must be excluded in the composition of $R_{tx}$. Further, through analysis of the MCARM data, it was found that targets located outside the first couple azimuth sidelobes have little impact.
Figure 5.5: Selected road segments used as constraints for synthesizing adaptive illumination patterns. The “constraint zone,” outlined by a thick black line, is introduced to maximize the DOF usefulness and prevent self-nulling.

on performance [12]. As such, they should be excluded to avoid unnecessarily using up transmit DOF. Figure 5.5 provides a graphical representation of the “constraint zone” (potential interference locations to null) used when synthesizing the SAIP; the zone contains those road segments within the azimuthal region illuminated by the mainbeam and first (azimuth) sidelobes, but excludes those road segments within the elevation region containing the main beam itself. The elevation region of the mainbeam (which in this case comprises an illuminated region not more that 5 km in range) would define the area over which targets are searched for.

The constraint selection strategy must also consider a end-to-end approach for removing and/or suppressing TTD, including the use of all traditional methods developed for the received data. There are definitely some scenarios in which knowledge-aided TD excision [12] and NHD methodologies can more efficiently and effectively remove TTD effects from received data, e.g., those scenarios having roads which only traverse a few range cells at or near the main beam. In this situation, the use of adaptive illumination to null just a few range bins might lower the amplitude of adja-
cent range bins due to the finite width of the antenna pattern null. Conversely, when roads traverse many range bins at near perpendicular angles (to the range bin arc), the use of adaptive illumination only ‘notches’ out a small portion of each range bin arc, removing the non-homogeneous portion of that range bin and restoring blocks of TD to a more useful, homogeneous condition. A synergistic TTD removal strategy that takes advantage of SAIP on transmit and knowledge-aided excision and NHD methodologies on receive is likely to achieve much better results than either transmit or receive TTD mitigation methods can separately.

In the site-specific simulation examined here, the range cell under test is at a range of 8 km and an elevation angle of $-22.6^\circ$. A portion of the non-adaptive transmit pattern projected onto the ground with an overlay of simulated targets is illustrated in Fig. 5.6. For proof-of-concept demonstration, the simulated target locations inside the “constraint zone” of Fig. 5.5 (randomly spaced at an average distance of 600 m apart) are used as the road samples for composing $R_{tx}$. The resultant $R_{tx}$ is augmented with 0 dB of diagonal loading using $\sigma^2 I$ to set the noise floor and ensure invertibility. Finally, the SAIP weights are calculated using the optimum beamformer [43, 62]:

$$ w_{tx} = (R_{tx} + \sigma^2 I)^{-1}v(\phi_{tx}, \theta_{tx}). $$ (5.4)

A portion of the resulting SAIP pattern based on the adaptive transmit weights $w_{tx}$ is illustrated in Fig. 5.7. In comparing the non-adaptive pattern in Fig. 5.6 with the adaptive pattern in Fig. 5.7, it is clear to see how targets are illuminated with much less energy by the adaptive SAIP pattern, particularly for the azimuth region containing the first sidelobes and mainbeam where the interference constraints of Fig. 5.5 are enforced.

### 5.6 Simulation Results

The effects of SAIP are first observed by examining the output of a classic non-homogeneity detector, namely the Generalized Inner Product (GIP). The GIP can
be calculated using either the known or estimated covariance, the latter of which is used here. For a snapshot of sampled radar data $\chi$ from a single range bin and an estimated covariance matrix $\hat{R}$, the GIP is given by [82]:

$$GIP = \chi^H \hat{R} \chi,$$

(5.5)

where $\hat{R}$ is estimated from $K$ range bin samples and defined in (3.6). In the case where the sampled radar data conforms to a zero-mean Complex Normal (CN) distribution,
i.e., $\chi \sim CN(0, R)$ and $R$ is unknown, the mean of the GIP statistic is given by [83]

$$
\mathcal{E}\{\text{GIP}\} = \frac{M}{1 - \frac{M}{K}}.
$$

(5.6)

The GIP test results shown in Fig. 5.8 are from one specific TTD simulation but are representative of results obtained from other random target realizations. The GIP test is applied to the clutter returns/TD under three different illumination scenarios, including 1) a Standard Illumination Pattern (SIP) without TTD present, 2) the same SIP with TTD present, and 3) a Scene Adaptive Illumination Pattern (SAIP) with the same TTD present. The mean value of the GIP, i.e., $\langle \mathcal{E}\{\text{GIP}\} \rangle$ as given by (5.6) is also provided for reference.

Since the GIP test is an amplitude sensitive statistic, the effects of elevation nulls in the SIP illumination pattern (both with and without TTD present) are clearly visible at ranges of 3.5, 5, 12.4, and 31.25 km. This occurs because the training data amplitude is severely attenuated at null locations in the SIP. It is evident by the departure of the GIP statistic from its estimated mean value (dotted line in Fig. 5.8) that even the “clean” TD under SIP conditions is severely attenuated across range. The dominant factors that account for this attenuation are 1) the drastically changing grazing angle in this close-in sensing scenario (which heavily influences clutter reflectivity), 2) lower illumination pattern gain in the elevation sidelobes, and 3) range ($R^4$) attenuation effects. As seen in the SIP(TTD) results, the presence of contaminating TTD causes the GIP statistic to increase, and this phenomena is clearly visible in the SIP results starting at approximately 13 km and continuing through to 40 km. In contrast, the corresponding SAIP(TTD) GIP results clearly show a reduction of up to 20 dB in the spikes resulting from TTD presence. Note also that the characteristic dips due to elevation pattern nulls (visible in the SIP(TTD) results) are not evident in the SAIP(TTD) results. This is due to the non-uniform elevation sidelobe shape of the SAIP illumination pattern, most clearly illustrated in Fig. 5.7.
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Figure 5.8: Generalized Inner Product (GIP) test applied to training data (TD) under three scene illumination conditions: 1) a Standard Illumination Pattern (SIP) without TTD present, 2) the same SIP with TTD present, and 3) a Scene Adaptive Illumination Pattern (SAIP) with TTD present.

A performance comparison for SINR Loss is made using the reportedly robust [93] Adaptive Matched Filter (AMF) [43] applied to the same scenario with different illumination patterns. For comparison purposes, the clairvoyant performance of the Matched Filter under standard illumination conditions is provided (MF-SI) and represents the maximum achievable performance. The average AMF performance under adaptive (SAIP) and standard illumination was computed from 30 runs. In each run, the target location, velocity, type, and RCS were randomly generated and AMF performance was evaluated using both non-adaptive and adaptive transmit patterns applied to identical target laydowns. In all cases, the estimated covariance matrix (used by the AMF) was based on all the training data and received 3 dB of diagonal loading. The SINR Improvement Factor (IF) is plotted in Fig. 5.9 for a 30 run average.
of AMF results under standard illumination (AMF-SI) both with and without TTD present and adaptive illumination (AMF-AI) with TTD present.

![Figure 5.9: SINR Loss comparison for Standard Illumination (SI) and Adaptive Illumination (AI) Patterns: 1) Clairvoyant MF performance using SI [MF-SI] unaffected by TDD, 2) AMF performance using SI with no TTD present [AMF-SI (no TTD)], 3) AMF performance using SI with TTD present [AMF-SI (TTD)], and 4) AMF performance using AI with TTD present [AMF-AI (TTD)].](image)

For STAP processing with 300 DOF and a total of 595 range cells (approx. 2:1 ratio for this scenario), Reed’s rule predicts the average AMF performance to be approximately -3 dB less than MF performance. Outside the clutter null region, the AMF beats this prediction due to the diagonal loading of the estimated covariance matrix [22]. In this site-specific simulation, SAIP greatly improved the MDV, recovering 6 to 11 dB (relative to SAIP) of performance over about 10% of the unambiguous velocity on both sides of zero. The most affected velocities in the AMF-SI curve of Fig. 5.9 correspond to the LOS speeds of the targets receiving the most illumination. A normalized velocity of 0.1 exhibits the most loss, which corresponds to 54 MPH.
Had the roads been more perpendicular to the radar or had the targets been slower, the performance degradation would have been translated closer to zero.

5.7 **Summary**

This chapter demonstrates the utility of using Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns (SAIP) to convert heterogeneous training data into more homogeneous training data, resulting in subsequent STAP performance improvement. The SAIP technique employs *a priori* knowledge of road locations coupled with platform location/orientation to synthesize adaptive illumination nulls which are projected onto road locations in the radar scene. Thus, target returns in the training data are effectively suppressed and the quality and quantity of available training data is restored for STAP processing. The impact of close-in sensing geometries was considered when using planar arrays with STAP processing, which highlighted the unfortunate attenuation of the training data by the elevation sidelobes. This problem was countered here using range cell specific elevation beamforming to reduce training data amplitude attenuation on receive. The use of SAIP patterns to improve overall performance fits well within the vision of achieving Fully Adaptive Radar (FAR) capability. Typically, the transmit array DOF are not utilized in today’s radar. It is envisioned that methods for incorporating *a priori* knowledge to tailor transmit/illumination pattern characteristics will remain an active area of research for those wishing to take full advantage of transmit DOF to improve system performance.
VI. Conclusions

One of the fundamental challenges of airborne radar surveillance is minimizing the clutter’s degrading impact on target detection performance. The study and development of clutter mitigating techniques has spanned more than 33 years [18] and has resulted in many noteworthy advances [9, 29, 62, 63]. However, clutter mitigation remains a formidable obstacle to achieving the full performance potential of modern day radars [93].

The problems associated with effective mitigation of both signal-dependent interference (clutter) and signal-independent interference (jammers, hot clutter, etc.) is perhaps the central challenge to achieving robust Ground Moving Target Indication (GMTI) and/or Airborne Moving Target Indication (AMTI) capability. However, half of the interference generated is created by the radar itself—i.e., all of the signal-dependent interference is a result of radar transmission. The Doppler spread of ground returns, as received through the antenna pattern sidelobes, is perhaps the most problematic characteristic of airborne clutter.

Following current technology development trends of knowledge-aided processing, adaptive transmit, and Fully Adaptive Radar (FAR) architectures, this research focuses solely on the signal-dependent energy (interference) collected through antenna sidelobes which is created by the radar. While it is true that radar system designers have acknowledged the problem of sidelobe radiation for years, they have generally addressed the issue through the application of transmit tapers or windows that reduce sidelobe gain. The central question explored in this research, perhaps for the very first time, is: “How might a GMTI/AMTI radar which uses an active phased array take a proactive role in tailoring antenna sidelobe characteristics such that overall system performance is improved?”

6.1 Adaptive Illumination Patterns

The fundamental concept introduced by this research involves using Adaptive Illumination Patterns (AIP) which tailor scene illumination such that signal-induced
interference (i.e., clutter) is pre-structured to enhance receiver suppression capability. Since the resultant illumination patterns are intended to be adaptive on transmit, application of AIP is viewed as an extension of the FAR paradigm, where the common goal is to pursue increased radar performance through knowledge-aided transmit adaptivity. Specifically, the use of AIP is employed to improve STAP receive processing performance.

Although it is expected that no set of illumination patterns can be generated to improve upon optimum processor performance, i.e., performance obtained under clairvoyant covariance conditions, there are many real-world effects which may be better addressed using a synergistic combination of adaptive illumination patterns and STAP. In addition, implementing space-time adaptivity via real illumination antenna patterns may induce new phenomenological effects into received data which could be further exploited to improve overall performance in a FAR architecture.

This research is divided into two major thrusts which are distinguished based on the pattern update interval, as well as their purpose. The first thrust focused on illumination patterns which are designed to change on a pulse-by-pulse basis and characterizes the research related to Space Time Illumination Patterns (STIP). The second thrust focused on those patterns which are adaptive but temporally constant for at least one CPI. This characterizes the research related to Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns (SAIP).

6.1.1 Space Time Illumination Patterns (STIP). The field of adaptive radar has countered the clutter problem by invoking the use of a phased array radar to sample the environment in both space and time. This space-time sampling is commonly followed by the application of adaptive, time-varying (i.e., pulse dependent) array receive processing of the radar data by techniques such as STAP. As developed here, STIP techniques take advantage of previously unutilized transmit DOF to exploit the same space-time adaptivity via custom designed pulse-dependent illumination patterns. Thus, STIP adds the phased array antenna pattern to the FAR toolbox,
yielding a tremendous capability for addressing the problem of signal-dependent interference during the transmit cycle.

As shown in this research, STIP has demonstrated the ability to nearly eliminate the clutter at particular, user selectable Doppler frequencies as well as over a range of Doppler frequencies. This permits non-adaptive receiver processing algorithms to achieve near noise-only performance in Doppler regions previously dominated by clutter. STIP is well-suited for potentially aiding or simplifying a tracking application where a target Doppler estimate is maintained. STIP also demonstrated the capability to improve partially-adaptive Factored Space Time (FST) processor performance to near noise-only (optimal) performance in selected Doppler regions. The reduced DOF of the partially-adaptive FST processing is usually accompanied by a reduction in required training data (via the RMB rule [86]). In general, lower training data requirements makes STAP processing more implementable and robust in heterogeneous clutter environments. For the weight synthesis methods used here, there is a tradeoff between the width of the clutter-free Doppler frequency span and the amount of mainbeam gain provided by the adapted illumination patterns.

Should Knowledge-Aided (KA) STIP weight synthesis techniques be developed and shown to be viable, the use of FST processing combined with KA-STIP offers the potential for achieving STAP processing capability without the expense of individual analog-to-digital converters on each array element. Given the historical success of non-data-adaptive Displaced Phase Center Antenna (DPCA) techniques, it seems plausible to achieve an acceptable level of performance with antenna weights synthesized using onboard navigation data and the appropriate clutter models.

6.1.2 Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns (SAIP). Nature dictates that radar systems can only detect that which is “illuminated” by radiated electromagnetic energy. The spatial allocation of radiated energy is determined by the radar transmit (illumination) pattern. Modern Active Electronically Scanned Arrays (AESAs) have the inherent capability to adjust their illumination pattern in near “real-time”.
The characteristic sidelobe structure of an AESA guarantees those areas which lie in illumination pattern nulls are not as observable (subject to pattern null depth) by the radar despite the amount of receiver processing applied. While tapering (windowing) an array pattern is a well developed technique for lowering the peak gain of antenna sidelobes, the location of transmit pattern nulls is generally not a design consideration—until now.

In some heterogenous environments, there are undoubtedly specific “objects” in the radar scene who’s reflections directly contribute to the heterogeneous nature of the clutter returns. These would include so-called clutter discretes, as well as moving objects which by their nature induce additional Doppler shift that degrades clutter homogeneity. The AIP concept introduced here involves using the spatial DOF of an AESA on transmit to adaptively cast illumination pattern nulls in those regions most likely to contribute heterogeneous returns across range gates. Specifically, this work focuses on placing transmit nulls along road locations in the scene, potentially restoring a degree of homogeneity to road/target infested training data. This technique is referred to throughout as Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns (SAIP).

This research proposed a new approach for minimizing the negative impacts of having targets in the training data. Using a priori road location information, modern AESA array technology, and geometries consistent with close-in sensing applications, the transmit antenna pattern is adaptively altered to illuminate the scene such that illumination pattern nulls are placed along road locations running through the training data. By not illuminating the vehicular targets with transmit energy, the contaminating reflected target energy is effectively reduced. This effectively converts target corrupted training data to be more representative of what is received under homogeneous clutter conditions. The use of AIP for this purpose is referred to throughout this document as Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns (SAIP).

SAIP is independent and perfectly complementary to the existing Non-Homogeneity Detection (NHD) techniques previously developed. It is expected that the synergis-
tic use of SAIP and existing NHD-like techniques will result in improved adaptive radar performance in target-rich and other heterogeneous environments. The specific contribution of SAIP to overall adaptive radar performance is its ability to “convert” (to some degree) heterogeneous clutter data into a more homogeneous state, resulting in a net increase in clutter quality and quantity, the latter being realized upon the common application of NHD to a more homogeneous set of training data.

6.2 Research Contribution Summary

This research characterizes performance improvements which may be obtained by incorporating transmit/illumination pattern adaptivity into the cadre of existing radar signal processing techniques. For demonstration purposes, STAP receiver processing is used to characterize the benefits of employing AIP. AIP is applied to address two of STAP’s biggest challenges: 1) poor training data quality, and 2) limited training data quantity. These challenges are addressed either through using SAIP to mitigate training data contamination which occurs in dense target environments, or by using STIP to reduce the quantity of training data required in the classic side-looking linear array STAP scenarios (both of which are applicable to GMTI applications).

Figure 6.1 provides the organizational research structure which is divided into three basic areas: 1) Extensions to existing radar models that incorporate Adaptive Illumination Patterns-Transmit Interpulse Pattern Diversity (AIP-TIPD), 2) Development and application of Space Time Illumination Patterns (STIP), and 3) Development and application of knowledge aided Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns (SAIP).

Research contributions are summarized as follows:


   • Incorporates arbitrary spatial transmit weights for a planar Array (3D STAP).
Adaptive Illumination Patterns (AIP)

Figure 6.1: Summary of research structure and technical contribution areas, including 1) Incorporation of Adaptive Illumination Pattern-Transmit Inter-pulse Pattern Diversity (AIP-TIPD) extensions into pre-existing radar models, 2) development and application of Space Time Illumination Patterns (STIP) to pre-shape (re-distribute) clutter power such that STAP processing performs better with less Training Data, and 3) development and application of knowledge aided Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns (SAIP) to minimize heterogeneous clutter effects in target saturated environments.

- Incorporates arbitrary pulse-varying set of transmit weights using a planar Array.
• Proved that the clairvoyant clutter covariance matrix incorporating TIPD is valid for any arbitrary statistical distribution and/or deterministic clutter reflectivity.

• Incorporated analytic modeling of subarrays in the clutter covariance model which reduces computational load, memory requirements, and decreases modeling and simulation time.

• Modified clutter snapshot model for range bin-by-range bin generation of clutter incorporating TIPD planar array (elevation dependent) illumination patterns.

2. Space Time Illumination Patterns (STIP): Introduced and developed the concept of STIP to accomplish space-time beamforming for simplified receiver processing [27]

• Extended linear array radar model of [61, 99] to incorporate Transmit Interpulse Pattern Diversity (TIPD) functionality.

• Demonstrated performance matching that of an optimum filter using optimum TIPD weights with simplified Doppler receive filtering. Processing burden shifted from receiver to transmitter.

• Developed understanding of the nature of joint space-time beamforming, detailing the differences between illumination and filtering.

3. Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns (SAIP): Introduced and developed the concept of SAIP to improve STAP performance in dense target environments [25].

• Uses knowledge-aided technique to synthesize transmit patterns (adapt scene illumination) based on known road locations. Removal of mobile scatterer responses from road locations effectively “cleans up” training data.

• Demonstrated performance improvement for planar array using SAIP with STAP receiver processing for close-in sensing applications.
6.3 Future Research

It is hoped that the active use of AIP within the larger context of Fully Adaptive Radar (FAR) will grow into a well-established area of research. This hope is based on 1) a recognition of the relative maturity of key enabling technologies, including the AESA, embedded processors, phase shifters, amplifiers, etc., 2) a fundamental belief in the new found potential of adaptive illumination when combined with existing adaptive receiver processing, and 3) the momentum behind knowledge aided, adaptive transmit and Bayesian approaches to emerging radar architectures. As such, there are many potential areas for future research. A few are listed here.

6.3.1 Radar Modeling Research. One possible criticism of STIP is the ability to synthesize usable space-time patterns without the aid of clairvoyant data. The ability to quantify the extent to which this is possible relies heavily on developing more detailed STAP models that incorporate such things as: Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DTED) data models, reflectivity models, scattering models, signal masking models, and array error models. Without the aid of measured datasets (since simulated data has to be reactive to synthesized antenna patterns), the aging of past CPI data must be modeled to determine the legitimacy and/or restrictions of this approach to STIP weight synthesis. Further, in depth modeling of real-world array errors and inter-channel biases would be useful in determining the potential for using knowledge-aided clutter model approaches to STIP weight synthesis.

6.3.2 Space Time Illumination Patterns. There are many knowledge-aided, model-based, and expert reasoning based strategies developed for STAP that are immediately applicable to STIP weight generation. The investigation of each technology as well as the combination of multiple technologies is viewed as a ripe area of further research, and one critical to the long-term success of STIP technology. The tremendous growth and successful contributions of knowledge-based/knowledge-aided processing directly support the future realization of practical STIP implementation. Another interesting area would be to apply STIP to 3D (azimuth, elevation, and
Doppler) scenarios to investigate the capability of the technique to counter and/or compensate for elevation-dependent effects.

In understanding the differences and tradeoffs between AIP and STAP, there may be important phenomenological effects due to the fundamental difference between the use of real antenna patterns on transmit and synthesized illumination patterns on receive. For example, some artifacts known to occur in signal processing may not appear when using AIP. Conversely, the precision of AIP may be much less than that afforded by STAP due to limited hardware precision. Such effects could be investigated, tested and/or quantified.

As mentioned in Chapter I, AIP has no impact on signal-independent sources in the scene, such as jammers or terrain scattered interference (a.k.a., hot clutter) [95,96]. However, it may be worth exploring the ability of AIP to alleviate some of the “cold” clutter processing burden from the receiver, potentially making more receive DOF available for mitigating the signal-independent interference.

6.3.3 Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns. In synthesizing SAIP patterns, road segment selection when forming $R_{tx}$ is critical to proper performance and remains an area for future optimization. For example, the relationship between the locus of road samples (constraints) in the azimuth-elevation space and the resultant rank of the covariance matrix has not been related analytically. Such a derivation is difficult to synthesize due to the widely varying shape of projected road segments, sampling density, and locations. However, such a derivation is necessary for real-world deployment of the system so that the adaptive pattern is not over-specified by the null constraints.

6.4 Closing Thoughts

The future of AIP as part of a FAR architecture seems secure. As AESAs become more capable through faster phase shifters and more powerful T/R modules, the potential for AIP to make big contributions to radar performance only increases.
With the plethora of ongoing STAP research, especially in the areas of waveform diversity, knowledge-aided processing, and fully adaptive radar, more DOF will be the norm. The potential for larger arrays also increases the achievable spatial resolution in complex radar scenarios. Such increases in spatial resolution will further benefit AIP techniques, as more DOFs will be available for adapting illumination patterns to the scene. It is hoped that the application of AIP to adaptive radar will continue with great fervency, and that the men and women of the U.S. military will be safer and more capable because of it.
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The fundamental goal of Fully Adaptive Radar (FAR) involves full exploitation of the joint, synergistic adaptivity of the radar’s transmitter and receiver. Little work has been done to exploit the joint space time Degrees-of-Freedom (DOF) available via an Active Electronically Steered Array (AESA) during the radar’s transmit illumination cycle. This research introduces Adaptive Illumination Patterns (AIP) as a means for exploiting this previously untapped transmit DOF. This research investigates ways to mitigate clutter interference effects by adapting the illumination pattern on transmit. Two types of illumination pattern adaptivity were explored, termed Space Time Illumination Patterns (STIP) and Scene Adaptive Illumination Patterns (SAIP). Using clairvoyant knowledge, STIP demonstrates the ability to remove sidelobe clutter at user specified Doppler frequencies, resulting in optimum receiver performance using a non-adaptive receive processor. Using available database knowledge, SAIP demonstrated the ability to reduce training data heterogeneity in dense target environments, thereby greatly improving the minimum discernable velocity achieved through STAP processing.
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